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ABSTRACT
Beyond its functional requirements, architectural design, the quality of a software systemis also defined by the degree to which it meets its non-functional requirements. Thecomplexity of managing these non-functional requirements is exacerbated by the fact that
they are potentially conflicting with one another. For cloud-based software, i.e., software whose
service is delivered through a cloud infrastructure, other constraints related to the features of the
hosting data center, such as cost, security and performance, have to be considered by system and
software designers. For instance, the evaluation of requests to access sensitive resources results in
performance overhead introduced by policy rules evaluation and message exchange between the
different geographically distributed components of the authorization system. Duplicating policy
rule evaluation engines traditionally solves such performance issues, however such a decision has
an impact on security since it introduces additional potential private data leakage points. Taking
into account all the aforementioned features is a key factor to enhance the perceived quality of
service (QoS) of the cloud as a whole. Maximizing users and software developers satisfaction with
cloud-based software is a challenging task since trade-off decisions have to be dynamically taken
between these conflicting quality attributes to adapt to system requirements evolution.
In this thesis, we tackle the challenges of building a decision support method to optimize
software deployment in a cloud environment. Our proposed holistic method operates both at the
level of 1) Platform as a service (PaaS) by handling software components deployment to achieve
an efficient runtime optimization to satisfy cloud providers and customers objectives 2) Guest
applications by making inroads into the design of applications to enable the design of secure
systems that also meet flexibility, performance and cost requirements. To thoroughly investigate
these challenges, we identify three main objectives that we address as follows:
The first objective is to achieve a runtime optimization of cloud-based software deployment
at the Platform as a service (PaaS) layer, by considering both cloud customers and providers
constraints. To fulfill this objective, we leverage the models@run.time paradigm to build an
abstraction layer to model a cloud infrastructure. In a second step, we model the software place-
ment problem as a multi-objective optimization problem and we use multi-objective evolutionary
algorithms (MOEAs) to identify a set of possible cloud optimal configurations that exhibit best
trade-offs between conflicting objectives. The approach is validated through a case study that
we defined with EBRC1, a cloud provider in Luxembourg, as a representative of a software
component placement problem in heterogeneous distributed cloud nodes.
The second objective is to ameliorate the convergence speed of MOEAs that we have used to
achieve a run-time optimization of cloud-based software. To cope with elasticity requirements
of cloud-based applications, we improve the way the search strategy operates by proposing a
hyper-heuristic that operates on top of MOEAs. Our hyper-heuristic uses the history of mutation
effect on fitness functions to select the most relevant mutation operators. Our evaluation shows
1http://www.ebrc.com/
i
that MOEAs in conjunction with our hyper-heuristic has a significant performance improvement
in terms of resolution time over the original MOEAs.
The third objective aims at optimizing cloud-based software trade-offs by exploring applica-
tions design as a complementary step to the optimization at the level of the cloud infrastructure,
tackled in the first and second objectives. We aimed at achieving security trade-offs at the level of
guest applications by revisiting current practices in software methods. We focus on access control
as a main security concern and we opt for guest applications that manage resources regulated by
access control policies specified in XACML2. This focus is mainly motivated by two key factors:
1) Access control is the pillar of computer security as it allows to protect sensitive resources
in a given system from unauthorized accesses 2) XACML is the de facto standard language to
specify access control policies and proposes an access control architectural model that supports
several advanced access requirements such as interoperability and portability. To attain this
objective, we advocate the design of applications based on XACML architectural model to achieve
a trade-off between security and flexibility and we adopt a three-step approach: First, we identify
a lack in the literature in XACML with obligation handling support. Obligations enable to specify
user actions that have to be performed before/during/after the access to resources. We propose an
extension of the XACML reference model and language to use the history of obligations states at
the decision making time. In this step, we extend XACML access control architecture to support
a wider range of usage control scenarios. Second, in order to avoid degrading performance while
using a secure architecture based on XACML, we propose a refactoring technique applied on
access control policies to enhance request evaluation time. Our approach, evaluated on three Java
policy-based systems, enables to substantially reduce request evaluation time. Finally, to achieve
a trade-off between a safe security policy evolution and regression testing costs, we develop a
regression-test-selection approach for selecting test cases that reveal faults caused by policy
changes.
To sum up, in all aforementioned objectives, we pursue the goal of analysing and improving
the current landscape in the development of cloud-based software. Our focus on security quality
attributes is driven by its crucial role in widening the adoption of cloud computing. Our approach
brings to light a security-aware design of guest applications that is based on XACML architecture.
We provide useful guidelines, methods with underlying algorithms and tools for developers and
cloud solution designers to enhance tomorrow’s cloud-based software design.
Keywords: XACML-policy based systems, Access Control, Cloud Computing, Trade-offs,
Multi-Objective Optimization.
2https://www.oasis-open.org/committees/xacml
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INTRODUCTION
This thesis was submitted to the University of Luxembourg, in partial fulfilment of therequirements to obtain a PhD degree in Computer Science. The work that is presented inthis dissertation was carried out in the years 2011-2014. This first chapter introduces the
structure of the overall manuscript and it is organized as follows. Section 1.1 gives a brief
introduction of the context and the key motivating issues of this work. Section 1.2 outlines the
approach adopted in this research. Section 1.3 presents the objectives of this thesis and finally,
section 1.4 presents an overview of the remainder of this thesis.
Contents
1.1 Context and problem statement . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
1.2 Approach description . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
1.3 Thesis contributions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
1.4 Thesis structure . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7
1.1 Context and problem statement
With the spread of ICT companies, software services that range from web services to social
network services have revolutionized our lives. For most of these ICT companies, managing the
life-cycle of applications is still a tedious task causing most of these firms to be reluctant to
perform dreading negative return on investment (ROI).
According to the NIST definition, cloud computing [MG11] is a computing paradigm that
enables cloud providers to provision dynamically their customers with configurable hardware
and software resources through network access. Cloud computing offers hosting capabilities that
enable cloud customers to get rid of the burden of maintaining their own services by leveraging
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cloud hardware and virtual resources. Cloud paradigm enables to reduce deployment costs by
relying on fees that are changing every month instead of a fixed license. Besides its cost efficiency,
cloud computing offers unlimited storage capacity of information, backup and data recovery
facilities and dynamic on-demand resources provisioning to cope with load variations.
According to the TechTarget’s Cloud Adoption Index1, public and private clouds have both
reached 25% adoption rate within IT. These numbers reveal that the process of migrating
applications to the cloud is slow despite the promising solutions offered by the cloud industry to
the IT companies.
Cloudsourcing [KV10] introduces several design and deployment challenges. A major example
of these challenges is handling non-functional requirements trade-offs for software services that
have to be revisited in the context of virtualized environments. Balancing these non-functional
requirements is an important factor in improving software quality and in increasing cloud
customers satisfaction. The difficulty related to the management of cloud-based software trade-
offs arises mainly from two main major concerns:
1. Software systems deployed in the cloud have to cope with constraints that are related to the
intrinsic features of cloud computing such as elasticity [ILFL12], resource heterogeneity,
variable deployment costs, etc. Besides, cloud computing introduces new complexity by
introducing several stakeholders such as cloud providers, cloud third parties and cloud
tenants [GSH+07] which can share the same pool of resources. The dynamicity of cloud
stakeholders and resources introduces new challenges related to the optimization mecha-
nisms that have to be considered in cloud-based software.
2. As stated in [SP12], deploying an application in a cloud environment will not enhance
its software quality attributes if these attributes have not already been taken into con-
sideration at the early stages of the software development cycle. Software services have
to take benefit of software engineering methods to develop cloud applications that meet
users expectations in terms of quality of service, before moving these applications to the
cloud. This implies that software engineers have to maximize non functional requirements
satisfaction when building cloud applications. When designing a software system, security
is one important objective to consider between other non functional requirements.
Security poses new challenges for cloud environments. Cloud customers lose control over
their data when they host their applications in cloud infrastructures. Security often conflicts
with performance, flexibility or other software quality attributes. However, these non-
functional requirements are often highly interdependent and it is not easy for software
engineers to identify these trade-offs at the design time or to handle them dynamically when
the system is in an operational state. Therefore, building a secure cloud-based software
that exhibits trade-offs between security and other objectives is a challenging task.
1http://searchcloudcomputing.techtarget.com/feature/Cloud-computing-adoption-numbers-dont-add-up-to-
vendor-noise
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In this thesis, we propose a decision support to address such trade-offs for guest applications
(i.e., software that is delivered through a cloud infrastructure). First, we analyse cloud envi-
ronment constraints and we propose a decision support method to achieve an optimal software
provisioning in a cloud environment to satisfy simultaneously trade-offs between several conflict-
ing objectives. Secondly, to improve trade-offs satisfaction at the level of guest applications, we
focus on the access control security at the level of guest applications and we propose an approach
to maintain secure application design while reducing detrimental effects on other software quality
attributes such as flexibility and performance. The next section details our approach.
1.2 Approach description
We leverage software engineering methods and cloud computing paradigm to improve trade-offs
in cloud-based software. Software engineering methods enable to provide guidelines to develop
applications that meet functional and non functional requirements. Cloud computing promises a
delivery model that enables to improve the deployment of these applications through virtualized
infrastructures. In this thesis, we provide a decision support to handle software architecture
trade-offs that combines cloud computing and software engineering paradigms. Our approach is
described as follows:
1) Optimization of software deployment in a cloud environment:
In this part, we consider software systems as black box components and we focus on the
constraints related to the cloud environment such as elasticity and variable costs. We model
provider and customer constraints as a multi-objective optimization problem and we leverage
models@run.time and search-based engineering techniques to provide optimal software placement
alternatives. Our optimization approach results in cloud configurations that exhibit trade-offs
between conflicting objectives. In the second step, we have enhanced the search-based method
to cope with cloud elasticity constraints by operating on the search process that we have used
previously to find acceptable cloud configurations. Our goal is to cope with continuous optimization
constraints and to reduce the costs of adapting a running system at run-time.
2) An approach for the design of guest applications:
Trade-offs resolution has to be considered at the early stages of applications design. When
designing a software application, access control mechanisms have to be enforced to restrict users
access to sensitive resources. A leakage is access control security mechanisms might lead to
data losses which might have huge impact on organizations business and reputation. In this
thesis, we mainly consider access control as a security concern and we propose an approach
to design applications so that access control security does not come at the detriment of other
quality attributes such as flexibility and performance. We focus on systems that are built upon
XACML 2 as an architectural model and as a language to encode access control policies. XACML
2https://www.oasis-open.org/committees/xacml
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is a de facto standard to encode access control policies and to design a system that enforces
access control mechanisms. XACML enables to encode standard policies that can be reusable
in heterogeneous platforms and defines a conceptual model of an access control architecture.
XACML-based systems are built based on the separation between a security policy that regulates
user access to sensitive resources in the system and the underlying interacting software system.
This separation contributes to achieve better flexibility in terms of policy and system management.
For such systems based on XACML architectural design, we have used three Java policy-based
systems, regulated by XACML policies and we have:
• Extended the current XACML model to manage user actions in addition to authorizations in
the objective to enhance the support of XACML to handle complex usage control scenarios.
• Reduced time overhead that is inherent from request evaluation time in XACML-based
systems to achieve a certain trade-off between security and performance.
• Proposed an optimal security policy safe evolution by reducing test costs through test
regression techniques to test efficiently the software system when the security policy
evolves.
We aimed at proposing a software architecture design that secures user access without having
a negative impact on other quality attributes such as cost and performance. We believe that
performance and cost considerations have to be considered in the very early stages of software
development.
1.3 Thesis contributions
This dissertation presents the following concrete outcomes, which can be classified according to
the approach organization provided in section 1.2.
Optimizing software deployment in a cloud infrastructure: We designed a framework
embedded with decision capabilities to optimize software deployment in a cloud environment:
A) Chapter 4 entitled “Cloud-based software management: A multi-objective optimization
problem": We propose a generic approach to build a cloud-based software optimization layer by
combining architectural modeling and search-based paradigms. Our approach is two-fold:
• We use a models@run.time approach to have an abstraction layer of a cloud configuration
that represents cloud intrinsic parameters like cost, load information, etc.
• We use a multi-objective algorithm to navigate through cloud candidate configuration
solutions in order to resolve software deployment trade-offs in the cloud.
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We validate our approach based on a case study that we defined with a cloud provider partner
EBRC3 as representative of a dynamic management problem of heterogeneous distributed cloud
nodes. The prototype enables to find possible cloud configurations in reasonable time. The
prototype is flexible since it enables an easy reconfiguration of the cloud customer optimization
objectives.
B) Chapter 5 entitled “Optimizing Multi-Objective Evolutionary Algorithms to enable quality-
aware software provisioning": We propose an hyper-heuristic [HK03] that operates on top of
multi-objective algorithms to improve the search methods to cope with cloud environment runtime
constraints. Our hyper-heuristic leverages the history of mutation efficiency to select the most
relevant mutations to perform. We evaluate our hyper-heuristic on a SaaS engine, which drives
on-demand provisioning while considering conflicting performance and cost objectives. We conduct
experiments to highlight its significant performance improvement in terms of resolution time.
Guest application design: an application to policy-based systems: To design secure
XACML-based solutions while maintaining non functional requirements such as flexibility,
performance and cost, we have tackled the following challenges and we have addressed them as
follows:
C) Chapter 6 entitled “Towards a full support of obligations in XACML": Security is one of
the major concerns that have to be considered when designing a software system. Access control
is one important aspect of computer security that defines the actions that the different users
can/cannot perform on the the different resources in a given system. Architecting a software
system using XACML design enables to build a secure system, which allows only eligible users
to access the authorized information. XACML is built upon the separation of the security policy
that defines the user access and the different components that are involved in the access such as
the Policy Decision Point (PDP), which specifies the access decision (i.e., access/deny) by fetching
the policy and the Policy Enforcement Points (PEPs) that enforce the access decision at the level
of the software system. A solution that is built based on XACML provides a certain level of
trade-off between security and flexibility: The update of the system that interacts with a security
policy is not needed whenever the security policy evolves. XACML is based on an attribute-based
access control model that enables the developers to encode fine-grained access control policies.
Chadwick4 et al., have pointed out that while authorizations are well captured by authorizations
in XACML, users duties, also called obligations, are not well managed by XACML architecture.
The current version of XACML lacks (1) well-defined syntax to express obligations and (2) an
unified model to handle decision making w.r.t. obligation states and the history of obligations
fulfillment/violation. To extend XACML to improve its support to obligations, we have:
• Proposed an extension of the XACML reference model that takes into consideration the
history of obligation states (permission, violation) when building the access decision.
3http://www.ebrc.com/
4http://www.w3.org/2009/policy-ws/papers/Chadwick.pdf
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• Extended XACML language and architecture for a better obligation support and have shown
how obligations are managed in our proposed extended XACML architecture: OB-XACML.
D) Chapter 7 entitled “Improving performance in XACML-based systems": Software systems
can become very complex with an increasing number of users and resources in a given system.
This results in long and complex policies, which introduce a time overhead in access control
request processing and contributes to downgrade the performance of the overall system. To
improve performance in XACML-based systems:
• We propose to refactor access control policies by splitting a policy into smaller policies
according to a defined splitting criteria that are based on XACML intrinsic parameters.
• We have conducted an evaluation on three subjects of real-life Java systems, each of which
interacts with access control policies. Our evaluation results enable to substantially reduce
request evaluation time for most splitting criteria.
E) Chapter 8 entitled “Selection of regression system tests for security policy evolution": Testing
is an important phase in a software life cycle. Regression testing has to be conducted when the
system evolves to ensure that there is no errors that have been introduced by the system evolution
or maintenance. Regression testing is a very crucial task, however, it is also very expensive as
it can account for a huge amount of the total cost of a software system. To achieve a trade-off
between regression testing costs and security policy evolution:
• We developed a regression-test-selection approach, which selects every system test case
that may reveal regression faults caused by policy changes.
• We conducted experiments on three policy-based systems and we showed that our test-
selection approach reduces a substantial number of system test cases efficiently.
We published the following papers in the context of this thesis. Some of these papers will be
presented in the chapters that describe the contribution:
• Donia El Kateb, Tejeddine Mouelhi, Yves Le Traon, JeeHyun Hwang, and Tao Xie. Refac-
toring access control policies for performance improvement. In Proceedings of the 3rd
ACM/SPEC International Conference on Performance Engineering (ICPE), pp 323-334,
2012.
• JeeHyun Hwang, Tao Xie, Donia El Kateb, Tejeddine Mouelhi, and Yves Le Traon. Se-
lection of regression system tests for security policy evolution. In Proceedings of the 27th
IEEE/ACM International Conference on Automated Software Engineering (ASE), pp 266-
269, 2012.
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• Donia El Kateb, Yehia ElRakaiby, Tejeddine Mouelhi, and Yves Le Traon. Access control
enforcement testing. In Proceedings of the 8th International Workshop on Automation of
Software Test (AST), pp 64-70, 2013.
• Donia El Kateb, François Fouquet, Grégory Nain, Jorge Augusto Meira, Michel Ackerman,
and Yves Le Traon. Generic cloud platform multi-objective optimization leveraging mod-
els@run.time. In Proceedings of the 29th Annual ACM Symposium on Applied Computing
(SAC), pp 343-350, 2014.
• Donia El Kateb, Nicola Zannone, Assaad Moawad, Patrice Caire, Grégory Nain, Tejeddine
Mouelhi, and Yves Le Traon. Conviviality-driven access control policy. Requirements
Engineering Journal, 2014.
• Antonia Bertolino, Said Daoudagh, Donia El Kateb, Christopher Henard, Yves Le Traon,
Francesca Lonetti, Eda Marchetti, Tejeddine Mouelhi, and Mike Papadakis. Similarity
testing for access control. Information and Software Technology Journal, 2014.
• Donia El Kateb, François Fouquet, Johann Bourcier, and Yves Le Traon. Optimizing
multi-objective evolutionary algorithms to enable quality-aware software provisioning. In
Proceedings of the 14th International Conference on Quality Software (QSIC), pp 85-94,
2014.
• Donia El Kateb, Yehia ElRakaiby, Tejeddine Mouelhi, Iram Rubab and Yves Le Traon.
Towards a Full Support of Obligations In XACML. In Proceedings of the 9th International
Conference on Risks and Security of Internet and Systems (CRiSIS), pp 213-221, 2014.
• Said Daoudagh, Donia El Kateb, Francesca Lonetti, Eda Marchetti, Tejeddine Mouelhi. A
Toolchain for Model-Based Design and Testing of Access Control Systems. In Proceedings of
the 3rd International Conference on Model-Driven Engineering and Software Development,
2014 (To appear).
1.4 Thesis structure
This thesis starts by a chapter that introduces the major problems that we have tackled in this
thesis followed by a background chapter that presents the relevant key concepts used throughout
our work. The main contributions, that have been overviewed in 1.3 are structured in 5 main
chapters presented between chapter 4 and chapter 8. The conclusion and future work chapters
conclude and recapitulate the main contributions of our work. We also outline the limitations of
our current work and discuss our future research directions.
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CONTEXT AND PROBLEM ANALYSIS
In the last decade, cloud computing has been gaining momentum by leveraginghardware and software resources to provide IT services as utility services [BYV08]. Besidesits impact on companies’ business models, the shift to cloud computing has a substantial
impact on software delivery and development. In this section, we introduce cloud-based software
and we highlight the challenges behind designing software that exhibits trade-offs between
conflicting objectives.
Contents
2.1 Cloud-based software: definition and specific features . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10
2.1.1 Software evolution . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10
2.1.2 Cloud-based software features . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12
2.2 Cloud-based software deployment . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13
2.2.1 Trade-offs analysis in cloud-based software deployment . . . . . . . . . 14
2.2.2 Cloud-based software trade-offs challenges . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15
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2.3.1 Foreseen challenges . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20
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2.4.3 XACML and access control in the cloud . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 26
2.4.4 Policy-based systems challenges . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 27
2.4.4.1 Improving obligations support in XACML . . . . . . . . . . . . 28
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2.1 Cloud-based software: definition and specific features
In this section, we first introduce the key factors that lead to the software evolution towards the
cloud computing paradigm and then highlight the main specific features of cloud-based software.
2.1.1 Software evolution
The era of cloud computing appears today as a natural evolution of emerging technologies in the
last few decades. This evolution is analysed in [BBG10]. In the early 60’s and 70’s, mainframes
have revolutionized the IT industry taking the advantages of cheap microprocessors to provide
intensive scientific computing. Distributed client/server architecture has emerged in the 1980’s
anticipating services delivery through service oriented architecture (SOA) [Erl08] supported by
open standards to deliver and publish web services. Grid computing [FZRL08] has emerged to
provide distributed services through the aggregation of large-scale clusters. To provide an efficient
service usage as an alternative to flat rates, resources have been provided as utility services
such as gaz and electricity. Utility computing [BVB08] aims at adjusting prices to customers
consumption, which can vary from the number of used memory or the number of running virtual
machines per hour/day. Autonomous computing appears as a computing paradigm that describes
systems that are able to operate in their environments, without human intervention and with
self-* properties such as self-configuration, self-optimization, self-healing and self-protection. In
this paradigm, self adaptive systems describe systems that are able to adjust their behaviour to
adapt to changes in their underlying environment. The MAPE-K adaptation control loop (Monitor,
Analyse, Plan, Execute, Knowledge) presented by IBM [IBM] specifies the main architectural
aspects of autonomous systems: The monitor function collects data and tracks changes that are are
needed by the analyse function to perform reasoning tasks. The plan function uses data analysis
results to perform a set of objectives that are executed by the execute function. Cloud computing
emerged as a convergence of these concepts leveraging virtualization techniques to provide
on-demand computing resources. According to the NIST definition, cloud computing [MG11]
takes its definition from the following features:
1. On-demand self-service: Cloud services are provisioned automatically under cloud customer
demands and delivered with minimal intervention of cloud providers.
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Figure 2.1: Evolution towards cloud paradigm
2. Broad network access: Cloud customers can access cloud resources through heterogeneous
devices, machines and platforms over the network.
3. Resource pooling: In the cloud computing paradigm, resources are scalable and adjusted to
cloud tenants. The cloud provider manages the sharing of resources between the different
cloud customers called “tenants” in a transparent manner.
4. Rapid elasticity: Cloud elasticity refers to the capacity of the cloud to adapt its resource
provisioning to the variable resource demand through a scale out and scale in operations.
5. Measured Service: Cloud providers use a set of tools and mechanisms to monitor resources
provisioning, deployment cost plans, bandwidth resource allocation, security enforcement
mechanisms, etc.
We summarize the main features of the aforementioned paradigms in Figure 2.1. Cloud computing
is a layered model that provides a stack, which is shown in Figure 2.2. This stack reflects the
following delivery models:
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Figure 2.2: Cloud layered stack
• Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS): This layer includes the hardware and the network
services that are delivered by the provider so that the customer can host its running
operating system and applications.
• Platform as a Service (PaaS): Provides platforms and facilities that can be used by the
customers to host their applications.
• Software as Service (SaaS): In this delivery model, customers use the applications that are
hosted in the cloud environment.
2.1.2 Cloud-based software features
In the remainder of this manuscript, we refer to cloud-based software as any software that is
delivered through a cloud infrastructure. This includes both the software that is hosted in a cloud
environment and SaaS [XL08] applications. The former denotes the applications that are owned
by some users and hosted in the cloud to take advantages from cloud computing facilities whereas
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the latter refers to used services through SaaS layer. Cloud-based software is characterized by
the following features:
• Cost reduction: Cloud solutions enable to avoid high upfront investments due to the
following reasons:
– Pay as you use – Cloud-based software deployment is based on an on-demand pricing
model that enables customers to pay for their provisioned resources based on ad-
justable fees instead of a fixed license. Cloud software services are delivered through
virtualization techniques [WVLY+10] and customers pay generally based on the num-
ber of virtual machines, which changes over time to adjust to variable demands.
– Ubiquitous access – By hosting a software in a cloud environment, customers can
benefit from services that are widely accessible, from anywhere and on any device. Fur-
thermore, IT business customers are able to reduce the costs of hardware maintenance
and of software release updates.
• Elasticity – Cloud elasticity refers to the capacity of the cloud to adapt its resource provision-
ing to the variable resource demands by a given service while maintaining its conformance
to Service Level Agreements (SLAs) that specify the terms of the service between cloud
customers and cloud providers [Bre12].
• Multi-tenancy – Multi-tenancy [BZP+10] is a key characteristic of cloud computing that
allows cloud customers (tenants) to share one single application instance with customized
front-ends and databases that fit each tenant’s business logic. Multi-tenancy also reduces
costs by enabling providers to share the hardware and the software resources between
several customers. Multi-tenancy can be set up through different levels such as separated
databases, separated tables or shared tables between tenants. It introduces several security
considerations due to the sharing of services and resources, which increases the risk of
failure that can be engendered by the misbehaviour of one tenant.
2.2 Cloud-based software deployment
A cloud infrastructure is a dynamic environment, that is driven by on-demand provisioning and
pay-as-you-go model, in which customers and providers are expressing evolving requirements to-
wards cost saving, minimization of energy consumption, QoS evolution, etc. A cloud infrastructure
as shown in Figure 2.3 can be abstracted by a set of Physical Machines (PMs) that are organized
in clusters. Each physical machine hosts one or many virtual machines (VMs). Virtualization
enables to mitigate the effects of hardware resource constraints [UNR+05]. Enacted through a
software layer called the hypervisor, virtualization enables to emulate a guest operating system
within a hosting operating system allowing to run more than one operating system in a single
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Figure 2.3: Abstraction of a cloud infrastructure
physical machine. The cloud provider is an entity that owns computing resources and makes
those resources available to the customers. Customers benefit from the virtualization technology
to host their data/applications. Applications hosting in the cloud is governed by terms of contracts
between the cloud customer and provider. These terms are commonly referred to as Service Level
Agreements (SLAs) [PRS09], which are used to define constraints related to service parameters
such as cost, performance, reliability, etc.
2.2.1 Trade-offs analysis in cloud-based software deployment
Nowadays, cloud computing offers services that go beyond web services to include storage, data
processing and big data services. The adoption of cloud services is tied to software services
quality. The quality of a software system is often defined by the degree to which it satisfies
its non-functional requirements, referred to as software quality attributes [BDE+05], such as
performance, security, availability, etc. Since these attributes can often conflict in practice,
software designers aim at achieving a trade-off among the quality attributes to maximize user
satisfaction with the system. Making a trade-off between interdependent attributes requires to
balance these attributes or to improve some of them on the detriment of others, depending on the
design priorities that can be configured by the system designer.
Hauck et al. [HHK+10] have discussed the different trade-off decisions inherent in cloud
computing and have pointed out the relevancy of considering these design trade-offs in cloud-
based software, to enhance the perceived quality of service (QoS) of the cloud as a whole. However,
the different conflicts among the quality attributes makes this endeavour a complex and tedious
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Figure 2.4: Virtual machines placement trade-offs
one. For instance, performance can be compromised by the setup of security mechanisms: access
control mechanisms for checking that only eligible users can access a sensitive resource in a
given system may introduce performance overhead due to the number of operations to verify
user access rights. Cloud computing offers an elastic production environment, in which various
trade-offs such as security and performance, have to be considered. An illustrating example of
these trade-offs is the one related to isolation and energy consumption [LZX13]. For security
reasons, it is better to isolate applications in different virtual machines to avoid security attacks
that can result from VMs interference. To achieve high availability, software components have to
be dispatched in separate physical machines to improve high availability. In this case, the failure
of one server will not result in the failure of the overall system. However, from the provider
perspective, it is desirable to reduce the number of physical machines that are active to reduce the
overall energy consumption in the data center. Figure 2.4 illustrates this scenario. In what follows,
we give ample details about the challenging issues behind managing trade-offs in cloud-based
software.
2.2.2 Cloud-based software trade-offs challenges
This section discusses current challenges in resolving cloud-based software trade-offs:
Design of guest applications: Software applications that are migrated to a cloud platform
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are commonly referred to as “guest applications” [SP12]. It should be noted that migrating to
the cloud does not improve e.g., the security or performance of an application if these quality
attributes were not taken into account during the design of the application. To maximize the
satisfaction on the quality attributes of an application, its whole structure as well as its de-
pendencies with the environment and other systems must be explored. A holistic optimization
approach that considers trade-offs at the early stages of software development and considers
aspects such as energy saving and cost beyond security and performance has to be designed
and set up for a software that operates in the cloud environment. The literature proposes a
number of trade-off analysis methodologies to handle trade-offs at the early stages of software
development. The Architecture Trade-off Analysis Method (ATAM) [KKB+98, KBK+99] is one of
the pioneering trade-off analysis methods that is based on risk assessment and which evaluates
software quality attributes, their interactions and their impact on a complex software system.
The usage of trade-off analysis methodologies such as ATAM has to be explored for the design of
cloud-based software to maximize software quality attributes satisfaction.
Specific trade-offs for each application feature: Optimizing trade-offs of the different
features of applications have to be taken into consideration to build cloud-based software. Nowa-
days, applications are composed of different features. The complexity of trade-off management
arises from the fact that each feature might require optimization in different quality attributes.
Nallur et al. [NBY09], have highlighted this challenge through the case study of a social network-
ing website, myChaseBook, which provides various functionalities including mobile access to
photos, music and friends. The authors have discussed the quality attributes required for each
feature to achieve a better application usage, and showed that e.g., performance requirements
are most crucial in the feature of tracking friends location while security requirements are most
relevant for the feature of buying on-line music tracks. The identification and prioritization of
software quality attributes that are relevant for each cloud-based software feature is a required
step in the development of cloud-based software.
Multi-tenancy: Security, synchronization and coordination between tenants are major factors
to consider to avoid security leakages that result from interference between tenants. Isolation
mechanisms have to be set up with appropriate costs. Krebs et al. [KMK12], have proposed an
extensive discussion on the architectural decisions that must be taken to achieve a cost effective
multi-tenancy.
Service Level Agreements: SLAs reflect several trade-offs that are agreed upon beforehand.
Customers may agree to pay additional costs to improve the performance of their running applica-
tions. Another illustrative example is the trade-off between isolation and energy consumption: for
security reasons, customers aim at loading their applications in dedicated clusters while providers
prefer aggregating workloads from several customers in the same physical cluster to reduce
energy consumption [VTM09]. Cloud-based software managers have to resolve these trade-offs
dynamically since the cloud infrastructure and the SLAs are continuously evolving. Cloud-based
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software managers have to handle the trade-offs of several customers, simultaneously and set up
priority policies on each customer service quality attributes.
Cloud layered stack: Cloud parameters lead to serious complex state representation. In
many real case studies, we observe an explosion of the number of elements to configure. For
instance, cloud architectures manipulate virtual machines, and applications hosted on top of them.
Additionally, each level could have several parameters that are relevant to control performance.
This could lead to a complex data structure that is very difficult to reflect with only events,
conditions, actions concepts.
Uncertainty: Uncertainty criteria refer to parameters which are unpredictable or subject
to undefined changes [Nid96]. These changes result from several factors including changes in
the environment or in the stakeholders requirements. For cloud-based software development,
uncertainty criteria are related to the classification of relevant quality attributes for a cloud-based
software, the hosting environment, system users, SLAs, third parties, etc. To improve software
quality attributes, it is strongly required to define models which identify uncertainty parameters
in cloud-based software and are able to analyze their impact on the software behaviour. A research
initiative that takes uncertainty parameters into consideration has been presented by Chaisiri
et al. [CLN12]. For their model, the authors have proposed an approach for optimizing cloud
resource provisioning under cloud prices and demand uncertainty.
Elasticity: Elasticity mechanisms are based on cloud resource adaptations (growing and
shrinking operations) according to fluctuations in the workload. Elasticity brings new challenges
to the monitoring and analysis mechanisms to resolve software quality trade-offs in a reasonable
time frame and to provide on-demand resources scaling in/out in a seamless manner to the cloud
customers. To ensure elastic services, adaptation time should not impact the quality of service of
running services.
Service location: Increasingly, a variety of applications deployed in the cloud require exten-
sive processing and data analysis capabilities. To improve data processing services, data stores
and processors have to be placed in specific clusters, or geographically close clusters, to reduce
the performance overhead that results from data queries and network overhead. Typically, for
applications that maintain resources regulated by security policies and which are built based
on XACML architecture, the placement of (1) Policy Enforcement Points (a.k.a PEPs, i.e. the
components intercepting XACML requests and encoding them in a XACML format), of (2) the
Policy Decision Point (a.k.a PDP, i.e. the decision engine that formulates the access decision (i.e.
permitting or denying the resource) by evaluating an access request against applicable policies)
and of (3) the policy repository has to be efficient to reduce the performance overhead of message
exchange among these XACML components. This can be achieved by placing the policy repository
and the PDP in the same geographic location to speed up the processing of the decision engine
that has to fetch the policy engine for each request to access a service regulated by a security
policy.
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Optimization frameworks: Current cloud managers operate based on software load bal-
ancers which focus on one or two optimization axes. There is however a lack of commercial
solutions that handle several optimization axes simultaneously. Optimization frameworks have
to be able to aggregate, at runtime, information from the environment, and to provide opti-
mized cloud software deployment configurations that effectively maximize cloud software quality
attributes. Such frameworks must also be efficiently implemented to compute optimized configu-
ration states in a reasonable time, in order to cope with runtime optimization constraints.
Cloud bursting: Cloud bursting [NPD+10] refers to exporting part of private cloud resources
and workloads to a public cloud. Cloud bursting aims at reducing inherent costs in a setting
based on private cloud model by adopting an hybrid cloud solution. Cloud bursting enables to
provide an improved scalability of deployed cloud-based software. Rackspace1, is a cloud-based
company that offers cloud bursting services to maximize the scalability of its customers’ websites
when they face an increase in their traffic. To automatically move cloud customers workloads
to suitable providers that are able to maximize software quality attributes, there is a need to
implement efficient cloud brokering services [TMMVL12]. These brokers will operate to guide
the cloud customer towards the best cloud provider which better fits his requirements.
Platform implementations: Cloud platforms have different features that impact the quality
attributes of guest applications. Sodhi and Prabhakar [SP12] have provided a taxonomy of these
features based on the domain of their impact. We note from this taxonomy that a cloud platform
that has the ability to take a snapshot of virtual machines status will be able to restore data in
case of an incident, and thus has an impact on applications reliability. Similarly, the heterogeneity
of virtual machines in terms of data transfer time and in terms of service initialization time
may lead to different impacts on service performance. In consequence, the heterogeneity of cloud
platforms requires to develop usable interfaces that guide cloud customers to select most suitable
cloud platforms that better fit the needs of their deployed software.
Containers development: Software containers [SH06] provide an isolated environment for
software components. With the emergence of cloud-based software, containerization approaches
have been proposed to host and execute cloud customers services in separate containers and to
manage their dependencies. Linux containers [Hel09] have emerged recently as lightweight and
fast virtual machines with supporting open sources (i.e, Docker 2). Linux containers provide an
isolation layer which allows only an application to interact with other applications through speci-
fied messaging services. For a better support of dockers, management tools have to be designed
and implemented to assist developers in assessing the performance of containers, selecting the
most suitable containers according to the requirements of their applications, composing several
containers to build complex applications and optimizing the deployment of their applications
inside containers. Cloud-based software managers have to be empowered with security isolation
mechanisms to avoid security leaks across applications sharing same dockers.
1http://www.rackspace.com/cloud/cloud_bursting/
2https://www.docker.com/
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Cloud load balancers development: To improve service fault tolerance capabilities, PaaS
platforms have to provide load balancing mechanisms to monitor traffic, distribute workloads
across geographically distributed clusters and to control in a fine-grained manner auto-scaling
operations. To cope with a changing workload, a considerable effort has to devoted to develop
customizable configuration interfaces that enable to set up traffic forwarding rules based on
clusters localization and server types, to set up thresholds that trigger resources provisioning/de-
provisioning operations and to schedule monitoring tasks. With the complexity of applications, it
is not always possible to expect all possible states that are necessary to describe the behaviour
of such load balancers. This motivates the need to design feedback-based learning mechanisms
that are able to update the load balancing rules based on execution states collected during
effective runtime execution. Load balancers have also to perform requests forwarding to the most
appropriate physical clusters within acceptable time frame to cope with elasticity requirements
in terms of response time.
PaaS & standardization: In the last few years, several PaaS tools have been proposed from
several PaaS market players. Some of these tools are based on standard programming languages
however they still suffer from the lack of standard APIs in terms of interfaces and application
connectors exposing customers to vendor lock-in risks. With the lack of interoperability between
platforms, customers workload migration from one cloud provider to a new cloud provider becomes
a tedious task since the customer has to adapt its migrated applications to the proprietary
components of the new provider’s platform each time he decides to migrate his workloads. To
ensure high interoperability and portability between PaaS, standardization initiatives have to be
developed to provide standard application dependencies mechanisms and common interfaces to
ease the transfer of applications between heterogeneous PaaS platforms.
PaaS & security: PaaS hosting security issues arise from both guest applications and the
hosting PaaS platforms as discussed in [HRFMF13]. The security of the platform is related to the
runtime environment including the security issues inherited from databases, connectors, network
and message exchange between third-party services. Besides, PaaS hosting inherits the security
issues related to guest applications that have to manipulate outsourced and distributed data in
PaaS platforms. For wider adoption of PaaS platforms, research effort in securing PaaS has to
encompass these two dimensions: Ensuring security in all the phases of software development of
guest applications and ensuring the security of hosting platforms. Besides, PaaS platforms have
to be empowered with policy enforcement and compliance checking mechanisms with regards to
standards and regulations to reduce organizational IT risks.
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2.3 Requirements to build an optimization layer for
cloud-based applications
In this thesis, we aim at empowering cloud-based software with capabilities to adjust itself
dynamically to fit several conflicting, environmental constraints (e.g., the current workload,
energy consumption). This section discusses the challenges to achieve this goal.
2.3.1 Foreseen challenges
The challenge of optimizing cloud-based software breaks down into several targets analyzed
below:
• Abstraction and problem modeling: To reason about trade-offs, an abstraction layer is
needed to have an overview of the different cloud node elements and their interactions. An
abstraction layer enables to reason about a specific problem and to hide the low level details
related to the complexity of cloud-based software deployment in a real cloud environment.
In this thesis, we will answer the following questions:
– What are the specific features of these abstraction layers?
– How they are able to capture the complexity of cloud heterogeneous resources?
– How they are able to take decisions upon evolution in their surrounding context?
• Need for an optimization layer: A PaaS instance leverages operating systems, application
servers and databases to allow cloud customers to deploy their applications. Cloud managers
are platform tools that operate on top of PaaS instances to deploy applications and to govern
resource provisioning. Most of the current cloud elasticity managers embedded in PaaS
are limited to a specific cloud usage and thus focus mainly on performance optimization.
Companies have thus to explore other objectives such as security, cost and fault tolerance.
We will explore this challenge by answering the following question:
– How to design and build a cloud optimization layer on the top of PaaS to optimize cloud-
based software deployment from both cloud customers and providers perspectives?
• Resolution methodology: To resolve cloud-based software trade-offs, we will answer the
following research questions:
– How to achieve satisfactory trade-offs between customers and providers conflicting
objectives to reduce applications cost and to increase applications security and perfor-
mance?
– What are the candidate resolution methods to resolve these trade-offs?
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– Given a set of cloud configurations that exhibit acceptable trade-offs between conflict-
ing objectives, how to explore and select efficiently best candidate cloud configurations?
– What are the metrics that can be used to compare cloud configurations candidate
solutions according to the requirements stated in the SLAs?
• Optimization improvement: Continuous evolution of cloud stakeholders is a motivating
factor to set up a continuous optimization approach. An optimization method has to be
efficient to cope with the requirements of cloud elasticity. This requirement brings up the
following research question:
– How to resolve cloud-based software deployment trade-offs within an appropriate
execution time frame to cope with runtime optimization requirements?
• Guest applications design: In [HHK+10], the authors have discussed the trade-off decisions
that are introduced by cloud computing paradigm at the level of software systems with a
particular focus on specific software quality attributes such as security, performance and
energy consumption. They have pointed out that cloud computing intrinsic parameters
such as elasticity and cost imply to revisit software methods with the goal of enhancing
software architectures design. As pointed out in [SP12], cloud computing platforms can
improve the quality attributes of hosted applications. For example the availability of a
given application can be improved if the hosting platform provides redundancy capabilities
that improve application fault tolerance. However the design of hosted applications has
to be improved to maximise software quality attributes. This requires to recur to software
engineering methods. Some of these methods are not novel but they are more critical in the
context of cloud computing paradigm [YA11]. This raises the following research question:
– How can we improve these quality attributes in all the phases of software life cycle
design?
2.3.2 Addressing the challenges
Throughout this section, we will detail some key concepts to address the challenges that we
have raised in the previous section with the objective to meet the requirements of improving
quality attributes of cloud-based applications. In what follows, we adopt a three-fold approach:
(1) We take advantage of models@run.time approach to provide a cloud abstraction layer for the
discretization of cloud states to reason about cloud-based software deployment multi-objective
optimization problem. (2) Leverage search based methods to resolve these trade-offs. (3) Leverage
software engineering methods to improve the quality attributes at the level of guest applications.
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Figure 2.5: Cloud adaptation
2.3.2.1 Dynamic adaptive systems and models@run.time
Dynamic Adaptive Systems (DAS) [BCZ05] are characterized by their reconfiguration capabilities
at runtime, to adjust themselves to unpredictable conditions, in their operating environment. A
cloud infrastructure can be considered as a dynamic adaptive system (DAS) since it maintains
variable parameters and architectural elements to manage an elastic hosting. It continuously
adapts itself according to the request load or to the hosting price. Studying dynamic evolution
of cloud implies to define mechanisms to extract cloud states like a snapshot in order to eval-
uate this snapshot against requirements. Besides, cloud users and software designers need
an abstraction to analyse and evaluate these snapshots. In this thesis, we will leverage mod-
els@run.time [BBF09b] approaches which provide tools to capture a system snapshot while it is
in a running state. This snapshot can be used for a deep system analysis with the objective to
perform cloud multi-objective optimization. A cloud state represented as a model, is considered
as a common representation to reason about a cloud configuration. Models@run.time approaches
enable to synchronize on demand a new model with a real cloud infrastructure by using a
causal link [MBJ+09], thus the abstract model can directly impact the running system. The
models@run.time approach is illustrated in Figure 2.5.
2.3.2.2 Multi-objective optimization resolution methods
Search Based Software Engineering (SBSE) research [Har07] aims at offering a certain level of
automation to software engineering through several search methods. Their applicability in the
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context of cloud computing has been advocated in recent research initiatives [HLS+12]. Genetic
algorithms [GC00] are metaheuristic search techniques that maintain a pool of solutions, called
a population, which evolves from one generation to another. The selection of best individuals that
serves for producing a new generation is done based on a fitness function that determines which
possible solutions are selected into the next generation of solutions. In each generation, the genetic
algorithm constructs a new population using the genetic operators. The population is normally
randomly initialized. As the search evolves, the population includes fitter and fitter solutions, and
eventually it converges. Search-based evolutionary approaches are suitable candidate for multi-
objective optimization problems resolution. In this thesis, we leverage search-based algorithms
and particularly multi-objective evolutionary algorithms (MOEAs) to resolve trade-offs inherent
in the context of cloud-based software deployment.
2.3.2.3 Guest applications design
In [YA11], the authors have discussed the different types of synergies between cloud computing
and software service development by discussing how each paradigm is able to impact the other.
While applications do not focus on service delivery, cloud computing enables to achieve effective
service delivery through virtualization and enables to improve applications quality of services
through on-demand resource allocation. Nowadays, cloud computing still suffers from some issues
related to standardization, these issues can be addressed by software engineering methods, which
can develop interoperable interfaces between different services. As highlighted in [HHK+10],
some non functional requirements related to the development of distributed applications have to
be reconsidered in the context of cloud computing paradigm. Software quality attributes related
to the design of guest applications have been discussed in [KMK12]. In this thesis, we focus on
security trade-offs for the design of guest applications. Our contribution demonstrates how to
achieve trade-offs between security and other quality attributes such as performance and cost.
Next section motivates our key motivating factors behind our focus on security and presents our
proposed contributions at the level of the guest applications that have been used in this thesis.
2.4 Security trade-offs
Security is one of the major concerns that is required to build a trustworthy cloud computing
environment. Zhou et al. [ZZX+10] have surveyed security issues in cloud computing and have
pointed out that the prosperity of cloud computing is closely tied to the resolution of security
challenges. These challenges arise from resource sharing, virtualization, security threats and
multi-tenancy. According to the ranking that has been conducted by IDC IT group [New11] in
August 2009, security is one of the major concerns as shown in Figure 2.6. Among security aspects,
this thesis explores access control security.
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Figure 2.6: Cloud concerns ranking
2.4.1 Access control security in cloud computing
Access control [SS94] ensures that only eligible users are able to access protected resources in a
given system. The versatility of access control scenarios has lead to the evolution of access control
and to the appearance of usage control concepts [LMM10]. UCON [PS] is a reference model for
usage control, which illustrates two important concepts: the continuity of decision and mutability
of attributes. The former concept is related to the dynamic nature of the decision, which can be
revoked in the case of a policy violation even when the access has already been granted. The
latter describes the changes in the attributes of the different entities in the policy. Usage control
encompasses authorizations to handle actions that have to be carried out before the access (i.e.,
the user has to authenticate before accessing a web site), or during the access (i.e., the user has to
keep an open window while he is accessing a web site), or after access (i.e., the user has to submit
a form after his access). In the domain of security policies, those actions are usually referred to
as obligations [HBP05a].
There are several key parameters that present challenging issues behind setting an ac-
cess control/usage architecture in the cloud. In [AYKM14], A. Younis et al., have presented a
comprehensive analysis to capture the new requirements of access control for cloud computing
paradigm:
• Interoperability: A cloud infrastructure spans over several administrative domains. Each
domain includes several authorization models and leverages different security policies
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languages. There is a need to develop standard interfaces to ensure interoperability between
heterogeneous administrative domains and to ease the inter-communication between
different cloud providers [Jos04].
• Flexibility: Service heterogeneity and the different requirements of stakeholders [TJA10b]
imply to use access control frameworks that are able to adapt easily to rapid changes in
the cloud environment, changes in the services and in stakeholders requirements. Access
control policies have to capture complex and fine-grained authorizations scenarios where
permissions can be configured according to user and resource attributes.
• Multi-tenancy: Several recent research contributions have pointed out that multi-tenancy
adds new challenges to existing access control models, policies and implementation mecha-
nisms [PYK+10, LSGM10, TLS13, YLL13]. New policies have thus to be defined to express
requirements related to isolation, sharing mechanisms, rate-limiting between different
tenants.
• Authorization management: The management of authorizations has to allow access control
administrators to define features such as delegation and context-aware access control. It
has also to support the configuration and the enforcement of delegation rules [CK08] that
enable access control administrators to substitute user rights to other users to handle
absence situations. The support of contextual permissions [JCH+05] is very crucial in
access control management frameworks for cloud computing [ZWH+13]. Context-aware
access control enables to take access control decisions based on some conditions such as
user localisation or the request evaluation time.
2.4.2 Security versus other quality attributes
There are several definitions that refer to non functional requirements [CdPL09]. Non functional
requirements or quality attributes in software architecture paradigms [BKLW95] are concerns
that have to be taken to improve the quality of a software system. As mentioned previously,
in this thesis, we give specific focus to the security quality attribute. "Security is about Trade-
offs, not Absolutes" [San03]. Ravi Sandhu has discussed the challenges behind good enough
security [San03]. Several lines of research have explored the problem of designing software
systems aiming to achieve a trade-off between security and other quality attributes. In [EY07],
Elahi et al., have used a requirements model that extends i* notation and a goal-oriented
framework to analyse security trade-offs. A trade-off analysis method was proposed based on a
qualitative evaluation of the impact of security mechanisms on the satisfaction of the goals related
to the actors in the system. In [FBEK11], Raza et al., have applied ATAM method [KKB+98] on
a web application to identify security risks at the early stages of software development. Their
approach aims at reducing costs that can result from security incidents at later stages of software
development process. In [Yee04], the authors have discussed the tension between usability
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and security. They have provided guidelines to design secure interaction interfaces by deriving
security requirements from user tasks. In [WRWR05], the authors have presented an approach
that exhibits trade-offs between flexibility and security in adaptive process management systems.
They have particularly focused on authorizations management and extended RBAC [SCFY96a]
access control model [FCK95] to handle access control rights in a flexible manner.
2.4.3 XACML and access control in the cloud
XACML3 policy specification language defines access control policies in an XML format and
defines a standardized way to exchange requests/responses. It relies on an abstract architecture
consisting in abstract components interacting with each other to handle a decision making process.
XACML relies on a standardized encoding since it enables to encode a policy independently from
the underlying platform, to make it thus interoperable with heterogeneous platforms. In XACML
architecture, the policy is externalized from the application code and from the decision engine.
This eases the maintenance of software systems since the update of the policy, usually a frequent
task, can be done without changing the system’s implementation. XACML architecture and
language have several features that make them suitable in cloud access control scenarios:
• Support of fine-grained access control scenarios: XACML supports Attribute Based Access
Control (ABAC) [YT05]. ABAC extends RBAC [SCFY96b] to allow permissions to be pro-
vided based on subjects, resources, and environment attributes instead of only the role
attribute. This permits to handle fine-grained access control scenarios. One illustrating
example is to configure permissions based on a subject’s age to restrict a minor’s access to
certain adult websites. In cloud access control scenarios, users, providers resources and
business relationships are in a continuous change, thus the definition of permissions can
not be just configured based on predefined roles like in RBAC models. XACML is based
on the ABAC model and thus it is able to capture the versatility of cloud access control
scenarios [CSK12]. In [DWD12], Dinh et al., have extended XACML to support fine grained
access control scenarios. These scenarios are characterized by complex data handling fea-
tures such as aggregation of data that ranges in a certain interval or the collection of
approximated data.
• Multi-tenancy support: In a multi-tenant context, access control policies have to be able to
isolate in a fine-grained manner the resources related to the different tenants. It has to
support in a flexible way the addition or the removal of tenants and to map each tenant
request to the right resource. The standard attributes in XACML specification can be used
to refer to the different tenants4. In [TLS13], Tang et al., have modeled and specified a
multi-tenant collaboration using XACML policies.
3https://www.oasis-open.org/committees/xacml/
4http://securesoftwaredev.com/2012/08/20/xacml-in-the-cloud/
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Table 2.1: XACML and access control in cloud paradigm
Contributions Feature Summary
[DXX09, LMMM12] Cloud services
based on UCON
model
An access control framework based on
UCON model is proposed to protect ac-
cesses to cloud resources
[CF12] Sticky policies An access control model based on XACML
is proposed. In this model, policies travel
with the data to enable data to be verified
when it moves between cloud providers.
[DWD12] Data sharing in
the cloud
A framework based on XACML is proposed
to allow defining fine grained constraints
on data sharing between Clouds.
[NMDdL12] Exchange be-
tween several
cloud providers
A model to regulate accesses in an IaaS en-
vironment is proposed. The model defines
dynamic establishment of trust between
different entities involved in the IaaS.
[LBB13] Authorization as a
Service
An authorization as a service model, based
on XACML architecture, is proposed.
• Powerful administration features: In [Lan10], Lang has explained the motivation behind
the need to build authorization management frameworks that are flexible to meet cloud
requirements such as fine-grained policies, stakeholders interactions, evolving resources
and subjects. In [DNdL+11], the authors have used XACML to build an authorization
management framework. Their model supports the establishment of dynamic trust re-
lations between different cloud stakeholders. In [TJ12], Takabi et al., have proposed a
framework, based on XACML architecture, to overcome the heterogeneity issues related
to the management of distributed security policies, that regulate resources across several
platforms.
To conclude, XACML model is a powerful model to handle resources accesses in the cloud.
Several recent approaches have used XACML in different access control scenarios related to
authorizations in the cloud. We summarize some of these recent approaches in Table 2.1. For
all aforementioned XACML features, we choose XACML-based systems as an architectural
model for the guest applications that will be considered in this thesis.
2.4.4 Policy-based systems challenges
Policy-based systems are applications that interact with a security policy to regulate resource
distribution. We have motivated earlier the advantages of building applications based on the
XACML architectural model. We believe that policy-based system built upon XACML architecture
enable to meet flexibility requirements of authorizations systems [LPL+03]. In this thesis, we
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take the example of policy-based systems as a sample of guest applications. We identified some
limitations in the design of XACML policy-based systems. In what follows, we describe these
limitations and we explain how they will be addressed in the thesis.
2.4.4.1 Improving obligations support in XACML
In [LMMM12], the authors have presented several usage control scenarios that are relevant in
handling a cloud infrastructure. Some scenarios are related to virtual machine management in a
cloud infrastructure. Access to virtual machines is adaptive based on user reputation or resources
workload. For instance, access to virtual machines can be revoked based on the change of users
reputation. Usage control scenarios can also be defined in the requirements mentioned in the
SLAs. To manage in a fine-grained manner usage control requirements of XACML policy-based
systems, a comprehensive support of obligations is required. However, the current version of
XACML lacks:
• Well-defined syntax to express standard obligation elements (Standard obligation elements
can ease the interoperability between heterogeneous distributed systems).
• A model to handle decision making w.r.t. obligation states and the history of obligation
fulfilment/violation (Taking into consideration obligation states at the decision making
time enables to handle usage control scenarios based on user behavior tracking).
In this thesis, we will answer the following research question:
• How to extend XACML language and architecture to improve obligations support and how
obligations can be managed in the extended XACML architecture?
2.4.4.2 XACML & performance improvement
The number of cloud stakeholders, resources and the complexity of business processes, are major
factors that lead to the increase of XACML policy size. The growth of policy size has an impact on
access control request processing time and slows down the performance of the overall policy-based
system. To enhance the performance of policy-based systems and to achieve a trade-off between
security and performance at the level of these policy-based systems, we will answer the following
research questions:
• How to refactor access control polices to improve the performance of policy-based systems?
• How to assess the impact of this refactoring?
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2.4.4.3 Policy evolution & regression testing costs
Regression testing [RUCH01] aims at retesting the software system after any code changes. It
aims at retesting the new introduced functionalities and at verifying that the new changes do not
alter existing functionalities. For policy-based systems, when the security policy evolves, we need
to perform regression testing at the code level to ensure the correctness of security mechanisms.
Usually, the costs of regression testing account for a considerable percentage of the costs of the
overall software development process. The challenge in regression testing is to select a minimal
set of test cases that have to be rerun to test the new system behaviour and to maximise fault
detection capabilities. This enables to reduce regression testing costs. In the context of security
policy evolution, we will reply to the following research questions:
• What are the techniques for regression testing selection in the context of security policy
evolution?
• Are these techniques effective to reduce regression testing costs?
2.5 Conclusion
This thesis delves into the matter of cloud-based software trade-offs by putting forward a synergy
between cloud computing paradigm and software engineering to tackle the challenges of cloud-
based software quality attributes. By proposing new approaches, algorithms and methods, our
main objective is to improve cloud-based software quality attributes to enhance the perceived
quality of the cloud as a whole. To achieve this goal, we adopt a two step approach: 1) In the first
step, applications are considered as black-box components and we only focus on the constraints
related to the software deployment. 2) In the second step, we focus on improving the quality
attributes related to guest applications. In this chapter, we describe the context by presenting the
challenges of improving software quality attributes. We also give an insight into the resolution
methods that will be described in the remainder of the manuscript. In the next chapter, we will
describe the key concepts and basic definitions that will be used throughout this thesis.
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This chapter introduces the basic definitions that are used throughout the thesis. We orga-nize the background section as follows. We first start by analyzing the current landscapein resolving cloud-based software quality attributes trade-offs. We further present the
key concepts related to policy-based systems and multi-objective optimization research. Finally,
we present background information about models@run.time and model-driven optimization.
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3.1 Current research status on cloud-based software
optimization
In this section, we survey existing approaches in optimizing cloud-based software trade-offs.
We provide an overall overview of (1) recent academic research initiatives, (2) international
projects which tackled these issues, and (3) emerging commercial products dedicated to manage
cloud-based software deployment.
3.1.1 Academic research in optimizing cloud-based software
When moving their applications to the cloud, cloud customers take advantage of an elastic en-
vironment in which resources are provisioned/deprovisioned automatically to adapt to variable
workload. Cloud elasticity leverages a set of actions that are responsible to move cloud config-
urations from one state to another. This leads to a wide set of potential candidate solutions,
and consequently to a wide domain to explore in order to find at a given time the best cloud
configuration. To maximize the satisfaction of cloud-based software quality attributes, a wide
body of research has explored optimization methodologies and techniques as an initiative to
improve cloud-based software acceptance. This effort has been put into the elicitation of require-
ments and the development of PaaS environments, including services to develop and deploy
cloud-based software. The proposed approaches are distinguishable by the optimization axis
that they consider. For instance some of the approaches aim at being cost effective, some other
approaches are oriented towards performance improvement or security hardening, while others
are oriented towards achieving an eco-friendly, green, cloud by dispatching software components
in virtual machines in a way that reduces the number of active virtual machines. There are also
approaches that aim at achieving a holistic optimization by considering simultaneously several
optimization axes. A few optimization approaches aim at optimizing cloud-deployed software from
the customer perspective to basically reduce its allocated resource costs. Some approaches focus
on the cloud provider perspective by focusing on reducing the energy deployment costs. Finally,
the literature describes approaches that aim at achieving a global optimization by considering
both customers and providers perspectives. In what follows, we give an overview about these
proposed optimization research contributions approaches and we classify them based on two
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main features: the Optimization Criteria and the Resolution Techniques. Table 3.1 summarizes
these approaches.
Frey et al. [FFH13a], have identified most suitable configurations in terms of cost and response
time by comparing cloud deployment options (CDOs) which represent runtime reconfiguration
rules for resource scaling. Their approach aims at finding the most suitable cloud providers
to migrate workloads and has been validated through an open source software CDOXplorer
that uses Amazon EC2 and Microsoft Windows Azure. Mao et al. [MLH10], have proposed
mechanisms to start-up/shutdown virtual machines based on the evaluation of performance and
budget constraints. Most suitable virtual machines in terms of price are started-up to finish
workloads with respect to their respective deadlines. The approach has been evaluated through
simulation on a real scientific cloud application in Windows Azure platform.
Chaisiri et al. [CLN12], have defined an optimal cloud resource provisioning (OCRP) algorithm
to reduce cloud customer costs under the uncertainties that derive from customer requirements
in terms of resource and provider costs. Jung et al. [JHJ+10], have presented Mistral that can
optimize power consumption, performance, and adaptation costs for distributed applications. The
approach has been validated using up to eight machines that host servlet version of a RUBiS
benchmark emulating an eBay-like auction. Raj et al. [RNSE09], have provided an approach
validated on an Hyper-V virtualization platform to overcome the cache sharing in multicore
systems that can lead to interference and performance impacts in virtual machines. Yusoh et
al. [YT12], have used evolutionary algorithms to optimize performance and resources usage of
composite SaaS (SaaS composed of software components that are geographically repartitioned in
separate physical servers). They have provided an optimal initial placement of components into
physical servers by taking into considerations components characteristics and inter-dependencies
rather than virtual/physical machines characteristics. The authors have conducted simulations
that are based on the characteristics of the nodes attributes1.
Wada et al. [WSYO11], have proposed and evaluated E3−R algorithm that aims at obtaining
cloud deployment configurations exhibiting trade-offs between QoS objectives. Their approach
has been validated based on a model of a loan processing application.
Guzek et al. [GPDB14], have used multi-objective evolutionary algorithms to find an optimal
schedule to allocate tasks to the resources available in distributed systems. Their approach aims
at reducing execution time and energy consumption. They have assessed the impact of using
new configurations of genetic operators on the problem resolution. Several variants of genetic
algorithms have been used and their performance has been compared.
Sharma et al. [SSSS10, SSSS11b, SSSS11a], have leveraged migration and replication to
reduce provisioning resources and to reduce time overhead that results from switching to new
cloud configurations. The validation platform, they have proposed, is based on laboratory-based
private Xen cloud, public Amazon EC2 and OpenNebula cloud. Pandey et al. [PWGB10], have
1http://www-07.ibm.com/storage/au/
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proposed a model to map resources to tasks and have used Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) as
a resolution technique to minimize execution costs. The authors have used JSwarm2 package to
implement algorithms for Particle Swarm Optimization, Amazon CloudFront3 for the simulation
of the cost of unit data transfer between resources and Amazon EC2’s pricing policy for virtual
machine instances management4.
kllapi et al. [KSTI11], have explored the optimization of data-flows scheduling in terms of
cost and time using several optimization algorithms on a set of families of data flows. They have
used four families of data flows (Montage, Ligo, Cybershake and Lattice) and uniform containers
for validation. Li et al. [LCWL09], have presented an approach for applications optimization in a
cloud infrastructure by using optimization techniques based on network flow model (NFM) and a
performance model built upon a layered queuing network (LQN) that takes into account resource
contention effects.
3.1.2 International projects
Several European research projects in the context of the seventh framework programme (FP7)
have been recently exploring trade-offs of cloud-based software5. OPTIMIS6 is an FP7-ICT
that aims at achieving an optimal deployment of cloud services for cloud providers and cloud
customers. OPTIMIS is based on scenarios that describe how the OPTIMIS framework can be
used for software migration, all aspects of services development life cycle and automatic scaling
of cloud customers infrastructure. NESSoS7 aims at considering security concerns at the very
early stages of software development life cycle.
ASCETIC8 aims at developing a model to achieve an energy-aware cloud throughout all the
phases of software development. CACTOS9 project aims as well at achieving an energy-aware
cloud by taking into consideration the heterogeneity of hardware resources. BigFoot10 aims at
designing PaaS solutions to optimize large volume of data incoming from several applications
and contributes to the Apache Hadoop project. Broker@Cloud11 aims at improving continuously
software quality attributes of cloud-based software and at tracking the satisfaction of the service
requirements that are stated in the Service Level Agreements (SLAs). Coherent PaaS12 leverages
complex event processing techniques to develop optimized tasks, data and workloads. Beyond
2http://jswarm-pso.sourceforge.net/
3http://aws.amazon.com/cloudfront
4http://aws.amazon.com/ec2/
5http://www.sucreproject.eu/node/40
6http://www.optimis-project.eu/project
7http://www.nessos-project.eu/
8http://ascetic-project.eu/
9http://www.cactosfp7.eu/
10http://www.bigfootproject.eu/
11http://www.broker-cloud.eu/
12http://coherentpaas.eu/
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Table 3.1: State of the art in optimizing cloud-based software
References
Optimization
Criteria
Security
Isolation [RNSE09]
SLA Violation [FFH13a]
Cost
VM Instances [CLN12]
Provided Services
& Resources
[LCWL09], [KSTI11]
[SSSS10], [PWGB10]
[SSSS11b], [SSSS11a]
[FFH13a], [YT12]
[WSYO11],
Uncertainty of
price and
demands
[CLN12]
Transient
adaptation costs
[JHJ+10], [SSSS10]
[SSSS11b], [SSSS11a]
Search
Operations
[JHJ+10]
Performance
CPU Usage [MLH10], [WSYO11]
Response Time [LCWL09], [KSTI11]
[SSSS10], [SSSS11b]
[SSSS11a], [FFH13a]
[YT12], [JHJ+10]
[RNSE09], [WSYO11]
[MLH10]
Storage [MLH10]
Network Usage [MLH10]
Power Costs [JHJ+10]
Optimization
Technique
Genetic Algorithms
Multi-Objective
Evolutionary
Algorithms
(MOEAs)
[YT12] [WSYO11] [GPDB14]
CDOXplorer [FFH13a]
Integer
Programming
[LCWL09], [CLN12] [SSSS10], [SSSS11b] [SSSS11a]
Greedy, Probabilistic
and Exhaustive
Optimization
[KSTI11]
Heuristic
Bin-packing
Algorithm
[JHJ+10]
Cache hierarchy
aware core
assignment and page
coloring
[RNSE09]
Particle Swarm
Optimization (PSO)
[PWGB10]
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FP7-ICT projects, the TOOM project13 aims at enhancing quality attributes such as testing
robustness and reliability of cloud computing services. TOOM aims at empowering existing
testing techniques to handle aspects such as scalability, to cope with the huge amount of data
and cloud nodes continuous changes. TOOM leverages large-scale stress loads to validate the
overall resilience and reliability of cloud services.
3.1.3 Industrial emerging platforms
To design cloud-based applications, cloud oriented frameworks such as Athena Framework14
enable to design a cloud-based dedicated application with features such as multi-tenancy. In the
last years, several cloud managers tools have been proposed as an initiative to help companies
optimize and manage their resources in a cost-effective manner, offering reasoning capabilities
that enable to maximize software quality attributes satisfaction. Cloud Cruiser15 has provided
recently some existing cloud managers tools. PuppetLabs16, Chef17, Salt18, Cloudify19, Juju20 are
pioneering products that share common features such as instance management, container provi-
sioning, dynamic services discovery, rapid deployment of new applications and resources scale
in/out to handle on-demand provisioning variations. These tools provide on-demand provisioning
capabilities through monitoring services that provide data analysis and enable administrators to
set thresholds parameters that are used to launch automatically scaling in/out operations.
3.1.4 Summary
In the last few years, a plethora of research has addressed cloud engineering optimization
problems. In this section, we have surveyed existing approaches that have proposed resolution
techniques to improve trade-offs at the level of cloud-based software. Our approach is distinguish-
able from existing work by its reasoning layer which is based on a models@run.time paradigm.
This will be investigated in chapter 4 and chapter 5. Models@run.time provide automated reason-
ing capabilities which enable to provide abstraction from implementation details and to reason
about the system at a high level of abstraction. These reasoning capabilities can be performed at
the level of a snapshot of the running system. The optimization of the snapshot configuration
can be achieved automatically without prior knowledge of optimization techniques and without
the presence of optimization experts. Models@run.time enable to enact a feedback loop since the
model is adapted with the actions of the real system and new optimizations can be performed
at the level of the model to enhance the behavior of the real system. Recall that the problems
13http://wwwen.uni.lu/snt/research/research_projects2/toom
14http://athenasource.org/java/
15http://www.cloudcruiser.com/media/16-of-the-most-useful-cloud-management-tools/
16http://puppetlabs.com/
17http://docs.opscode.com/
18http://salt-cloud.readthedocs.org/en/latest/
19http://getcloudify.org/
20https://juju.ubuntu.com/
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Figure 3.1: XACML commercial and open source products
raised by models synchronization with the real system and the validation of the chosen model, at
a given time, are not in the scope of this thesis. Our approach aims also at optimizing cloud-based
trade-offs by investigating the design of guest applications. This will be explored in chapters 6, 7
and 8.
3.2 Policy-based systems
Policy-based systems are applications that maintain resources whose access is regulated by
security policies. In this thesis, we advocate the usage of policy-based systems built upon XACML
model to design guest applications. Our motivation behind this decision is strongly related to the
flexibility of the architectural design provided by XACML policy-based systems. This flexibility
is advocated for the management of authorizations in cloud-based software as highlighted in
section 2.4.3. In this section, we give ample details about XACML language and architecture.
3.2.1 Access control as a security concept
Unauthorized access to sensitive data is one of the main challenging issues in IT security. Access
control is a security mechanism that regulates the actions that users can/cannot perform on
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system resources. Access control policies are used to manage authorizations in the objective
to protect sensitive data. Access control research spans mainly over access control policies
models [SdCdV01], access control policies enforcement mechanisms [SCZ03, LBW] and access
control policies languages definition [DDLS01a]. Access control policies are defined based on
several access control models such as Role-Based Access Control (RBAC) [FSG+01], Mandatory
Access Control (MAC) [BLP76], Discretionary Access Control (DAC) [Lam71], and Organization-
Based Access Control (OrBAC) [KBM+03]. Access control policies are specified in various policy
specification languages such as the eXtensible Access Control Markup Language (XACML)
and Enterprise Privacy Authorization Language (EPAL) [AHK+03]. An access control policy is
composed of authorization rules that regulate the access to data and services. At the decision
making time, a request to access a service/resource is evaluated against the rules in the policy. A
response is then sent to the user, that authorizes/prohibits her/him to/from access/accessing the
requested resource.
3.2.2 Security policies
In the last few years, XACML (eXtensible Access Control Markup Language) has gained momen-
tum as a standard to develop security solutions. Several commercial and open source solutions,
as highlighted in Figure 3.1, have been developed to help build access control systems.
3.2.2.1 XACML model
XACML proposes a conceptual model of an access control architecture and defines the interactions
between the components in this conceptual model. It also defines an access control policy language
and a protocol for access control requests and responses. XACML policy-based systems rely on
the separation of concerns, by implementing independently a software system and its associated
security policy. Such separation eases policy management and increases the degree of policy
interoperability with heterogeneous platforms. It also limits potential risks arising from incorrect
policy implementation or maintenance when the policy is hard-coded inside the business logic.
In the context of policy-based systems, a Policy Enforcement Point (PEP) is located inside
an application’s code (i.e., business logic of the system). Business logic describes functional
algorithms to govern information exchange between access control decision logic and a user
interface (i.e., presentation). To determine whether a user can access which resources, a request
is formulated from a PEP located in an application code. Given a request, a Policy Decision Point
(PDP) evaluates the request against an access control policy and returns its access decision (i.e.,
permit or deny) to the PEP.
XACML architecture is based on the following components:
• Policy Administration Point (PAP): It is the policy repository which sends policies to the
Policy Decision Point (PDP).
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• Policy Decision Point (PDP): The PDP is responsible for making decisions based on the
collected information from other actors.
• Policy Enforcement Point (PEP): It receives an access request whenever a service which is
regulated by a security policy is called, sends a request in an XACML format to the PDP
and enforces the decision sent by the PDP.
• Policy Information Point (PIP): The PIP retrieves necessary attributes from external
resources (i.e, LDAP).
• Context Handler: It transforms requests/responses in an XACML format.
Figure 3.2 presents the interactions between the different components to handle an access control
request: 1) Policies are written and managed in the PAP. The PDP will fetch the policies in the
PAP in each access control request evaluation. 2) The PEP is triggered whenever a service which
is regulated by a security policy is called. 3) The PEP sends the request to a context handler
that transforms the native format of the request into an XACML format. 4) The context handler
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sends a request to the PIP to collect attributes. 5) The PIP obtains the requested attributes from
subject, resource, environment and 6) The PIP sends the attributes to the context handler. 7)
The context handler may include the resource in the context. 8) The context handler sends an
XACML request to the PDP for evaluation. 9) The request is evaluated against the policies in the
PAP. 10) The context handler returns the response to the PEP in a format that can be interpreted
by the PEP. 11) If some obligations are returned with the decision, the PEP has to discharge
those obligations.
3.2.2.2 XACML policies
XACML policy has a hierarchical structure as shown in Figure 3.3. On the top level of the this
structure, a policy set can contain one (or more) policy set(s) or policy elements. A policy set (a
policy) consists of a target, a set of rules and a rule combining algorithm. The target specifies
the subjects, resources, actions and environments on which a policy can be applied. If a request
satisfies the target of the policy set (policy), then the set of rules of the policy set (policy) is
checked, else the policy set (policy) is skipped. A rule is composed by: a target, which specifies
the constraints of the request that are applicable to the rule; a condition, which is a boolean
function evaluated when the request is applicable to the rule. If the condition is evaluated to true,
the result of the rule evaluation is the rule effect (Permit or Deny), otherwise a NotApplicable
result is given. If an error occurs during the application of a request to the policy, Indeterminate
is returned. The rule combining algorithm enables to resolve conflicts when there is more than
one rule that can be applicable to a given request. For instance, if the permit-overrides algorithm
is used:
• If there is one single rule that is evaluated to permit, the permit decision takes precedence
regardless of the result of the evaluation of other rules.
• If one rule is evaluated to Deny and all other rules are evaluated to NotApplicable, the
final decision is Deny.
• If there is an error in the evaluation of a rule with Permit effect and the other policy rules
with Permit effect are not applicable, the Indeterminate result is given.
The access decision is given by considering all attribute and element values describing the subject,
resource, action and environment of an access request and comparing them with the attribute
and element values of the policy. An XACML request is composed of four elements: a subject,
a resource, an action and an environment. The values and types of these four elements should
be among the values and types defined by the policy rules or targets. Listing 3.2 illustrates an
XACML request in which a student requests to borrow a book. Listing 3.1 illustrates an XACML
policy with one rule. The rule (lines 26-58) states that a student can borrow and return books
from the library.
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Figure 3.3: XACML policy structure
3.2.3 Beyond access control: usage control
Usage control extends the notion of access control to consider what can happen to the data in
the future [PHB06]. A security policy reflects usage control concepts [PS02a] when it includes
some actions that have to be carried out before the access (i.e., the user has to authenticate
before accessing a web site), or during the access (i.e., the user has to keep an open window
while he is accessing a web site), or after access (i.e., the user has to submit a form after his
access). In security policies paradigm, those actions are usually referred to as (pre, ongoing,
post) obligations [HBP05b] [Zha06]. They accurately allow to extend the notion of access rights
with related duties, called obligations. Obligations, which have been introduced in [ML85],
are considered as an important research direction in the domain of usage control [IYW06]. A
complete security policy should encompass both rights and duties, both access authorizations
and obligations. Usage control model (UCON) [PS02b, PS04, DXX09] is a popular model that is
built based on the following concepts that we illustrate in Figure 3.4:
• Continuity of decision: Access control is verified before and during the access. Access to
resources can be revoked after it has been granted due to a change of some object or subject
attributes.
• Mutability of attributes: Subject’s or object’s attributes can be mutable (i.e., subject name)
or immutable (i.e., resource cost). Immutable attributes can be updated before, during or
after the access.
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1 <PolicySet xmlns=" xacml:2 .0 :po l i cy :schema:os " xmlns:xsi=" http : / /www.w3. org /2001/XMLSchema−instance "
2 PolicyCombiningAlgId=" f i r s t −appl icable " PolicySetId=" LibrarySet ">
3 < !−− THE POLICY SET TARGET −−>
4 <Target>
5 <Resources>
6 <Resource>
7 <ResourceMatch MatchId=" urn:oasis :names:tc :xacml:1 .0 : func t i on : s t r ing −equal ">
8 <AttributeValue DataType=" str ing ">Book< / AttributeValue>
9 <ResourceAttributeDesignator AttributeId=" resource−id " DataType=" str ing " / > < / ResourceMatch>
10 < / Resource>
11 < / Resources>
12 < / Target>
13 <Pol icy Pol icyId=" Library " RuleCombiningAlgId=" f i r s t −appl icable ">
14 < !−− THE POLICY TARGET −−>
15 <Target>
16 <Subjects>
17 <Subject>
18 <SubjectMatch MatchId=" urn:oasis :names:tc :xacml:1 .0 : func t i on : s t r ing −equal ">
19 <AttributeValue DataType=" str ing ">Student< / AttributeValue>
20 <SubjectAttributeDesignator AttributeId=" subject−id " DataType=" str ing " / >
21 < / SubjectMatch>
22 < / Subject>
23 < / Subjects>
24 < / Target>
25 < !−− THE POLICY RULES −−>
26 <Rule Ef fec t=" Permit " RuleId=" Rule1 ">
27 < !−− RULE 1 TARGET: SUBJECTS, RESOURCES AND ACTIONS −−>
28 <Target>
29 <Subjects> <Subject>
30 <SubjectMatch MatchId=" urn:oasis :names:tc :xacml:1 .0 : func t i on : s t r ing −equal ">
31 <AttributeValue DataType=" str ing ">Student< / AttributeValue>
32 <SubjectAttributeDesignator AttributeId=" subject−id " DataType=" str ing " / >
33 < / SubjectMatch>
34 < / Subject>
35 < / Subjects>
36 <Resources><Resource>
37 <ResourceMatch
38 MatchId=" urn:oasis :names:tc :xacml:1 .0 : func t i on : s t r ing −equal ">
39 <AttributeValue DataType=" str ing ">Book< / AttributeValue>
40 <ResourceAttributeDesignator AttributeId=" resource−id " DataType=" str ing " / >
41 < / ResourceMatch>
42 < / Resource>
43 < / Resources>
44 <Actions><Action>
45 <ActionMatch MatchId=" urn:oasis :names:tc :xacml:1 .0 : func t i on : s t r ing −equal ">
46 <AttributeValue DataType=" str ing ">Borrow< / AttributeValue>
47 <ActionAttributeDesignator AttributeId=" action−id " DataType=" str ing " / >
48 < / ActionMatch>
49 < / Action>
50 <Action>
51 <ActionMatch MatchId=" urn:oasis :names:tc :xacml:1 .0 : func t i on : s t r ing −equal ">
52 <AttributeValue DataType=" str ing ">Return< / AttributeValue>
53 <ActionAttributeDesignator AttributeId=" action−id " DataType=" str ing " / >
54 < / ActionMatch>
55 < / Action>
56 < / Actions>
57 < / Target>
58 < / Rule>
59 < / Pol icy>
60 < / PolicySet>
Listing 3.1: XACML policy example
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The model is based on a mapping of subjects and objects to access rights. Rights are evaluated
based on 1) authorizations which are predicates on subject and object attributes, 2) conditions
which represent predicates on environmental attributes and 3) obligations which represent
actions that have to be performed before or during access.
1 <?xml version=" 1.0 " encoding="UTF−8" ?>
2 <Request>
3 <Subject>
4 <Attribute AttributeId=" subject−id " DataType="XMLSchema# str ing ">
5 <AttributeValue>Student< / AttributeValue>
6 < / Attribute>
7 < / Subject>
8 <Resource>
9 <Attribute AttributeId=" resource−id "
10 DataType="XMLSchema# str ing ">
11 <AttributeValue>Book< / AttributeValue>
12 < / Attribute>
13 < / Resource>
14 <Action>
15 <Attribute AttributeId=" action−id "
16 DataType="XMLSchema# str ing ">
17 <AttributeValue>Borrow< / AttributeValue>
18 < / Attribute>
19 < / Action>
20 <Environment / >
21 < / Request>
Listing 3.2: XACML request example
3.2.4 Summary
In this section, we have have introduced key definitions that are necessary to the understanding
of our contributions related to the optimization of the design of guest applications. The details
that we have provided concerning XACML policy language and architectural model will be used in
chapter 6 to explain the limitations that we have identified in the support of XACML to obligations.
These concepts will also be used in chapter 7 to explain the problem of performance overhead
encountered when processing XACML requests. Finally, we will also refer to the concepts of
XACML language to present our proposed approach that aims at reducing regression testing
costs in chapter 8.
3.3 State of the art in multi-objective optimization
This section provides background information about existing methods that have been used in the
literature to solve multi-objective optimization problems. We conclude the section by analyzing
the motivation behind using the resolution method that is adopted in this thesis.
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Figure 3.4: UCON model
3.3.1 Definition
In several fields and particularly in software engineering, we are facing several problems in which
we aim at satisfying several constraints. Usually, these problems fall into two categories. The
first category is the Constraint Satisfaction Problems (CSP) [ER97]. These problems are defined
using a set of variables, variables domains and constraints over variables. A CSP resolution aims
at finding a variable assignment that satisfies all the constraints. A CSP is defined by the triplet
(X, D, C) where:
• X = {X1, ...Xn} is a set of variables,
• D = {D1, ...Dn} is a set of variables domains where D i(X i) is the domain of the variable (X i)
• C = {C1, ...Cn} is a set of constraints,
The second category is the Constraint Optimization Problem (COP) which extends a CSP
with mathematical functions that a decision maker aims at maximising or minimizing. These
mathematical functions are representative of objectives, that have to be maximized or mini-
mized [Gav02]. In real life situations, decisions have to be taken by considering several objectives.
In several contexts, these objectives can be conflicting. Multi-objective optimization [Deb14] refers
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to the discipline that tackles optimization problems [SD08] with several objectives potentially
conflicting. The maximization or the minimization of one objective can degrade other objectives.
Multi-objective optimization problems are illustrated by a wide range of real-life problems re-
lated to finance [TC07], engineering [MA04], software testing [YH07, LHM07], biology [HKK07],
automotive systems [MAB09], etc.
In [AF09], Abbas et al., have leveraged multi-objective optimization to schedule construction
projects. The authors consider three axis to optimize: the project financing costs, the projects
duration and the amount allowed for developing the project. The uncertainty related to the
financing costs and credits has been taken into consideration using fuzzy-sets theory.
In [MAB09], Meedeniya et al., have applied multi-objective optimization to find trade-offs
between response time, reliability and cost in the context of redundancy allocation applied to
automotive systems. Redundancy allocation is used to improve reliability in automotive systems.
However, it introduces an overhead in the response time and increases the products costs. The
approach uses ant colony optimisation algorithms to find a set of acceptable design solutions.
In the domain of software testing, Shin et al. [YH07], have used multi-objective optimization in
the context of regression test selection. Their approach considers the code coverage, fault detection
history and the cost in the problem formulation. The results, obtained with greedy algorithms
and meta-heuristic search show that meta-heuristic search can perform greedy algorithms in
terms of Pareto-optimality.
Formally, a multi-objective optimization problem aims at minimizing or maximizing a vector
function F where F is a vector of n objective functions, i is the number of inequality constraints, j
is the number of equality constraints, x ∈ℜm is a vector of m decision variables:
max/min F(x)=( f1(x), f2(x), ...., fn(x))
sub ject to G(x)=(g1(x), g2(x), ...., g i(x))>= 0
sub ject to H(x)=(h1(x),h2(x), ....,h j(x))= 0
Three main categories of resolution methods to resolve multi-objective optimization problems
exist over the literature [WBN07]:
• Aggregated-based methods: These methods transform the multi-objective optimization
problem into a mono-objective optimization problem in which all objectives are assigned
different weights and grouped into a single function.
• Non-Pareto-based methods, non Aggregated-based methods: Such approaches include the
lexicographic method [BT80]. In this method, objectives are classified with respect to the
decision maker preferences. The decision maker optimizes the different objective functions
according to the classification that is given to the different objectives.
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Figure 3.5: Pareto-optimal front
• Pareto-based methods: These methods are based on the concept of dominance as it has
been defined by Goldebrg [Gol90]. In what follows, we give more details about Pareto-based
methods as they will be used in our approach described in chapter 4 and chapter 5.
Multi-objective optimization based on Pareto-based approaches introduces two important con-
cepts: The Pareto Dominance and the Pareto Optimality [D+01]:
• Pareto Dominance: For a minimization problem, given two solution X1 and X2, X1 is said to
dominate X2, (X1 º X2), if f i(X1)¹ f i(X2), for all i = 1, ..,n and f i(X1)≺ f i(X2) for at least
one objective function f i(X ). This means that if X1 is at least as good as X2 in all objectives,
and superior to X2 in at least one objective.
• Pareto Optimality: Non dominated solutions are referred to as Pareto-optimal set. These
solutions are grouped in a line called Pareto-optimal front. These solutions have at least
one objective that is better than other solutions outside the line. Figure 3.5 presents these
concepts in the context of a minimization problem including two objectives ( f1, f2).
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The resolution of multi-objective optimization problems aims at guiding the search to find closest
points to the Pareto-optimal front. Another important target of the search in multi-objective
optimization is to maintain diverse [TB03] set of solutions with uniform coverage of the Pareto-
optimal front. By maintaining diversity, we reduce the risk of falling into local optimum which
results in suboptimal performance.
3.3.2 Meta-heuristics
Several methods have been proposed in the literature to solve multi-objective optimization
problems. These methods can be classified according to the preferences articulation of the
decision maker: i) a priori methods are the methods in which the decision maker defines his
preferences over the objectives at the beginning of the search ii) a posteriori methods are the
methods that aim at finding a set of Pareto-optimal solutions. The decision maker chooses one
solution among the solutions in the Pareto-optimal front by articulating his preferences at the
end of the search iii) no preferences methods are the methods in which the decision maker
does not articulate any preferences [MA04] and attempts to find one single-optimal solution iv)
interactive methods are methods in which the decision maker introduces his preferences during
the search. For the a priori methods, the decision maker introduces preference information for
the different objectives using weighs on each objective and thus all objectives are transformed
into a composite objective function. A single solution that satisfies the objective weight vector
is produced. Multi-objective resolution methods can be classified into two categories. The first
is called exact methods and usually provides one global optimum solution within unlimited
time. This time execution limitation prevents the usage of this category in the context of search
problems that have to be solved within limited time frame. The second category of resolution
methods includes several types of heuristics. Heuristics enable to obtain approximate solution
within specified period of time without optimality guarantees. The user may refer to [Meu02]
for more ample details about resolution algorithms for multi-objective optimization problems.
Figure 3.8 schematizes the classification presented in [Meu02]. Meta-heuristics [OK96] refer to
the category of resolution algorithms that adapt their own processing during their execution. The
usage of meta-heuristics techniques has been proven to find near-optimal solutions to resolve
problems that lead to combinatorial complexity.
Meta-heuristics include a family of population-based techniques which relies on an iterative
process and several agents that operate in parallel to find good solutions. At each generation, new
solutions are created integrating the features of the parent solutions within a given population,
similarly to the natural selection. A population with the same size is generated and the process
continues until a stopping criterion is reached. Several parameters, objectives, have to be taken
into consideration for the resolution of cloud-based software multi-objective optimization. This
makes population-based approaches a suitable candidate for the problem that we address in
this thesis. In what follows, we give an overview about the main meta-heuristics used in the
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literature.
Algorithm 1 Particle swarm optimization pseudo-code
Particle Initialization
for all Particle p do
Calculate fitness value f
end for
repeat
for all Particle p do
if f < pbest then
pbest:=f
end if
end for
set gbest as best fitness function among all particles
for all Particle p do
Calculate particle velocity according to equation (1)
Update particle position based on calculated velocity
end for
until Stopping criterion is reached
Particle swarm optimisation (PSO)
Particle swarm optimisation (PSO) [ES01], has been introduced in 1995 by Kennedy and Eberhart.
PSO techniques mimic the moving behaviour of flocks of fishes or birds. The method involves a
set of particles that constitute a swarm that explores the search space aiming at finding best
solutions. Each particle is a point in a N-dimensional search space. The movement of each particle
in the swarm is guided by the information related to the particle’s best position value called
pbest and to the best value achieved by particles in its neighbourhood best position called gbest
value. The search aims at accelerating particle’s velocity based on pbest and the gbest values.
Thus beyond particle’s self experience, the search takes advantage of the swarm social experience.
Each particle move can be modeled through the following mathematical function:
vi(k+1)=w×vi(k)+ c1× rand1(...)× (pbest− xi(k))+ c2× rand2(...)× (gbest− xi(k)) (1)
• vi(k): velocity at iteration k
• vi(k+): velocity at iteration k+1
• c1, c1: constants
• rand: random number in the interval 0..1
• xi(k): current position at iteration k
• pbest: particle’s best position value
• gbest: neighbourhood best position value
For a minimization problem, the algorithm is described in the pseudo-code of algorithm 1.
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Tabu search (TS)
Tabu search (TS) [Glo89] has been introduced by Fred Glover in 1986. The algorithm maintains
a tabu list that contains already visited solutions. At each iteration, the solution that has the
highest score is selected if it does not belong to the tabu list. To prevent from falling into local
optimum, the solutions in the tabu list can not be revisited for a certain number of iterations.
This gives higher priority to the unexplored search areas to be visited. Algorithm 2 presents the
pseudo-code of Tabu search algorithm.
Algorithm 2 Tabu Search Pseudo-code
Initialize Tabu List TL
current_configuration:=Random(AllSolutions)
while stopping criterion not met do
Evaluate score(s), s ∈ Neighborhood(current_configuration) ∩ s ∉ TL
best_configuration:=SelectHighestFitness(s)
current_configuration:=best_configuration
TL.Add(current_configuration)
end while
Simulated annealing (SA)
Simulated annealing (SA) [Kir84] is an optimization technique that mimics the annealing
technique in metallurgy which consists in varying a material temperature. A high temperature
increases the atoms energy and consequently increases the probability to achieve random moves.
Temperature cooling decreases the atoms energy and consequently slows down the atoms moves.
The intuition is that the cooling process produces a thermal equilibrium. During this thermal
equilibrium, atoms reach a global energy minimum. Simulated annealing (SA) prevents from
falling down into a local optimum through random movements that can produce inferior solutions.
The search process starts by random initial placement and the initialization of the highest
temperature value. A new configuration is obtained by introducing a mutation operation in the
current configuration. The new configuration is evaluated based on the evaluation of a fitness
function and its acceptance depends on the current probability that depends on the current
temperature. In each iteration, the temperature is updated based on a temperature schedule.
Algorithm 3 presents the pseudo-code of the Simulated annealing algorithm.
Ant colony optimization (ACO)
Ant colony optimization algorithm (ACO) [DB10] is inspired by ants behaviour to locate food. An
ant localizes randomly a source of food and returns back to its nest laying down a pheromone
trail. Other ants, searching for food, follow a pheromone trail with a high probability. Effective
pheromone are the ones that represent shortest paths between ants and the source of food and
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Algorithm 3 Simulated annealing pseudo-code
Initialization: Temperature Tstart, Tend, Temperature schedule Initialization Schedule(T),
Random initial placement
while current T > Tend do
new_conf iguration = Mutate(current_conf iguration);
∆score= score(new_conf iguration)− score(current_conf iguration)
if ∆score < 0 then
current_conf iguration := new_conf iguration
else
with probability P= e−∆score/currentT
current_conf iguration := new_conf iguration
end if
current T=Schedule(T)
end while
consequently will be followed by more ants. The pheromone that are not followed by few ants will
disappear. Ant colony optimization represents optimization problems that can be modeled like
finding the shortest path in a given graph. In a multi-objective optimization problem, a number
of ant colonies and a number of pheromones are provided as inputs in the algorithm. A colony
of ants is mapped to one objective. At each iteration, pheromone trails are updated based on
the paths followed by ants. The reader may refer to [ASG07] for more details about ant colony
optimization (ACO) defined for multi-objective optimization problems.
Genetic algorithms
As depicted by [ZQL+11], genetic based approaches are suitable candidate for scheduling and
planning problems. Genetic Algorithms (GA) are driven by elitism rules that favor the survival of
strongest species (best candidate solutions) in analogy to natural selection [VVL00]. They are
based on an iterative search process, which involves a population composed of a certain number
of individuals. These individuals are randomly selected and mutated (or mixed using crossover
operator) in each iteration to constitute the next generation population. The initial population
can be generated randomly. Offspring generation can also be performed to achieve certain goals
such as maximizing the population, maintaining diversity or favouring a certain objective among
the set of considered objectives. Fitness functions [BMB93] are used to evaluate a population
with regards to a specific optimization problem, in analogy to natural selection in which species
qualities are evaluated according to their surrounding context.
Genetic algorithms introduce changes in the population to create new individuals called
offspring through the following operators [VV99]:
• The crossover operator generates an offspring by a genetic recombination of the two se-
lected parents. The resulting offspring maintains some features from each parent, thus
maintaining population diversity. There are three types of crossover [BC95]. The one-point
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crossover is based on a random selection of a crossover single point. Based on the position of
this point, the gene pool of the two individuals is switched. The two-point crossover differs
from one-point crossover by the selection of two crossover points. The uniform crossover is
based on an uniform switch of all the genes composing two individuals.
• The mutation operator introduces perturbations in the population and aims at preventing
a convergence towards local optimal convergence. Mutation operator aims at preserving
the diversity in the population [Mah95] by performing new changes in the individuals
structure. Figure 3.6 illustrates the mutation and crossover operators for two individuals
with a numerical encoding.
• The selection operator selects a fixed number of fittest offspring for the next generation to
maintain a fixed population size. The literature identifies five techniques of individuals
selection [GD91]:
– Roulette wheel selection: The principles of this selection mimic the traditional roulette
wheel which is used in casinos. Each individual is assigned a probability of selec-
tion which is proportional to its fitness improvement. By random drawing of lots,
individuals who have higher probability have more chance to be selected.
– Rank selection: All individuals are ranked based on their fitness. Best individuals,
based on this ranking, are selected with higher probability.
– Tournament selection: The binary tournament is the simplest version of tournament
selection. It is based on random selection of two individuals and on maintaining
the best one as parent. The Probabilistic binary tournament differs from binary
tournament selection by choosing the two individuals with a probability p instead of a
random selection. Another version of tournaments is referenced in the literature and
it is based on the selection of n > 2 individuals for comparison instead of the selection
of two individuals.
– Steady state selection: This selection technique maintains most individuals in the
population. A number n of best individuals is selected and a number n of worst
individuals is discarded and most individuals remain in the next population.
– Elitist selection: This type of selection ensures the selection of the best individuals.
While the fittest individuals in the rank section are selected wit a probability p <1, the
elitist selection strategy selects the fittest individuals with a probability of selection
p=1.
Genetic algorithm workflow is described in Figure 3.7. The process starts with an initial
population that contains n individuals. The individuals that are selected based on selection
operators, are mutated or crossed over to compose the new population P’. If the stopping criteria
is reached, best individuals are selected. If the stopping criterion is not reached, another iteration
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Figure 3.6: Mutation and crossover operators
of the workflow is repeated. This iteration starts by the evaluation of the current solution and
the selection of n best individuals.
The table 3.2 synthetizes the different characteristics of the different meta-heuristics that
have been presented above.
3.3.3 MOEAs and cloud engineering problems
Genetic algorithms are advocated to resolve problems which are characterized by a wide search
space. The variant of genetic algorithm that is based on non-dominated ranking is referred to as
Multi-Objective Evolutionary Algorithms (MOEAs) and it has been introduced by Goldberg in
1989 [Gol89]. MOEAs have been successfully applied in many domains such as finance, logistics,
test cases optimization [BFJLT05] and recently in cloud engineering problems. In [CL04], the
authors have provided a taxonomy of the different application domains of MOEAs. Some of these
applications have to be used in a run-time context where dynamic parameters adjustment is
required such as running vehicles guidance. In [HLS+13], the authors have motivated the use of
search-based approaches for the resolution of cloud engineering problems. Multi-objective Evolu-
tionary Algorithms (MOEAs) [D+01, VVL00] is a class of search based approaches that addresses
problems in which a decision maker aims at finding a solution that optimizes several conflicting
objectives. MOEAs simulate population evolution to produce solutions exhibiting trade-offs be-
tween conflicting objectives such as grid jobs scheduler [FFH13b] as they are able to automate a
set of configurations exploration [CL04]. MOEAs offer generic and reusable domain exploration
capabilities which make them suitable candidate for self-adaptive systems. Self-adaptive systems
require run-time corrective actions [KC03], that will be made after the identification/selection
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Figure 3.7: Genetic algorithm workflow
of the best fitted configuration. A cloud infrastructure can be abstracted by a set of software
resources that run on top of virtual machines (VMs) dynamically starting/stopping in physical
machines. MOEAs are thus used nowadays in several design case studies [FFH13b], such as self-
adaptive cloud scheduling problems, to maintain conflicting quality characteristics [D+01, VVL00]
such as system performance, cost and safety. Beyond their applicability for cloud optimizers,
MOEAs offer the following advantages to set-up autonomous self-adaptive engines working “at
run-time": (i) no need for predefined solutions, (ii) the incremental optimization process can be
stopped on-demand, (iii) operating multi-objective optimization and finding trade-offs.
3.3.4 Quality criteria
Several metrics have been proposed over the literature to evaluate MOEAs. Some of these metrics
evaluate the convergence achieved by MOEA by measuring how close are the solutions from the
Pareto optimal front. Other metrics evaluate the solutions diversity by evaluating the uniform
distribution across the Pareto optimal set while the third category of metrics evaluates both the
convergence and the diversity of the obtained solutions. The table 3.3 presents these quality
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Figure 3.8: Classification of multi-objective optimization resolution algorithms, Source: [Meu02]
criteria. In what follow, we only detail the hypervolume criterion, which is the criterion that we
have chosen in our work.
The hypervolume indicator was proposed by Zitzler [ZT99] as a quantitative indicator to
evaluate multi-objective evolutionary algorithms. It was defined as the n-dimension volume
covered by a set of pareto-optimal solutions where n is the number of objectives. The hypervolume
is calculated based on a reference point. The illustration of the hypervolume calculation is shown
in Figure 3.9.
3.3.5 Summary
In this section, we have explored resolution techniques that can be used to solve multi-objective
optimization problems. We have discarded a priori methods from our resolution methods due to
the difficulty that arises from setting preferences over objectives. We have selected Pareto-based
approaches to take into consideration all the different objectives that will be defined in chapter 4.
Pareto-based approaches enable to provide several acceptable solutions in one single run which
enables decision makers to have high flexibility in terms of selection of Pareto-optimal solutions.
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Table 3.2: Meta-heuristics comparison
Swarm
optimization
Ant colony Tabu search Simulated
annealing
Genetic
algorithms
Stochastic search x x x x x
Near optimal solutions x x x x x
Parameters tuning Generation
number
Population
size
Operators
Generation
number
Ants num-
ber
Operators
Neighbourhood
structure
Tabu oper-
ators
Size of tabu list
Initial tem-
perature
Annealing
schedule
tempera-
ture
Acceptance
probability
function
Energy
function
Generation
number
Population
size
Operators
and their
probability
Population-based x x x x
Memory-usage x
Table 3.3: Quality metrics classification
Metric Objective Quality Indicator
Convergence Generational distance [VVL98]
²-indicator [FKTZ05]
Diversity Generalized Spread [NLA+08]
Spread [D+01]
Convergence and Diversity hypervolume [ZT99]
Inverted Generational Distance [ZTL+03]
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In the context of cloud-based software, a selected solution can be a solution that represents a
cloud configuration that is the most similar to the configuration that corresponds to the initial
population. The intuition behind choosing an optimal configuration with small similarity distance
with regards to the original configuration is to reduce the costs of changing the configuration of
the real system.
3.4 Architectural modeling
In this section, we motive the use of models@run.time for cloud abstraction and we describe
existing approaches in architectural optimization. The concepts that are introduced in this section
are relevant to an overall understanding of chapter 4 and chapter 5
3.4.1 Models@run.time for abstraction of cloud infrastructures
Model Driven Engineering (MDE) [Béz04] is a paradigm that promotes models as the central
key element of all the phases of software development. MDE enable to build an abstraction layer
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to handle complex software systems and to automate various tasks. Model Driven Architecture
(MDA) illustrates a normalization of MDE that has been proposed in 2000 by OMG (Object Man-
agement Group) [S+00]. MDA offers several techniques that allow defining families of languages
and supporting tools. As an example, MOF (Meta-Object Facility) [Poo01] provides a language for
defining meta-models. MDA allows to define mappings between platform-independent models
(PIM) and platform-specific models (PSM). EMF (Eclipse Metamodel Framework) is an MDA
implementation that enables to support metamodels and to generate application code. The limi-
tations of EMF to support a runtime context, in terms of memory and computational power, have
been discussed in [FNM+14b]. Kevoree Modeling Framework (KMF) 21 is an alternative to EMF
that aims at decreasing memory footprint, defining different operations on models (i.e, loading,
saving, model elements query). KMF enables to improve the support of runtime models for large
distributed systems.
Several approaches have used model driven engineering [Ken02] for cloud abstraction. Re-
cently, Chatziprimou et al. have advocated the use of MDE for selecting optimal cloud optimiza-
tions [CLZ13]. They have built an automated model that helps extracting available resources in
the cloud as a first step to select optimal cloud configurations. In [FACDN13], the authors have
proposed a model driven approach to reason about cloud costs and performance. The approach
is based on the extension of the Palladio Component Model (PCM) and the Palladio Bench for
QoS evaluation [BKR09]. In [DWS12], the authors have used model-driven engineering to map
virtual machines configurations to feature models which they have transformed into constraint
satisfaction problems (CSPs) that result in cloud configurations with optimized energy con-
sumption. In [BMM12], the authors have proposed CloudML, a modeling language that models
heterogeneous resources in an application that is provisioned through public cloud providers
such as Amazon EC2 and Rackspace. The application is mapped to the resources metamodel.
Models@run.time [BBF09b] paradigm is an evolution of MDE that permits to reason about the
system at design time and extends the reasoning to the system while it is in a running state. It
takes into consideration design-time information at execution time for continuous revaluation,
to re-evaluate requirements satisfaction while the system is evolving. Cloud infrastructure is a
concrete example that takes advantage of models@run.time techniques. As stated in [SV13], cloud
parameters lead to complex state representation related to the heterogeneity of the different cloud
elements manipulated by cloud infrastructure such as virtual machines, and applications that are
hosted on top of them. We recur to models@run.time techniques since they offer an abstraction
layer to reason about cloud adaptations and to resolve dynamically the different trade-offs that
have to be envisioned at runtime. Models@run.time enable to build a synergistic relationship
between the software model and the real system. Optimization can thus be performed at the level
of the model for a given system snapshot before a concrete reflection of an optimal configuration
at the level of the real system. We use Kevoree22 as a models@run.time to provide a cloud ab-
21http://kevoree.org/kmf/
22http://kevoree.org/
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straction that we describe in chapter 4. Kevoree provides different configuration, adaptation, and
synchronization mechanisms for the distributed reconfigurable software development.
3.4.2 Architectural optimization
Some research initiatives have proposed optimization layers on the top of architectural modeling
platforms. In [YLR+03], the authors have explored the effectiveness of model driven optimization
by comparing it to empirical optimization. Their comparison was carried out on ATLAS (a system
for generating a dense numerical linear algebra library called the BLAS). Based on optimization
parameters, the performance of the code generated by empirical optimization was similar to the
one generated through model driven optimization. In [ABGM09], the authors have designed an
Eclipse-based tool called ArcheOpterix for the architectural optimization of embedded systems
that they build on top of AADL (Architecture Analysis and Design Language) supporting plat-
forms. Given conflicting quality objectives, the tool has been able to find deployment architectures
with improved quality. In [MKBR10], the authors have used multi-objective evolutionary algo-
rithms on top of architectural models built with Palladio Component Model. Our model-driven
optimization approach described in chapter 4 joins these approaches to propose an optimization
layer on top of runtime models to optimize cloud-based software deployment.
3.4.3 Summary
In this section, we have explored models@run.time concepts and architectural optimization. The
overall chapter digs into the main concepts and definitions that will be presented throughout the
thesis. Next chapters dig into the details of our contributions.
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CLOUD-BASED SOFTWARE MANAGEMENT:
A MULTI-OBJECTIVE OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM
This chapter proposes a generic approach to build a cloud-based software optimization layerby combining modeling and search based paradigms. The proposed approach is two-fold:1) To reason about a cloud environment, we use a models@run.time approach to have an
abstraction layer of a cloud configuration that supports monitoring capabilities and represents
cloud intrinsic parameters like cost, performance, etc. 2) We use a search-based algorithm to nav-
igate through cloud candidate configuration solutions in order to solve the Cloud Multi-objective
Optimization Problem (CMOP). The approach has been validated on a case study defined with
a cloud provider in Luxembourg, EBRC1 as representative of a dynamic management problem
of heterogeneous distributed cloud nodes. We implement a prototype of our PaaS supervision
framework using Kevoree, a models@run.time platform. The prototype shows the efficiency of our
approach in terms of finding possible cloud configurations in reasonable time. The prototype is
flexible since it enables an easy reconfiguration of the cloud customer optimization objectives.
A major part of this chapter has been published in the following conference proceedings:
Donia El Kateb, François Fouquet, Grégory Nain, Jorge Augusto Meira, Michel Ackerman, and
Yves Le Traon. Generic cloud platform multi-objective optimization leveraging models@run.time.
In Proceedings of the 29th Annual ACM Symposium on Applied Computing (SAC), pp 343-350,
2014.
1http://www.ebrc.com/
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4.1 Introduction
Cloud computing promises scalable hosting by offering an elastic management of virtual machines,
which run on top of hardware data centers. This elastic management as a cornerstone of PaaS
(Platform As A Service) has to deal with trade-offs between conflicting requirements such as cost
and quality of service. Solving such trade-offs is a challenging problem. Indeed, most of PaaS
providers consider only one optimization axis or ad-hoc multi-objective resolution techniques
using domain specific heuristics.
Current cloud platforms usually focus on one dimensional optimization. For instance, RedHat
OpenShift 2 PaaS provides a rule-based engine to deal with horizontal computational power and
disk space scalability by starting and stopping gears (computation nodes). In this engine, rules
are uncorrelated and represent independent mono-objective optimization axis. In addition, such
rule-based engine is not suitable to handle non deterministic choices such as selecting one action
in case of several available gears types that can achieve horizontal scalability.
2https://www.openshift.com/wiki/architecture-overview#_3._Horizontal_scaling_Beta
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This chapter tackles cloud multidimensional and orthogonal optimization. Our goal is to pro-
vide a decision making tool that can be reconfigured according to evolving customers optimization
objectives. In the presence of conflicting objectives, our approach aims at calculating an optimal
cloud configuration, given a set of resources that are dedicated to a cloud customer.
In a nutshell, our approach aims at generating an optimized PaaS layer. We model a cloud
infrastructure using Kevoree, a models@run.time [MBJ+09] platform that simulates possible
space of cloud reconfigurations and adaptations. We model the cloud management problem as
a multi-objective search problem where customers requirements are captured through SLAs
(Service Level Agreements) [PPSSA]. We use genetic algorithms applied on a given system config-
uration snapshot, to resolve the Cloud Infrastructure Management Multi-objective Optimization
Problem (CMOP), by dynamically choosing optimal configurations among the space of possible
cloud configuration alternatives. We validate our approach through a use case defined with our
partner EBRC.
The use case relies on a heterogeneous cloud infrastructure (different categories of virtual
machines). In this use case, we address two research questions. 1) The first research question
explores the feasibility of our approach by showing the ability to reconfigure a cloud infrastructure
at runtime in the presence of conflicting objectives. In this research question, we have explored
the feasibility of our optimization approach at the level of the architectural model that we have
built using Kevoree models@run.time platform. 2) The second research question is related to the
performance of our approach with regards to the customer infrastructure scalability.
This chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.2 describes the key concepts related to this
chapter. Section 4.3 describes the approach that we have used to solve the multi-objective
optimization problem. Section 4.4 details the experiments that we have run to validate our
approach. Finally, section 4.5 concludes this chapter.
4.2 Problem definition and modeling
This section defines the Cloud Infrastructure Management Multi-objective Optimization Problem
(CMOP) and motivates the use of models@run.time for cloud abstraction.
4.2.1 CMOP inputs
As introduced in the background section, cloud customers benefit from virtualization technology
to host their data/applications according to Service Level Agreements (SLAs) [SSH12]. Cloud
environments are dynamic environments in which customers and providers are expressing
evolving requirements towards cost saving, QoS evolution, etc. PaaS providers mostly manage
VMs allocation (i.e., by starting VMs or shutting them down) to regulate the quality of service of
customer services.
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In this work, we explore optimization from cloud customers perspective. A cloud customer
has to adapt to evolving needs that might be conflicting. Given a cloud customer infrastructure,
which consists in a dedicated set of allocated physical resources, we aim at developing a decision
support that takes as input SLAs objectives and a snapshot of a cloud configuration and provides
decision capabilities to place software components in VMs in the objective to maintain compliance
with SLAs requirements and to adjust costs to specific customer needs.
VMs placement is an active research area [FRMMne] that illustrates the trade-offs that
should be taken into consideration to manage a cloud infrastructure. As an illustrative example,
to reduce costs, customers have to consolidate VMs that have to be started in physical machines.
However at the same time, they have to host the loads of different end users on different VMs to
achieve isolation.
VMs heterogeneity in terms of deployment costs or in terms of hosting geographical location
adds more complexity to the VMs management problem and motivates the need to have well-
defined reasoning techniques for VMs allocation.
We consider scenarios that present an actual interest to EBRC, a cloud provider in Lux-
embourg, which offers a complete range of tailored services in hosting and managing a cloud
infrastructure. EBRC is interested in improving the supervision of its customer environments.
We explore resolution strategies to deploy an optimized cloud environment for EBRC customers.
Customer expectations are commonly captured through SLAs (Service Level Agreements), which
consist in defined terms in the form of a contract between a service consumer and a service
provider. As defined in the SLA Handbook [BB09]: “It is the Service Level Agreement that defines
the availability, reliability and performance quality of delivered telecommunication services
and networks”. Most SLAs introduced in the literature have focused on the aspects related to
performance and have not investigated the aspects related to security. In this work, we consider
the isolation property in the context of a single customer infrastructure. Depending on the confi-
dentiality of their data, we consider that customers are able to express some constraints related
to the isolation of their workloads/data in the cloud environment. For example, a customer may
require that his applications/data are hosted in dedicated VMs. In this work, we also consider cost
reduction as an optimization objective. Next section shows how we model the different customer
objectives through fitness functions.
4.2.2 Cloud infrastructure: a dynamic adaptive system
As shown in Figure 4.1, PaaS customers use cloud infrastructure resources to host applications
and data that can be accessed by end users. (1) Cloud infrastructure optimization is triggered by
some application increasing workload, a change in security requirements or the introduction of
new objectives. (2) To achieve local optimization, the cloud provider recurs to our framework to
trigger a VM reconfiguration at the level of the cloud infrastructure. The request is interpreted
at the PaaS level so that VMs placement can be taken into account at the level of physical
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machines. Our optimization framework aims at reconfiguring a cloud infrastructure, at a given
time, to find an optimal configuration given the presence of several conflicting constraints. The
Figure 4.1: Positioning with regards to cloud service models
dynamic features of a cloud infrastructure are the key factors that have motivated us to consider
the concepts related to dynamic adaptive systems (DAS) to reason about cloud adaptations.
Clouds infrastructures are adaptive systems since they have to respond to changing conditions
orthogonally to the business logic of the application [MBEB11]. The design of DAS systems
involves many challenges including the representation of their states, their safe adaptation, the
management of environmental conditions and the change in requirements [BCZ05]. To achieve
application consistency and service continuity, DAS handle changes when the system is running,
through dynamic reconfiguration. Reconfiguration capabilities at runtime enable DAS to adjust
themselves to unpredictable conditions, in their operating environment. Dynamic reconfiguration
techniques [HW04] ensure high availability and maintain Quality of Service parameters by
reducing service interruption. In [KC03], Kephart et al., have defined four main characteristics
for an autonomous system, which are:
• Self-configuring: The system is able to define and adapt its architecture according to the
variables of its execution platform.
• Self-healing: The system is able to diagnose its internal state.
• Self-optimizing: The system is able to adapt its internal resources to optimize its function-
ing.
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Figure 4.2: IBM’s MAPE-K reference model for autonomic systems
• Self-protecting: The system is able to detect and protect itself against external threats.
These definitions introduce the MAPE loop that defines the standard process of an autonomous
system as illustrated in Figure 4.2. Cloud infrastructures are adaptive systems that have to
respond to changing conditions, orthogonally to the business logic of the application [MSST06].
In [MBEB11], the authors have extended the view of the MAPE on a cloud environment. DAS are
empowered with reflection capabilities [DDKM08] that have been first introduced in [BGW93] to
describe reconfiguration capabilities of programs. Reflection has two main features:
• Introspection: related to the capacity of dynamic adaptive systems to observe their own
behaviour and to analyse their current state.
• Intercession: defines their ability to change their own behaviour.
Brice Morin [Mor10] has used reflection notions of the models@run.time [BBF09a] paradigm.
He proposed an approach to maintain a causal link between an architectural model and a running
system. The approach enables to perform reasoning for a given snapshot of the real system in
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an asynchronous manner. This reasoning can result in new configurations that can be tested
and then embedded at the level of the real system. The separation between the model and the
running system enables to get rid of the burden of performing verification at the level of the
real system. Reflection capabilities will be used in order to reason about cloud states. The next
section presents the platform that we use to handle cloud adaptations. The overall cloud dynamic
reconfiguration approach is illustrated in Figure 4.3.
Figure 4.3: Overall approach
4.2.3 Models@run.time for cloud abstraction
We recur to models@run.time techniques since they offer an abstraction layer to reason about
cloud adaptations and about the different trade-offs that have to be envisioned at runtime. The
extension of Kevoree models@run.time platform to abstract layered cloud infrastructure has been
proposed by [Dau13]. Daubert has defined the different characteristics that are required by a
cloud infrastructure modeling layer and has shown how these characteristics are reflected in the
proposed Kevoree cloud abstraction. The different characteristics and how they are supported in
Kevoree platform are summarized in Table 4.1.
Kevoree provides a high level abstraction for clouds through a standard MOF-based meta-
model [vDKV00]. Our approach bridges the gap between any MOF-based tool and real infrastruc-
tures. The framework is thus able to provide a supervision layer for a customer infrastructure
by identifying optimal cloud local configurations in some evolving contexts like an increasing
workload. We use Kevoree as a platform to run our implementation. A physical machine is
abstracted as a Kevoree Infrastructure Node, a VM is abstracted as a Kevoree Child Node and a
component is abstracted as a software service. The architectural model can be easily deployed in
a real large-scale production environment [FMF+12] [FDP+12] like a cloud infrastructure.
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Cloud feature Feature supported by Kevoree modeling layer
through:
Cloud-layered hierarchical
model (representation of
software components, plat-
forms, physical nodes) and
the representation of their
interactions
Kevoree Infrastructure node, Kevoree child node, software
service
Hosting information Notion de container nodes
Distributed infrastructure Nodes hierarchy and node container
Resources heterogeneity Typing and associated treatments (DictionnaireType)
Extension capabilities Extendable types
Asynchronous reflection capa-
bilities
Model snapshot management capabilities
Table 4.1: Kevoree specific cloud features
4.3 Problem resolution
A cloud multi-objective optimization problem formulated by PaaS cloud providers can be stated
as follows: “Given a dedicated set of virtual machines allocated by a PaaS provider, how to
optimize software placement in VMs to reduce costs and to maintain compliance with SLAs
requirements". We have opted for a search-based approach to study the effectiveness of the
supervision framework.
1 public c lass AddNodeMutator implements <Cloud> {
2 private Random rand = new Random ( ) ;
3 private DefaultCloudFactory c loudfactory = new DefaultCloudFactory ( ) ;
4 @Override
5 public List <MutationVariable > enumerateVariables ( Cloud cloud ) {
6 return Arrays . asList ( ( MutationVariable ) new QueryVar ( " target " , " nodes [ * ] " ) ) ;
7 }
8 @Override
9 / * *
10 * This mutation operator def ines a muation operation
11 * applied on a metamodel that def ines a cloud elements
12 * /
13 public void mutate ( Cloud parent , MutationParameters mutationParameters ) {
14 int i = rand . nextInt ( 1 ) ;
15 i f ( i ==0)
16 { VirtualNode node = cloudfactory . createAmazon ( ) ;
17 node . setId ( "EC2_"+Math . abs ( rand . nextInt ( ) ) ) ;
18 node . setPricePerHour ( 1 0 . 0 ) ;
19 parent . addNodes ( node ) ; }
20 e lse
21 {
22 VirtualNode node = cloudfactory . createRackspace ( ) ;
23 node . setId ( "Rack_ "+Math . abs ( rand . nextInt ( ) ) ) ;
24 node . setPricePerHour ( 5 . 0 ) ;
25 parent . addNodes ( node ) ; } } }
Listing 4.1: AddNodeMutator Class
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4.3.1 CMOP modeling as a search-based problem
As we have mentioned earlier, in this work, we leverage MOEAs. Formally, we define CMOP by
the following triplet (I,F,CO) such that:
1. I denotes a cloud infrastructure model. A cloud infrastructure model I is an abstraction of a
set of VMs. Each VM hosts n software components C [HC01].
2. F is a vector of objective functions
F(X )= ( f1(x), f2(x), ...., fm(X )), that have to be minimized.
3. CO denotes a set of possible configurations in I that satisfy F. A configuration co ∈ CO is
obtained through a mapping function that maps the components C to VMs. A configura-
tion co is represented like the following: co=(V M1(c1...ck),...,V Mm(c1...cl)), for example
co=V M1(c1, c2, c3) denotes a configuration with a single virtual machine V M1 hosting 3
components c1, c2, c3.
We model the key elements in our genetic algorithm as follows:
• Individual: A solution vector x ∈ X that corresponds to a cloud infrastructure model.
• Genes: A gene corresponds to a component in our context.
• Population: A population corresponds to a set of cloud infrastructure models.
• Genetic operator: A genetic operator enables to change the cloud configuration state.
• Fitness Function: The fitness function is required to assign a value to each individual
that reflects its potential ability to improve a cloud configuration.
4.3.2 Fitness functions definition
The vector F(X) is composed of the following five objective functions:
1. f1(x)= Cost(x) where Cost(x) is calculated based on the Amazon pricing model3.
2. f2(x)=Security(x) where x = {(C)}, security(x) defines the security level (classification or
clearance) associated with a component [LB96]. If a component with a security level 4
shares a VM with a component with a security level 2, then a security violation of degree 2
is reported, if the component shares a VM with a component with a security level 1, then a
security violation of degree 3 is reported.
3. f3(x)=Completeness(x) where x=(C1,....,Cn) denote the software components that have to
placed in a cloud infrastructure. The output value of f3(x) is 100 if no component is placed
and 0 if all C1,....,Cn are placed.
3http://aws.amazon.com/ec2/pricing/
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4. f4(x)=Overload(x) where x = {(C)}. Overload(C) defines the gap between the required and
the observed % of virtual CPU for each software element.
5. f5(x)=SLAPerformance(x) where x={(C)} defines the required CPU for every component as
stated in the SLA.
The security fitness function aims at maximizing isolation. Isolation is a crucial requirement that
has to be taken into consideration in a shared environment that relies on a multi-tenant [TJA10a]
model for hosting services and data. In a cloud delivery model, a single instance of software
can be shared between tenants who customize this instance according to their own specific
requirements before delivering it to the end user. Software components run on the top of VMs.
VMs management is commonly performed at the level of the hypervisor, which provides an
abstraction layer between the physical network and the VMs. VMs are able to communicate
without even going through the physical network, thus bypassing the checks that have to be
performed at the network layer. This increases the risk of attack propagation to VMs residing in
the same physical machine once a VM is compromised. Isolation enables to avoid data leakage
that results from VMs interference attacks.
4.3.3 CMOP algorithm
CMOP is based on NSGA-II, an elitist non dominated sorting genetic algorithm [DPAM00]. At
each iteration i, mutation and crossover operators enable to obtain an offspring population Q i.
Table 4.2 presents our set of defined operators O. The individuals of the populations Pi and Q i are
combined to compose a population Ri of size 2n. Two operations are performed in the population
Ri:
• Non-dominated sorting: The elements of the population Ri are ranked into r ranks. Rank 1
is the non-dominated set and elements of a given rank r dominate the elements of the rank
r+1.
• Crowding distance ranking: Crowding distance selection [DPAM00] is performed based on
the ranking that results from the previous step. Crowding distance enables to prevent from
premature convergence by preserving diversity within populations. It is calculated based
the distance of an individual to its neighbours. Higher scores are assigned to individuals,
which are less close to their neighbours. From each rank in R, the individual that has the
best score in the crowding distance is selected as an element in the next generation Pi+1.
The two operations enable to maintain n individuals in the population Pi+1. Algorithm 4 describes
the CMOP:
In the validation section, we compare two variants of CMOP to assess their effects on the
algorithm convergence. The first algorithm is NSGA-II configured with ε-dominance [LTDZ02]
whereas the second algorithm is a plain NSGA-II.
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Algorithm 4 <CMOP Algorithm>
Input: (Population-Size int, Generation-Number int)
Generate an initial population P
while Stopping criterion is not reached do
Apply randomly a set of mutation operators O on P to get population Q
Combine individuals of population P and population Q into a population R
Perform non-dominated sorting of the population R
Select elements in each front based on crowding distance to compose Pnew
end while
Evaluate Pnew and select solutions co ∈CO
Table 4.2: Genetic operators
Operators Description
AddComponent(c,A) Adds a component c in the the virtual machine A
RemoveComponent(c,A) Removes a component c in the virtual machine A
MoveComponent(c,A,B) Moves a component c from the virtual machine A to the
virtual machine B
SwitchComponent(c,A), (c1,B) Switches the component c to the virtual machine B and
the component c1 to the virtual machine A
ε-dominance is a relaxed Pareto dominance where the user defines ε as a parameter. Given
two solutions with ε difference in an objective k, the two solutions cannot be considered as
dominating each other. ε-dominance allows to not discard less fit solutions.
4.3.4 Model-driven optimization
We have used Polymer4 to run our optimization algorithms. Polymer is a model-driven opti-
mization framework that builds an optimization layer on top of models. Polymer enables to
absorb the complexity related to data representation and to the encoding of problem parameters.
This enables non experts in search-based engineering to encode and solve complex optimization
problems without prior knowledge about optimization algorithms.
Polymer takes advantage from model-driven engineering to build meta-models that repre-
sent the concepts that are relevant for a specific domain. Polymer uses the Kevoree Modeling
Framework (KMF), which is an alternative to Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF) [SBMP08].
KMF has been developed in François Fouquet’s thesis [Fou13] with the objective to enhance the
performance requirements of modeling frameworks. The different principles, used to build KMF
in a way that reduces the memory footprint of the generated code, are explained in [FNM+14a].
KMF proposes an efficient modeling layer for runtime usage. Polymer aims at achieving optimiza-
4http://kevoree.org/polymer//
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tion on any KMF compliant model that can be expressed with the usage of Meta-Object Facility
(MOF) concepts [Poe06].
Polymer relies on object oriented programming design to apply operators and fitness functions
on the model instead of the problem encoded parameters. Fitness functions are implemented by
interfaces extending the modeling API that presents the application domain layer. Figure 4.4
defines a simplified meta-model of a cloud infrastructure. Listing 4.1 presents the code of the
mutation operator that can be generated based on the defined meta-model.
Figure 4.4: Simplified view of a cloud metamodel
4.4 Validation
To show the effectiveness of our approach, we have implemented CMOP (with and without
ε-dominance) on Kevoree platform and we have compared it to random and mono-objective
solutions. The validation of our approach is related to the scenarios of interest for EBRC provider
and focuses on the following research questions:
• RQ1: Comparison of mono-objective vs. multi-objective optimization. What is the benefit
of using multi-objective optimization compared to mono-objective one? How faster a good
solution is found using a mono-objective algorithm compared to a multi-objective algorithm?
• RQ2: Comparison of multi-objective algorithms in terms of objectives satisfaction and
scalability. Which algorithm, among CMOP with ε-dominance dominance, CMOP without
ε-dominance and random, better satisfies the objectives while scaling to a more complex
cloud infrastructure model?
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In the validation, our goal is to show the effectiveness of search-based approaches in finding
possible solutions at the level of the architectural model and to show that the approach scales. In
our scenario, EBRC allocates to a customer X a cluster composed of five physical machines to
host its on-line stock trading website that is composed of the following components: A database
to store items, a load balancer, a database for payment, a database to manage users and a
web front-end. Virtual CPU assignment depends on the physical machines, which are either
Intel Xeon or ARM processor-based. In this scenario, we explore the optimization problem by
considering optimization at the level of a single customer infrastructure.
4.4.1 Multi-objective optimization results
In this part, we will answer the research question: RQ1: What is the benefit of using multi-
objective optimization compared to mono-objective one? Nowadays, most cloud providers use mono-
objective optimization for horizontal scaling. For instance RedHat OpenShift5 only considers the
performance of a customer front-end, by an adaptation algorithm defined in the load balancer. In
the same manner as RedHat OpenShift, Amazon6 defines trigger levels based on performance
measures to start or stop virtual machines. Both approaches only consider one objective (i.e., the
front-end performance) to achieve optimization at the level of cloud customer infrastructure and
do not take into account other optimizing factors like isolation. The first experiment that we have
conducted tries to evaluate the potential optimization quality by considering all fitness functions
during the optimization.
4.4.1.1 Setup
Here is the description of the cloud infrastructure model corresponding to the five physical
machines that we deploy in Kevoree:
• Three Low power consumption ARM based infrastructure nodes (1 virtual machine ab-
stracted as child node where each node is 1GHz)
• Two High power consumption Xeon based infrastructure nodes (8 virtual machines ab-
stracted as child node where each node is 1GHz)
Table 4.3 defines some parameters that are relevant for the estimation of the fitness function:
• The required CPU (GHz) for every component
• The required security level for each component
• The CPU load property, which defines the required virtual CPU percentage for each
component to run
5https://www.openshift.com/wiki/architecture-overview#_3._Horizontal_scaling_Beta
6http://aws.amazon.com/autoscaling/
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Component Required CPU (GHz) Security Level CPU Load (VCPU % )
ItemDB 1.2 2 40
LoadBalancer 0.4 0 20
PaymentDB 0.6 4 60
UserDB 0.4 3 40
WebFrontend 1.2 1 40
Table 4.3: Services in the SLA model
Algorithm Completeness Consumption Overload Security SLAPerformance
Mono-objective 0 100.0 24.00 70.0 0.0
Multi-objective 0.0 43.47 0.0 0.0 0.0
Table 4.4: Fitness vector values: Mono-objective vs multi-objective
(the values related to the multi-objective row are better). The row mono-objective
only considers SLAPerformance fitness while the row multi-objective considers all
fitness functions. It is worth to note that despite the SLAPerformance (in bold)
presents a perfect score for both mono-objective and multi-objective algorithms, the
multi-objective reaches better scores for security and global consumption.
Two algorithms for ten initial populations are thus compared on this basic configuration:
• A mono-objective algorithm that minimizes SLAPerformance fitness without taking into
consideration other fitness functions.
• A multi-objective CMOP algorithm.
We have thus performed 20000 generations per run before selecting the best configuration and
have used the techniques presented in Kevoree to increase the performance of our search based
algorithm especially for the different operations defined in the previous section.
4.4.1.2 Results
Among the configurations identified as solutions of the search-based problem, the value of
the fitness vector for (Completeness, Consumption, Overload, Security, SLAPerformance) is
illustrated in Table 4.4 and the evolution of the fitness scores of all objective functions given
by CMOP are given in Figure 4.5. As already demonstrated by Frey et al [FFH13c], the multi-
objective algorithm maximizes the satisfaction of the fitness functions through reaching a mean
that is better compared to a mono-objective algorithm. However, it is interesting to notice that
the four fitness functions reach a perfect score with the multi-objective search while only the
SLAPerformance reaches a perfect score for the mono-objective algorithm. The consumption
fitness in both cases could not reach 0 because at least one machine must be started to host a
software component, however we observe a significant consumption reduction while using the
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Figure 4.5: Evolution of the fitness scores of all objective functions and the evolution of the
average function (mean)
It is important to notice that in order to reach a global mean (shown in red), the
search algorithm satisfies better some objectives to the detriment of others
objectives in order to globally reduce the global mean. For instance the consumption
at the T=20000ms needs to be increased in order to reduce the mean and customer
SLA satisfaction. The consumption increase is explained by the algorithm that tries
to find available solutions to host all software components.
multi-objective algorithm. The mono-objective search (SLAPerformance objective in our example)
achieves the best score in 600 ms, CMOP stabilizes a nearly optimal solution after 1700 ms
and introduces then a time overhead compared to the mono-objective search. However the time
overhead remains reasonable when running CMOP, and presents a time duration value that is
acceptable for a cloud infrastructure reconfiguration.
4.4.2 Scalability discussion
In this part, we will answer the following research question: RQ2: What is the impact of scalability
on objectives satisfaction and on algorithms convergence? The scalability issues are explored as
follows:
• 1) Scalability in width: How the quality of results is impacted by the size of the search
domain? Does each solution continue to find qualitatively good results with the increase of
the search domain?
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• 2) Scalability in depth: How the size of the search domain impacts the convergence speed?
In all the experiments, we evaluate the results quality in terms of fitness scores. The execution
time of our algorithms is only used to verify our compliance with the time constraints of our cloud
case study. The current implementation can be greatly improved in terms of time of computation
by parallelizing the steps of our algorithm.
4.4.2.1 Setup
To answer this research question, we use NSGA-II with and without ε-dominance and random
generation:
• The random generation of 500 solutions using our mutation operators. We consider the best
random solutions (over 500 configurations).
• The multi-objective genetic algorithm with 1000 generations on 10 populations (thus 10000
generations) per run, before returning the best solution.
• The same multi-objective genetic algorithm with and without ε-dominance.
In this experiment, we make the infrastructure scale as follows: (scale 1: 5 infrastructure hosts), 3
times bigger scale (15 hosts), and so on with scale 4, 5, 8 and scale 12 (60 hosts). The random uses
500 generations while the genetic uses 1000 since it is slower, we then adapt random generation
to normalize the resolution time. This normalization is necessary since we compare qualitatively
results after the same search time for each algorithm.
4.4.2.2 Results
The results shown in Figure 4.6 correspond to scale four runs and compare the evolution of mean
scores for the CMOP with ε-dominance [HN08], CMOP without ε-dominance and random. They
show the progress of the algorithms to satisfy the objectives. It appears that CMOP without
ε-dominance performs better, which is not surprising since it performs evaluation without
using a ε-dominance for solution comparison, which makes it faster. However, CMOP without ε-
dominance algorithm often converges to a solution that minimizes one or two objectives perfectly,
but degrades the other (premature convergence for some objectives). Thus the CMOP with ε-
dominance appears to be the best solution to avoid having some privileged objectives and to
ensure an uniform optimization distribution. For the first scale, the comparison between the three
algorithms demonstrates that the best scores are obtained without ε-dominance, with the average
of 5.21%, than with CMOP with ε-dominance algorithm with the average of 6.4%. Random search
results in worst fitness scores, since we achieve an average value of 18%. These experiments with
these specific configurations reveal the feasibility of a bounded-in-time reasoning on an abstract
representation of a cloud infrastructure. In terms of algorithms comparison, multi-objective
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Figure 4.6: Comparison of multi-objective algorithms
(lower is better). In red, the five best mean values obtained with ε-dominance. In
gray the mean value without ε-dominance and in blue the mean value of random
solutions. It is important to notice that genetic search is always better than random
and that ε-dominance converges slower than CMOP without ε-dominance.
Table 4.5: Comparison of multi-objective algorithms for the different scales
Scale 1 3 4 5 8 12
Random 18 16 14.7 16 14.9 14
Without ε-dominance 6.4 5.9 7.9 7.1 6.69 8.3
With ε-dominance 5.21 6 8.9 8.8 9.4 11
optimization outperforms random algorithms. Finally, CMOP with ε-dominance achieves the
best trade-off in terms of computation time, and objectives satisfaction, while it is shown that it
is not optimal in terms of mean objectives values. The lesson learned from this experiment is
that the scalability can be greatly improved by using an hybrid approach combining 2 steps of
CMOP, one with and one without ε-dominance to firstly generate good solutions and secondly to
refine them with the multi-objective ε-dominance based-search. Table 4.5 shows the average of
all fitness functions for the three scales and for the different algorithms. Since the configuration
combinations are larger, all algorithms tend to find better trade-offs when the scale of the problem
increases.
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4.4.3 Threats to validity
In the present chapter, there are many factors that represent a threat to the validity of the
obtained results. Internal validity concerns the possible courses of bias of the experiments that
were conducted. More precisely, those threats are related to the:
• Number of generations and populations selected at the initial setup.
• Stopping criterion that has been chosen.
• The modeling of fitness functions that have been chosen.
To improve current experiments, we intend to conduct experiments on a varied range of popu-
lations size. In the current work, the stopping criterion has been based on a timing constraint,
we plan to consider other stopping criteria that are based on generation comparison. This com-
parison will be based on similarity criteria that we plan to define on architectural models. We
also plan to consider different other representations of fitness functions and to evaluate solutions
quality through quality metrics [Bra11]. External validity are related to the pertinence of the
optimization axis that we have chosen and to the resolution strategies that have been used in
this chapter.
4.5 Summary
Model-driven engineering techniques have been advocated to build an abstraction layer for cloud
infrastructures. This abstraction layer enables to reason about the problem of multi-objective
optimization in the cloud. For instance, in [CLZ], Chatziprimou et al., have built an automated
model that helps the extraction of available resources in the cloud as a first step to select optimal
configurations.
In this chapter, we go a step forward and we advocate the usage of models@run.time to
propose a model-driven optimization approach to resolve cloud-based software trade-offs. We
propose a tool-based approach that reconfigures dynamically a cloud infrastructure considering
evolving providers and customers objectives. Our optimization approach, compared to optimiza-
tion techniques surveyed in chapter 3, approaches the optimization problem from a software
engineering perspective.
The findings of the work presented in this chapter show the effectiveness of search-based
approaches to resolve a cloud multi-objective optimization problem. The optimization reasoning
engine has been implemented using Polymer, a model driven optimization framework that
operates on top of Kevoree, a models@run.time platform. Polymer eases the encoding of the
multi-objective optimization parameters. The results have shown that the algorithm is able to
find nearly-optimal solutions in a reasonable time, that can be considered acceptable in the
context of cloud-based software dynamic reconfiguration. We believe that handling dynamically
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and in a fine-grained way customers deployment costs and adjusting them to the resources
consumption enables to manage cloud elasticity. This is one of the main push factors that would
influence moving customers workloads from local hosting to cloud hosting.
In the next chapter, we bring performance requirements of model-driven continuous opti-
mization to light. We present full details of our optimization method that operates on the top of
MOEAs to improve the performance optimization process defined in the current chapter.
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OPTIMIZING MULTI-OBJECTIVE EVOLUTIONARY ALGORITHMS TO
ENABLE QUALITY-AWARE SOFTWARE PROVISIONING
In the last chapter, we have empirically shown that Multi-Objective Evolutionary Algo-rithms (MOEAs) are suitable candidates to resolve cloud-based deployment trade-offs. Tosave deployments costs, scaling down/up resources has to be performed in a reasonable
time. Requirements related to cloud adaptation put some constraints on the efficiency of the
optimization process used to find optimal cloud configurations. This fact drives us to explore
the efficiency of the optimization process that we have defined in the previous chapter. MOEAs
produce many dead-born solutions because of the Darwinian inspired natural selection, which
results in a resources wastage. To tackle MOEAs efficiency issues, we propose in this chapter
a process similar to modern biology. We choose specific artificial mutations by anticipating the
optimization effect on the solutions instead of relying on the randomness of natural selection.
We introduce the Sputnik algorithm, leverging the past history of mutations to enhance opti-
mization processes such as cloud elasticity engines. We integrate Sputnik in a cloud elasticity
engine, dealing with performance and quality criteria, and demonstrate significant performance
improvement, meeting the runtime requirements of cloud optimization.
A major part of this chapter has been published in the following conference proceedings:
Donia El Kateb, François Fouquet, Johann Bourcier, and Yves Le Traon. Optimizing multi-
objective evolutionary algorithms to enable quality-aware software provisioning. In 14th Interna-
tional Conference on Quality Software (QSIC), pp 85-94, 2014.
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5.1 Introduction
A major factor which threatens the adoption of MOEAs for self-adaptive systems such as a cloud
infrastructure is the run-time resources consumption, which often requires ad-hoc empirical
tuning of such algorithms to meet performance needs. Indeed, as in the Darwinian theory [Dar59,
RR03], the evolution process of MOEAs relies on random mutations to ensure proper domain
exploration. This randomness leads to sub-optimal performance due to the creation of many dead-
born evolution branches. Coello et al [CL04] report that even if MOEAs usage simplifies the design
of automatic configuration engines, empirical fine-tuning of evolutionary search parameters is
still needed to save computational costs. These results motivate the need for software engineering
techniques to avoid MOEAs ad-hoc tuning and to provide reusable techniques and frameworks
for run-time usage.
Nowadays, modern genetics does not only rely on natural evolution process. Instead, based on
the founding work of Muller et al. [PLA27], artificial mutation is now widely used to save time
and generation cycles for instance to produce genetically modified organisms (GMO) [CdL10].
Instead of relying only on crossover and natural selection, Muller et al. [PLA27] studied artificial
mutation using X-Ray to modify a fruit with an anticipated intent. These principles have led the
genetic field to build instruments for such selective artificial mutations: the evolution process is
accelerated by selecting some specific mutations that contribute to enhance a certain objective.
Going along the same line, in this chapter we study how such principles could be adapted
to MOEAs to accelerate the convergence by guiding the evolutionary algorithms through dy-
namically selected mutation operators. Our intuition is that operators applied in a smart and
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artificial way would provide better results than operators applied randomly, and in particular
would reduce the number of useless solutions. Thus, the new algorithm we propose is no longer
inspired by Darwinian evolution, but by “artificial mutation", based on a smart and dynamic
selection of the best mutation operator to apply at a given step. By applying such operators in
priority, we aim at orienting the evolution process of a given population in the right direction for
the problem to solve.
In this chapter, we present a hyper-heuristic [BHK+10], called Sputnik, inspired by artificial
mutation. Our algorithm takes its name from a virus family, which evolves and mutates together
with their host in order to perfectly fit their environment and to replicate more quickly. In the
same manner, the Sputnik algorithm leverages a continuous ranking of operators according
to their impact on fitness functions to smartly select dynamically the most relevant mutation
operator as the search evolves.
We focus on performance as a key factor for run-time usage to reach faster acceptable
trade-offs while saving computation time and generation cycles. For instance, the acceleration
Sputnik provides is useful for adaptive systems when a solution/reaction has to be found in a
short time. We evaluate our approach on a cloud reasoning engine that is able to continuously
provision customers software while handling several conflicting objectives (i.e, isolation, cost). We
have integrated Sputnik in the Polymer1 framework and evaluated it using Kevoree2. We have
conducted experiments to compare natural selection performance versus Sputnik performance.
Our experiments highlight that Sputnik results in a faster convergence by reducing the number
of generations while conserving the ability to achieve acceptable trade-offs in our use case. This
chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.2 describes the key concepts related to this chapter.
Section 5.3 presents Sputnik hyper-heuristic. Section 5.4 presents validation elements of our
approach. Finally, sections 5.5 concludes this chapter.
5.2 MOEAs and run-time constraints
In this section, we highlight run-time usage control requirements and we give an overview about
MOEAs performance issues. Finally, we introduce hyper-heuristics and we highlight their role in
improving MOEAs algorithms efficiency.
5.2.1 Performance of MOEAs at run-time
MOEAs have been successfully applied in many domains such as finance, logistics, test cases
optimization [BFJLT02] and recently in cloud engineering problems. In [CL04], the authors have
provided a taxonomy of the different application domains of MOEAs. Some of these applications
1http://kevoree.org/polymer/
2http://kevoree.org/
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have to be used in a run-time context where dynamic parameters adjustment is required such as
running vehicles guidance.
The usage of MOEAs in run-time optimization problems [Jen03], for instance load balancing
problems, which can be seen as a subset of scheduling problems, motivates the need to improve
their performance. Several studies have explored the computational costs of MOEAs [KYD03,
VVL00] by evaluating their performance on different problems using various MOEAs categories.
According to [Jin05], MOEAs computational costs can be reduced by reducing their algorithmic
complexity or the computational costs of the fitness function. Several studies have focused on
computational costs of fitness evaluations and have proposed models to reduce the costs of such
evaluation. In [BSK], the authors have tested complex fitness functions, and have proposed the
concept of surrogate models to reduce their computational cost. Their approach is based on a
gaussian optimization model that evaluates previous fitness functions to estimate future fitness
functions scores instead of evaluating real fitness functions. In [TLK01], the authors highlight
the impact of large populations on the computation time of the Pareto front [ISTN09, IND06].
In [KYD03], the authors highlight the efficiency loss and overhead introduced by a number of
objectives above 3. All of these studies highlight MOEAs performance drawbacks and propose
specific solutions to improve MOEAs. In this chapter, we focus on the notion of hyper-heuristic to
propose a solution with an impact on the algorithm efficiency.
5.2.2 Hyper-heuristics: classification and objectives
In search based engineering, hyper-heuristics [BHK+10] define methods that act on adapting
search parameters over the search process. Hyper-heuristics introduce modifications on the
algorithm itself, in order to improve its computational efficiency or effectiveness to handle a
specific purpose [SOTJ12]. Hyper-heuristics rely on machine learning mechanisms [BHK+10], to
leverage knowledge assessed during each search iteration. For example, in [Hak10], the authors
have proposed learning methods to store neighborhood information through a neural network
to improve a genetic algorithm accuracy. Hyper-heuristics can be classified according to the
following taxonomy [BHK+10] depending on the nature of the heuristic used (based on selection
or generation methodologies). For each nature, we thus differentiate : (i) Online learning hyper-
heuristics which learn while the search algorithm is running, (ii) Offline learning hyper-heuristics
which learn from the system before the execution of the search process. The contribution of this
chapter, falls into the category of hyper-heuristics that embed online learning mechanisms, which
are based on both selection and generation methodologies to achieve performance improvement
over a set of software engineering problems [GKÖ13, ÖBK08]. Indeed, our approach relies on
mutation operator prioritization (selection nature) based on the evaluation of past execution
efficiency (generation nature).
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Figure 5.1: Sputnik workflow
5.3 Sputnik: a hyper-heuristic for an efficient self-adaptive
systems optimization
In what follows, we present Sputnik hyper-heuristic and we compare it with existing approaches
that aim at enhancing MOEAs efficiency.
5.3.1 Sputnik approach
The randomness introduced by natural selection of evolutionary approaches leads to suboptimal
performance in terms of computational power and memory usage. Random selection of mutation
operators produces useless candidate solutions that lead to computational resources wastage and
therefore does not meet run-time optimization constraints. In modern biological studies, after
identifying a gene impact on an individual phenotype trait, scientists like Muller et al. [PLA27]
leverage artificial mutation to directly produce an individual combining the foreseen modification.
Our hypothesis is that the artificial mutation concept can be introduced in evolutionary
algorithms to mimic modern biological genetics, thus reducing the number of required generations
to reach acceptable solutions. The a priori scientific knowledge of a gene modification impact,
could be replaced by a continuous ranking and learning approach leveraging execution history.
Therefore, in this chapter we aim at optimizing MOEAs, by dynamically reducing the usage of
mutation operators that are less effective in improving fitness functions scores. At the same time,
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selectionop : operators× generation× ob jectives −→ operator× probability
(op1, op2, ..., opm), gl , ( f1, f2, ..., fn) 7−→ opmax(4impact fgl ,op)×Pselection
Figure 5.2: Sputnik selection function
we maintain the equity of natural selection, to ensure that the modified evolution algorithm
is able to reach any solution. Thus, we replace the random mutation operator selection by a
hyper-heuristic that detects for each individual the most pertinent operator to apply in order to
achieve a faster trade-off.
After each application, mutation operators are classified according to the impact they intro-
duce on each fitness function. Internally, Sputnik maintains an elitist group of mutation operators
that are relevant to improve a fitness function score. To enhance operators selection, Sputnik,
considers the current fitness scores reached by a solution, and selects the most relevant mutator
in elite groups to improve the next generation3.
As illustrated in Figure 5.1, Sputnik on top of NSGA-II [VVL00] takes as inputs an initial
population and a generation number. Starting from an initial population of size n, an offspring
population is generated using mutation and crossover operators. The original population and
the offspring are merged. The resulting population of size 2n is ranked based on non-dominance.
The ranking results in the creation of several fronts. The first front contains non-dominated
solutions. The second front contains non-dominated solutions for all individuals in the population
except those that exist in the first rank, etc. Based on this ranking, an individual is selected from
each front based on the crowding distance until we reach a population of size n. The crowding
distance is used as a selection criterion that enables to select individuals in the regions that are
less crowded to maintain population diversity. The process is repeated until a stopping criterion
is reached.
Sputnik introduces a favoritism operator approach in the mutation process described as
follows: we consider a multi-objective evolutionary optimization of f with n objectives ( f1, f2,..., fn).
The average fitness score for a generation gl is defined by
n∑
i=1
f i/n for each individual in the
generation. We define 4impact fgl ,op as the fitness score variation between the average of fitness
function evaluation for a generation gl−1 and a generation gl that is achieved by the operator op:
4impact fgl ,op=(
n∑
i=1
f i/n)gl ,op-(
n∑
i=1
f i/n)gl−1,op.
Sputnik records the selection occurrence for the different mutation operators that have been
involved in the search process. Once all mutation operators have been selected at least once,
4impact fgl ,op is evaluated for all the operators and Sputnik is configured to select the operators
that have 4impact fgl ,op > 0 in the generation gl+1 with the Elitist or the Caste strategies. More
formally, Sputnik selection function selectionop is specified in Figure 5.2:
3http://www.genetics.org/content/111/1/147.short
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Pselection depends on Sputnik strategy and is evaluated as follows:
• Elitist Strategy: The operator that has the highest 4impact fgl ,op is selected in the genera-
tion gl+1 with a high Pselection. This configuration accords higher chance to the “winner
operator" to be selected in the next generation. All others operators are selected with a
probability 1-Pselection.
• Caste Strategy: A selection probability is partitioned between operators which have
4impact fgl ,op ¹ 0 and is defined as follows:
Pselection= 4impact fgl ,opupslope
∑
op∈operators
4impact fgl ,op.
This configuration gives more equity in terms of selection probability for all operators which
have a positive impact on a fitness score.
Sputnik-based mutation operators selection is described in Algorithm 5. In both settings, we set
a selection probability of 10% for pure random selection of operators to not discriminate worst
ranked operators. The random selection of operators mimics the natural evolution and aims at
giving equitable chances to all solutions, and to any potential mutation operator. This random
operators selection ensures a proper exploration of the domain and prevents the solutions to fall
into a local minimum. Sputnik keeps 10% of mutation to give chance to less selected operators
to be reintroduced in the elite group of a fitness function. Through this mechanism, we keep a
minimal equity of species while conserving 90% of the mutation operators set for an efficient
mutation.
Algorithm 5 Sputnik operators selection
Input: Population P, Generation Number g, Operators Opset, List of operators operator-used=∅,
boolean sputnik_active=false
Output: Population P
Apply randomly a mutation operator Opcurrent on P to get Pnew
for all j where j ranges from 1 to g do
Evaluate f i(x) on P
operator-used:=operator-used ∪ Opcurrent
/* Sputnik is active only if all the mutation operators have been at least chosen once */
if operator-used ⊆Opset then
sputnik_active=true
Evaluate 4impact fg i ,op ∀ op in Opset
Select Pselection ∈ {Pelitist,Pcast}
Identify Opbest
Apply Opbest with Pselection, Op with 1-Pselection from Opset and get Pnew
else
Select Op randomly from Opset and get Pnew
end if
end for
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5.3.2 Comparison with other approaches
Several approaches have leveraged hyper-heuristics to improve MOEAs efficiency. In [SOTJ12],
the authors embed learning techniques in classical MOEAs. They assume that objective functions
are expensive to compute so they rank the Pareto front elements and they evaluate only the
individuals that have higher ranks. In [LMS09], the authors have proposed a hyper-heuristic
that relies on the hypervolume calculation to improve computational results. These approaches
consider only the Pareto front set evaluation to improve MOEAs, whereas our approach evaluates
operators contribution in improving fitness and thus injects mutation operators that are eligible
to make MOEAs converge faster. In [YG04], the authors have shown that racing algorithms can
be used to reduce the computational resources that result from using evolutionary algorithms in
large scale experimental studies. The proposed approach automates solutions selection and dis-
cards solutions that do not introduce results improvement. Whereas racing techniques eliminate
worst solutions candidates to speed up the search, in our approach we keep considering worst
ranked candidates to maintain operators diversity. In [DÖB11], the authors have explored the
advantages of using a controlled crossover on top of single-point search based hyper-heuristics.
They maintain the best solutions obtained during the search and update crossover operator
accordingly. They rely on a process focused on crossover as a biological selective breeding. This
breeding assumes that fittest genes are already present in the initial population. In [SSL14],
the authors have used hyper-heuristics and fuzzy logics to adapt parameters values during
the search to control diversity. In [MGE13], the authors have proposed a selector that chooses
between the following evolutionary algorithms: NSGA-II, SPEA2 and MOGA. At each step the
algorithm that is chosen is the one that better contributes to the improvement of the system
solution. In [ZHO+14], the authors have conducted an experimental study in which they have
compared several hyper-heuristics and meta-heuristics on Hill Climbing, Simulated Annealing
and NSGA-II. They come up to the conclusion that it is efficient to combine NSGA-II with other
hyper-heuristics. They have also pointed out that the results obtained differ from the domain
specific problem data. To the best of our knowledge, our approach is distinguishable by proposing
an adaptive selector operator with two configurations (Elitist and Caste) experimentally validated
in different MOEAs configurations as it will be shown in next section.
5.4 Validation
To evaluate Sputnik, we consider an experimental setting that is similar to the one defined in
chapter 4. The scenarios consists in a problem of software components placement in virtual
machines. As mentioned in 4, a cloud configuration is an architecture model which leverages
virtual machines and components (i.e, provisioned software in our context) concepts. Based on
our architectural model, an Individual represents a solution vector X that corresponds to a cloud
infrastructure model. A gene corresponds to a component, a virtual machine or a physical machine
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Table 5.1: Operators definition
Operators Description
AddVMMutator(V Mi,PaaS) Creates a Virtual node V Mi on the top of a PaaS
AddSoftwareMutator(S,V Mi,PaaS) Creates a component S in the Virtual node V Mi
CloneNodeMutator(V Mi,PaaS) Creates a clone of V Mi on the top of PaaS
RemoveNodeMutator(V Mi,PaaS) Removes a Virtual node V Mi on the top of a PaaS
RemoveSoftwareMutator(S,PaaS) Removes a software component S from the PaaS
AddSmartMutator(S,PaaS) Adds a software component S from the Virtual Node
that contains the least number of components
RemoveSmartMutator(S,PaaS) Removes a component S from the Virtual Node that
contains the largest number of components
SwitchOperator(S1,V M1,S2,V M2,PaaS) Switches the component S1 from the Virtual node V M1
to V M2 and switches S2 from the V M2 to V M1
in our model. A population corresponds to a set of cloud infrastructure models. A genetic mutation
operator corresponds to an elementary flip in the model that is introduced by an elementary
operation. In the experimental set-up, we consider the following objectives:
• f1(x)= Cost(x): Denotes virtual machines cost which is proportional to the number of active
VMs on the top of a PaaS.
• f2(x)= Isolation(x): This function is incremented by 1 whenever two components from
different cloud customers share the same virtual machine. To achieve isolation, a cloud
provider aims at hosting software components belonging to different customers workloads
in different virtual machines.
• f3(x)= Similarity(x): The similarity function quantifies the similarity between the compo-
nents hosted in virtual machines to assess software diversity. Software diversity [BMM+]
is an indicator of potential cascading failure to quantify cloud fault tolerance capabilities.
• f4(x)= Redundancy(x): The redundancy function provides a score based on redundant
software (i.e., number of replicates of the same service).
All fitness values have been normalized to range in the interval [0,1]. Table 5.1 presents our set of
operators O including seven mutation operators and one crossover (SwitchOperator) operator. As
defined in chapter 4, software deployment in the cloud is a multi-objective optimization problem
that aims at finding a cloud configuration co ∈CO such as min F(X )
co
. We have implemented an
optimization prototype in the Polymer framework, which leverages a model based encoding to
perform MOEAs optimization. Our validation aims at evaluating the performance improvement
achieved by Sputnik hyper-heuristic, in terms of efficiency and effectiveness to solve the software
deployment optimization problem.
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5.4.1 Research questions
This validation section aims at exploring Sputnik efficiency to improve MOEAs convergence
speed to achieve a certain level of trade-off between several objectives. Thus, we compare the
efficiency achieved with and without Sputnik hyper-heuristic. We also explore the effectiveness of
Sputnik once embedded in most popular MOEAs algorithms such as ²-MOEA and NSGA-II. The
different features of these algorithms are summarized in Table 5.2.
As a metric to compare the solutions of the different algorithms under study, we choose the
hypervolume [ZBT07] metric as Pareto-front quality indicator that defines the total size of space
dominated by the solutions in the Pareto-front. Our validation steps are summarized in the
following research questions:
• RQ1 : Sputnik efficiency: 1) Considering that an acceptable trade-off is 90% of the best
solutions, is the Darwin Sputnik operator selection strategy successful to reduce the number
of generations to reach the defined acceptable trade-off compared to a classical random
strategy? 2) What is the gain in terms of execution time of Sputnik compared to MOEAs that
are configured without Sputnik? 3) How does Sputnik perform with different probability
selection values? 4) What is Sputnik impact on the different objectives functions that have
been chosen?
• RQ2 : Sputnik effectiveness: Does Sputnik produce comparable results in terms of trade-
offs achieved compared to classical random mutation selection even with modifying the
equity of operators selection?
• RQ3 : Generalization: What are the applicability limits of Sputnik? How does Sputnik
behave with different objectives? How does it behave with the different variants of MOEAs?
5.4.2 Experimental results
To answer RQ1, we have embedded Sputnik in our cloud optimization engine that manages 100
virtual nodes and maintains a web front-end and a load-balancer software components that have
to be dispatched in the different virtual machines. Our cloud reasoning engine is configured to
leverage an ²-NSGA-II [D+01]. We perform 30 runs of our experiments with five populations and
300 generations using the following configurations: Sputnik with Caste Strategy, Sputnik with
Elitist Strategy and finally with random operators selection. The average hypervolume values
of the results obtained in the 30 runs, are depicted in Figure 5.3 according to the generation
number and in Figure 5.4.a according to the elapsed time.
We consider that a solution achieves an acceptable trade-off if it reaches 90% of the best
obtained solution. In our case study, the best obtained solution achieves an hypervolume of 0.79
(acceptable hypervolume value is 0.71 in our case), it has been reached with a 250 generations
previous run. A run with Sputnik (with both strategies) reaches this value after 176 generations
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NSGA-
II [DPAM02]
²-NSGA-
II [KR06]
²-
MOEA [DMM03]
SMS-
EMOA [BNE07]
Crowding distance x x x x
Non-dominance ranking x x x x
Adaptive population sizing x x
Self-termination x x
²-dominance x x
Archive-based x x
Steady state x x
Description The parent
and the
offspring
populations
are com-
bined and
the ranking
is achieved
based
on non-
dominance
and crowd-
ing distance
The search
evolves
by main-
taining an
archive that
is updated
with non-
dominated
solutions. So-
lutions from
the archive
are used to
double the
population
size at each
run. The
search stops
if the stop-
ping criterion
is reached
or if the
population
size does not
improve non
dominated
solutions
identified
in previous
generations.
An archive
that contains
Non-dominated
solutions is
maintained
as the search
evolves. At each
generation, two
offspring are
created from
the individuals
that are in the
archive and in
the population.
The two offspring
are used to up-
date the parent
population and
the archive. The
population is
updated based
on concept of
non-dominance
whereas the
archive is up-
dated based on
the concept of ²
dominance.
Differs from
NSGA-II by
the fact that
one individual
is created and
one is dis-
carded at each
iteration. The
individual that
is discarded
at each step is
the one that
contributes
less to the
hyper-volume
indicator.
Table 5.2: MOEAs algorithms main features
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Figure 5.3: Hypervolume: Sputnik (Elitist & Caste) versus random selection
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whereas a run with random operators selector reaches this value after 279 generations, respec-
tively 8s for Sputnik and 16s for the random selection. Sputnik strategies are very similar in
terms of hypervolume achievements, they both reach a value around 0.76. We notice that elitist
strategy converges slightly faster however, the caste strategy can reach better hypervolume
scores. These results can be justified by mutators diversity introduced by the caste strategy,
which favors at a certain extent operators equity. In average, Sputnik (both with caste and
elitist configurations) outperforms random selection by reducing around 37% the number of
necessary generations, and around 50% the time to reach acceptable solutions. This confirms our
first hypothesis, which states that a smart mutation selection strategy is successful to improve
efficiency to reach acceptable trade-offs compared to a classical random selection strategy.
To explore the impact of the selection probability of the elitist strategy on Sputnik efficiency,
we run the same previous experiment with two different probability values of Pselection. The
results of a selection probability of 90% and 50% are shown in Figure 5.4.a and Figure 5.4.b.
Unsurprisingly, we observe that the more Sputnik uses its learning strategy, the best is the
convergence speed comparing to a random selection.
We also have evaluated the values reached by the different objectives of our case study (Cost,
Redundancy, Similarity, Isolation). The results are illustrated in Figure 5.5. The chart presents
the cost per hour and SLA satisfaction percentage reached for the Redundancy, Similarity,
Isolation objectives. Note that the values obtained for the mono-objective optimization correspond
to distinct runs in which we aimed at optimizing one objective at once on the detriment of other
objectives. For our minimization multi-objective optimization problem, Sputnik achieves three
better objectives values in 400 generations compared to a standard NSGA-II: For the different
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(a) Probability of selection equal to 90%
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(b) Probability of selection equal to 50%
Figure 5.4: NSGA-II hypervolume with different probabilities of Sputnik selector
The figures present the hypervolume obtained with two different probabilities: The
figure in the left side is configured with a probability of selection equal to 90% and
the second with a probability of Sputnik selector equal to 50%
Figure 5.5: Objectives chart radar
objectives (Cost, Similarity, Redundancy, Isolation), a possible solution presents the following
values (75.96, 29.41, 78.94, 35.57) compared to (76.41, 41.26, 48.38, 57.54) for standard NSGA-II.
We conclude that for the same number of generations, we obtain results that exhibit better
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(a) NSGA-II
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Figure 5.6: Hypervolume over 400 generations
trade-offs with Sputnik activated on top of NSGA-II.
To answer RQ2, we run a similar experiment with both random and Sputnik selector until we
reach an unchanged value of hypervolume over 50 generations. Final values for Sputnik (elitist:
0.77, caste: 0.81 and random 0.78 allow us to conclude that our hyper-heuristic does not decrease
the quality of the results in terms of degree of trade-off achieved. Moreover the caste strategy
improves the hypervolume score.
To answer RQ3, we have evaluated Sputnik with different MOEAs algorithms and various
number of objectives. Given that several factors (i.e., implementation aspects, existence of other
processes running in the machine, etc.) may influence execution time of our approach, we have
compared the hypervolume reached over 400 generations. The results are shown in Figure 5.6
with hypervolume distribution in Figure 5.7. For NSGA-II algorithm, an hypervolume value of
0.7 is reached after 90 generations with Elitist strategy, 120 generations with Caste strategy,
and reached after 240 generations with random strategy. A Sputnik on top of ²-NSGA-II for
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Figure 5.7: NSGA-II, ²-NSGAII, ²-MOEA, SMS-EMOA box plots
Statistical distribution for the hypervolume over 400 generations shown above: Max
values reached with Sputnik with its two settings outperform max values reached
with plain NSGA-II and ²-NSGA-II. ²-MOEA, SMS-EMOA have weaker results due to
their selection strategy (one mutation per generation) that slows down Sputnik.
almost both the Caste and the Elitist versions achieves an hypervolume of 0.6 in 100 generations.
Similarly to NSGA-II-based approaches, we observe a similar speed up for SMS-MOEA and
²-MOEA algorithms. Above 300 generations for NSGA-II and ²-NSGA-II, we also observe that
the Elitist strategy could lead to little decreased effectiveness. This result could be explained by
the impact introduced by Elitist strategy on diversity. We conclude that the Caste strategy is less
intrusive hyper-heuristic which maintains better the algorithm effectiveness. From these runs, we
notice that the Sputnik hyper-heuristic can be generalized on several MOEAs. Secondly, we have
explored the generalization of Sputnik with variable objectives by analyzing the hypervolume
while varying the objectives from one to four. The results, generated with NSGA-II for 200
generations are presented in Figure 5.8 in terms of optimization time. We observe that Sputnik
with the Caste and Elitist strategies provides faster hypervolume convergence compared to
random with smaller number of objectives. Indeed for one and three objectives, the Sputnik
strategy selects efficient operators faster, however above four objectives, Sputnik effect tends to
be similar to random selection. We explain such effect by the fact that Sputnik does not keep the
history of previous selected operator selection, thus above four objectives, the selection tends
to be random. In future work, we plan to add operators selection history to maintain Sputnik
efficiency independently of the objectives number.
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(a) 1 objective
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(b) 3 objectives
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Figure 5.8: NSGA-II hypervolume over execution time with variable objectives
5.4.3 Threats to validity
This section discusses the threats of validity of our approach.
Internal validity is related to the parameters setting of our experiments (i.e., generation
number, objectives number, population size, operators, etc.), such as values chosen for the value
of ² in the ²-dominance which might impact our validation results. More specifically, Sputnik
incrementally builds a mapping of each operator impact on a particular fitness function. Thus, the
coupling effect between the eight used operators and a particular fitness function could introduce
a bias on our results.
Construct validity arises from the bias introduced in the way we build our experiments.
In each experiment presented in the chapter, we have compared one run of Sputnik against a
random mutator selector. As for any random based techniques, a set of repeated experiments
should be run to draw statistically significant results. This bias is mitigated by the number of
different experiments that we run on Sputnik which all demonstrate the effectiveness of the
approach.
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External validity is related to the generalization of observed results with other MOEAs
algorithms.
5.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, we have introduced Sputnik, a hyper-heuristic breaking the random natural
selection of classical MOEAs to leverage an elitist artificial mutation inspired by biological
studies [PLA27].
Sputnik relies on a mutation operator selection based on a continuous learning of past
effect on fitness functions, instead of random mutation operators selection. The overall goal of
Sputnik is to enhance the optimization algorithm itself, and to guide the search towards faster
trade-offs achievements to finally save generation cycles and time. Experimentally, we provide
evidence of the effectiveness of artificial mutation to reduce significantly the number of necessary
generations to find acceptable trade-offs. Unlike cited approaches in section 8.2, Sputnik focuses
on artificial mutation selection, therefore mimicking the process used to produce genetically
modified organisms. As far as we know, there is no other hyper-heuristic that proposes artificial
mutation at mutation operators level.
Sputnik has experimentally demonstrated that hyper-heuristics are efficient candidate for
improving run-time optimization of cloud-based software deployment optimization. More ex-
periments are needed to explore the overall optimization life cycle of the cloud adaptive infras-
tructures. We need basically to perform intercession of the optimized configurations at the level
of the real cloud system. We also need to compare te current real system snapshot with the
system snapshot that has been used in the optimization. This enables to verify the validity of the
calculated optimized snapshots for the evolving real cloud system. Next chapters focus on the
design of guest applications to explore cloud-based software trade-offs.
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TOWARDS A FULL SUPPORT OF OBLIGATIONS IN XACML
In the two previous chapters, we have proposed an approach to deploy efficiently cloud-based software. Our described approach considers deployed software as black boxes. Inwhat follows, we focus on the design of guest applications that can be deployed in a cloud
infrastructure to improve cloud-based software trade-offs. As mentioned in chapter 1, we consider
guest applications that are built upon XACML-based systems design. XACML enables to build
applications that meet security and flexibility requirements. However, while rights are well
captured by authorizations, duties, also called obligations, are not well managed by XACML
architecture. The current version of XACML lacks (1) well-defined syntax to express obligations
and (2) an unified model to handle decision making w.r.t. obligation states and the history of
obligations fulfilment/violation. A fine-grained obligations support is required to handle autho-
rizations scenarios in which actions have to be carried out before/during/after access to resources.
In this chapter, we propose an extension of the XACML reference model that integrates obligation
states in the decision making process. We extended the XACML language and architecture for a
better obligation support and have shown how obligations are managed in our proposed extended
XACML architecture: OB-XACML.
A major part of this chapter has been published in the following conference proceedings:
Donia El Kateb, Yehia ElRakaiby, Tejeddine Mouelhi, Iram Rubab and Yves Le Traon. Towards
a Full Support of Obligations In XACML. In Proceedings of the 9th International Conference on
Risks and Security of Internet and Systems (CRiSIS), pp 213-221, 2014.
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6.1 Introduction
Cloud customers are still suffering from the lack of standard APIs in terms of interfaces and
applications connectors exposing customers to vendor lock-in risks. To ensure high interoperability
and portability between heterogeneous cloud platforms, standardization initiatives have to be
developed. XACML proposes a standardized approach to handle access control resources. This
makes it suitable to handle permissions management for heterogeneous cloud-based applications.
Obligations extend binary authorizations to express fine-grained actions. These actions are
required to handle usage control requirements.
To meet the challenges of reinforcing XACML standard to handle obligations, we enhance
the support of obligations in XACML policy language and its underlying architecture while
maintaining the highly-desirable separation of concerns between the system and its policy. Going
along the same line than Bertino for XACML 2.0 [LCB12], who pioneered the extension of
XACML for usage control, we propose 1) Well-defined XML constructs that are compliant with
XACML 3.0 to specify obligations. 2) OB-XACML: An underlying architecture that extends the
current XACML architecture and that is able to take into consideration the history of obligations
fulfillment/violation and obligation states at the level of the decision making process. OB-XACML
introduces an interaction schema between the different key entities in XACML architecture to
keep track of obligations fulfillment/violation related to the users in the system.
To the best of our knowledge, our work is a first initiative that considers obligation states
as a key element that must be considered at the access control evaluation time. This chapter
is organized as follows. Section 6.2 introduces obligations in XACML and gives an overview
about existing approaches that tackled obligations support in XACML. Section 6.3 describes
our extended architecture OB-XACML. Sections 6.4 describes the constructs of XACML syntax
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to support obligations. Section 6.5 presents our validating prototype and our supported usage
control scenarios. Finally, section 6.6 concludes this chapter.
6.2 Introducing obligations in XACML
This section introduces obligations in XACML and surveys existing approaches that have been
proposed in the literature to enhance obligations support in XACML standard.
6.2.1 Obligations handling in XACML
XACML defines obligations as actions that have to be returned to the PEP with the PDP response.
The decision-making is not anymore about a deny/access decision only but includes obligations
fulfillment/violation information as well. XACML defines three PEP categories based on PDP
decision and the ability of the PEP to handle obligations.
• Base PEP setting: The PEP decision is permit if the PDP decision is permit and the PEP is
notified of the fulfillment of all the obligations returned by the PDP. The PEP decision is
also permit if the PDP decision is deny and the PEP is not notified of the fulfillment of all
the obligations returned by the PDP. In all other cases, the PEP decision is deny.
• Deny-biased PEP setting: The PEP decision is permit if the PDP decision is permit and the
PEP is notified of the fulfillment of all the obligations returned by the PDP. In all other
cases, the PEP decision is deny.
• Permit-biased PEP: The PEP decision is deny if the the PDP decision is deny and the PEP
is notified of the fulfillment of all the obligations returned by the PDP. In all other cases,
the PEP decision is permit.
1 <Obligation ObligationId = ‘ ‘ send−email " Fulf i l lOn = ‘ ‘Deny">
2 <AttributeAssignment AttributeId = ‘ ‘ email ">donia . kateb@uni . lu </ AttributeAssignment >
3 </ Obligation >
Listing 6.1: Obligation example
In [LCB12], Bertino et al., have proposed a synthesized classification of PEPs categories in
XACML presented in Table 6.1. The reader may refer to [LCB12] for more details about PEPs
classification in XACML. In the reminder of this chapter, we will only consider the Deny-biased
PEP.
XACML 2.01 defines obligations as simple attributes assignment that are attached to the
policy set or to the policy. XACML 3.02 considers that obligations can also be added to the rules
besides the policies and policy sets. An obligation element contains two required elements, which
1http://docs.oasis-open.org/xacml/2.0/access control-xacml-2.0-core-spec-os.pdf
2http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/xacml/
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Table 6.1: PEP categories in XACML [LCB12]
PDP Decision Permit, obli-
gations ful-
filled
Permit, obli-
gations not
fulfilled
Deny, obliga-
tions fulfilled
Deny, obliga-
tions not ful-
filled
Base PEP Permit Deny Deny Permit
Deny-Biased PEP Permit Deny Deny Deny
Permit-Biased PEP Permit Permit Deny Permit
are the obligation identifier and the FulfillOn element which specifies the effect on which the
obligation should be fulfilled by the PEP. For example, FulfillOn “Permit” specifies that the
obligation should be enforced if the PEP decides to permit the request. The XML snippet in
Listing 6.1 shows an example that illustrates that if the PDP decision is deny, the subject has to
send an email to the address “donia.elkateb@uni.lu”.
6.2.2 Existing work on obligations in XACML
In the last few years, several research initiatives have motivated the support of obligations in
XACML at the level of the XACML language and architecture. In [MSB+12], the authors have
proposed a framework and a supporting language extending XACML to take into consideration
UCON features. They have thus added some identifiers to the XACML reference language to
support mutability of attributes and the continuity of access feature in UCON model. The work
presented in [MCM10] [LMM12] follows the same direction and aims at enriching the XACML
model to take into consideration UCON features. The authors have added the identifier in the
condition element to distinguish between pre-obligations, ongoing and post-obligations. The
element AttrUpdates is added to reason about attributes update and an XML retrieval policy has
been introduced to specify where the attributes have to be retrieved for update. In [Lis10], the
authors have defined a negotiation schema for obligations between the PEP and the PDP and a
language to handle obligations: obligation markup language (XOML). They have also presented a
classification of the different types of relationships between obligations. In [LCB12], the authors
have proposed a language and an underlying architecture to handle obligations. Obligations are
commonly defined as application-specific and thus their handling is left to the platform that
manages them. The authors have presented a framework to handle obligations in which they have
specified and designed an application-dependent module to deal with obligation management.
Their proposed obligation schema includes a list of event families that categorize event types
interacting with an obligation. It also includes rules that are mapped to obligation status which
have to be evaluated according to a given obligation state. In [TN11], the authors have defined
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Figure 6.1: OB-XACML workflow
obligations in XACML as an extension of the PPL language which is used to allow the user to
specify restrictions on his personal data. These restrictions specify how data controllers can
verify data across several domains. To the best of our knowledge, our work is a first initiative
that proposes to handle decision making by considering the history of obligation states.
6.3 OB-XACML architecture
In an XACML-based architecture, the policy decision point (PDP) is a stateless component. Access
control decisions are thus taken without taking into consideration obligations fulfillment or viola-
tion in previous accesses. We propose to introduce obligation information violations/fulfillment at
the decision making time. In our proposed model, access control decisions are taken based on in-
formation related to obligation states or related to previous users obligations fulfillment/violation.
Here are some motivating scenarios:
• In a medical health system in which a nurse has to send a report to the patient’s treating
doctor after each access to the patient’s medical data. The report should describe some
specific indicators about patient’s health status. If the post-obligation of sending a report
after the access is violated then the nurse should be prohibited from accessing patient’s
data in another access and some penalties measures have to be taken against her as a
reaction to this non professional behavior.
• A user has the pre-obligation to sign a form before he accesses a web application. If the
system keeps track of his fulfilled obligations then the user does not have to sign the form
in every session. The system can thus record the fulfillment of the obligation in a first login
and then the user can access the system in future sessions without the need to fulfill his
pre-obligations.
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To support such scenarios, we extend the current XACML architecture so that information in-
herent from subjects fulfillment/violation of their obligations is taken into consideration at the
decision making time. Keeping track of obligations fulfillment/violation states, gives an insight
about how users are using the system and enables to prevent future users’ accesses when those
are violating their obligations. In what follows, we present the components and the exchange of
messages that allow access control decisions to be taken according to obligation fulfillment/viola-
tion information. To provide a decision making process that takes into consideration obligation
states, we propose to store obligation states in the Policy Information Point (PIP) additionally to
attributes values such as resource, subject, environment. Such information is retrieved dynami-
cally at the decision making time and used for request evaluation. The PDP sends to the PEP
the access decision and the obligations that have to be monitored by the PEP. Each obligation
is handled by the obligation manager, which tracks obligation states evolution by monitoring
their execution in the system. An obligation life cycle can been modeled as a state machine as it
has been presented by Cuppens et al. [CCBE13]. An obligation state can be 1) Inactive when the
fulfillment of the obligation is not needed, 2) Active when the obligation fulfillment is required,
3) Fulfilled when the obligation is satisfied, 4) Violated when the obligation is violated (In the
context of this work, we consider that an obligation becomes violated when it is not fulfilled
after a fixed deadline). 5) Fulfilled/violated when the obligation is violated and later it has been
fulfilled 6) An obligation is inactive when it ends. The transition between the different states
is driven by contexts defined in Cuppens et al. [EMT12]. Contexts (C ) represent conditions on
subjects, actions and resources. An activation context Ctxa specifies the different conditions under
which the obligation has to be fulfill. The violation context Ctxv specifies the different conditions
under which an obligation is violated. Contexts specify conditions on the actions that activate or
deactivate them. They are specified using the following propositions:
Holde(S, A,O, start/end(Ctx)) after do(S,A,O) if p1, ..., pn
This means that the context (Ctx) starts or stops to hold after the action A is performed by the
subject S on object O, if the conditions specified by the fluents p1, ..., pn are met, for example the
following rule:
Holde(user,−,−, start(Loggin− session) after do(user,perform authentication,Login_Form)
specifies that the logging-session context starts when the user performs authentication on the
login form. Thus, an obligation rule in our language is defined like the following:
Obligation(N,SR,A,O,Ctxa,Ctxv) where N is a unique security rule identifier, SR is a subject
or a role, A is an action, O is an object, Ctxa is an activation context and Ctxv is the violation
context. The following obligation specifies that the doctor has to examine the patient at the start
of working hours: Obligation(O1, doctor, examine, patient, start(working_hours),-). Figure 6.2
illustrates the different states transitions between the different states. The obligation to send
a report after an access to an administration system is handled as follows by the obligation
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Figure 6.2: Obligations state machine [EMT12]
manager: 1) The user has an access to the platform: The obligation is in an active state. 2) The
user sends the report to the platform: The obligation is in a fulfilled state. 3) The user does not
send the report within a given time: The obligation is in a violated state.
Our XACML extension is illustrated in Figure 6.1: The user behavior at the system level
is monitored through aspects which capture the different users actions [KLM+97]. The update
module receives information related to the changes in obligations states and updates the PIP
with obligation state attributes that are provided by the obligation manager. We enrich XACML
conditions to express access control rules that are conditioned by obligations fulfillment/violation.
These conditions will be introduced in the next section. Figure 6.3 illustrates the interactions
between the system that interacts with a security policy, the obligation manager, the PEP, and
the PIP in OB-XACML:
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Algorithm 6 - PEP obligation management
Input: PDP Decision, a set of obligations O
Output: PEP Decision
/*PDP decision is provided after all preobligations become in an inactive state*/
for all Preobligations opre ∈O do
opre.state=active
end for
while opre.state 6= inactive ∀ o ∈O do
/*Since the PEP is deny-based, all preobligations need to be fulfilled to permit the access if
PDP decision is permit */
if opre.state=violated then
return Deny
end if
PIP update with (opre.id, opre.state, opre.subject, opre.update_time)
end while
if PDP Decision 6= Deny then
return Permit
else
return Deny
end if
/*PDP decision is revoked if some ongoing obligations are violated*/
for all Ongoing obligations oongoing ∈O do
oongoing.state=active
end for
while oongoing.state 6= inactive ∀ oongoing ∈O do
if oongoing.state=violated then
PDP Decision = Deny
end if
PIP update with (oongoing.id, oongoing.state, oongoing.subject, oongoing.update_time)
end while
/*Postobligations do not impact PEP decision*/
for all Postobligations opost ∈O do
opost.state=active
end for
while opost.state 6= inactive ∀ opost ∈O do
PIP update with (opost.id, opost.state, opost.subject, opost.update_time)
end while
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Figure 6.3: Message exchange in OB-XACML
• The PEP receives an access control request from the system that is regulated by an XACML
policy and sends a request to the context handler to encode the request in an XACML
format.
• The context handler sends a request to the PDP in an XACML format.
• The PDP sends to the context handler an XACML decision and a list of obligations.
• The context handler sends to the PEP the decision and the list of obligations.
• If obligations do not include pre-obligations then the final decision is sent to the system at
this level of message exchange.
• The PEP requests the obligation manager for notifications about obligations status.
• The obligation manager is notified about obligation states.
• The PEP is notified whenever there is an obligation state update.
• The PEP updates the PIP with obligations state records.
• An access decision can be provided at this level for pre-obligations. An access decision can
also be revoked at this level if ongoing obligations are violated.
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Figure 6.4: Pre-obligations sequence diagram
To explain the processing of obligations in OB-XACML, we took some illustrative examples from
an Auction Management System (AMS). AMS allows users to perform some bidding operations
online if they have enough money in their account before starting bidding operations. We consider
the following pre-obligations in the AMS system:
1. The user has to accept the usage terms of the auction before joining the auction system.
2. The user has to validate his payment for the session.
Pre-obligation 1 has just to be fulfilled in the first login whereas the pre-obligation 2 has to
be fulfilled in every session. Figure 6.4 illustrates message exchange to process the two pre-
obligations in AMS. For a given access request, the PEP decision is taken under the assumption
that our PEP is a deny-based PEP which means that once the PEP will receive an access decision
with obligations, an access is permitted only if the PDP decision is permit and the PEP is able
to receive an information about the fulfillment of all the obligations, otherwise the decision is
deny. Obligations O include pre-obligations opre, postobligations opost and/or ongoing obligations
oongoing. The algorithm 6 specifies how access control decision are handled by the PEP when the
PEP receives an access decision with obligations. Next section describes the XML syntax that we
propose to support OB-XACML.
6.4 Proposed syntax: obligations in XACML 3.0
This section introduces the obligation syntax that supports OB-XACML. We aim through this
design to: 1) Present obligations elements (Subject, Object, Action, Context, etc.) in the form of
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Table 6.2: Obligation syntax in XACML
Obligation element Abstract language XACML syntax
Identifier N ObligationId
Subject SR subject-category:obligation-subject
Action AA action-category:obligation-action
Resource AA resource-category:obligation-object
Activation context Ctxa obligation-activation-context
Violation context Ctxv obligation-violation-context
standardized XML. 2) Categorize obligations by distinguishing between pre-obligations, ongoing
obligations and post-obligations at the level of the policy language. In XACML 3.0, users are
able to extend XACML syntax and to define their own categories, we added new identifiers to
define obligation elements in XACML 3.0. To refer to the entity that is responsible of enforcing
an obligation, we introduce a new attribute identifier: the obligation-subject encoded as shown in
Listing 6.2:
1 <Category=urn: o a s i s : names: t c : xacml:
2 1.0 : sub jec t−category :ob l igat ion−subject>
Listing 6.2: Obligation subject
In the same manner as shown above, action and resource identifiers are added using action-
category:obligation-action and resource-category:obligation-object. We specify obligation activation,
deactivation, fulfillment, violation contexts using environment categories as shown in Listing 6.3:
1 <AttributeDesignator Category=urn: o a s i s : names: t c :xacml :
2 1.0 : environment−category : obl igat ion−act ivat ion−context
3 Type=urn: o a s i s : names: t c : xacml: 3.0 : environment−type : access platform>
Listing 6.3: Obligation context
Table 6.2 presents the obligation elements introduced in [ECCB12a] and the identifiers that
we have defined in XACML 3.0. We define a new type to distinguish between post-obligations,
ongoing-obligations and pre-obligations: “TimingType", which takes the following values: pre,
post and ongoing. We also distinguish between the obligations that have to be performed in each
session by a given subject and those that have just to be performed by the first login using the
identifier “each session" to specify obligations that have to be fulfilled in every access and “first
login" to specify obligations that have just to be fulfilled in the first access.
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6.5 OB-XACML validating scenarios
In this section, we give some examples of usage control scenarios supported by OB-XACML and
describe the different interactions between its different components.
6.5.1 Description of our architecture
Figure 6.5 illustrates the interactions between the different components in OB-XACML, described
as follows:
a) AMS application: We consider an Auction Management System (AMS) which is a Java
policy-based application. AMS policy is encoded in XACML format and enables to externalize
authorization rules from the application business logic. AMS contains 122 classes and 797
methods. The application encapsulates Policy Enforcement Points (PEPs) which represent Java
methods that perform permission checking whenever a service regulated by an access control
policy is requested.
b) Obligation manager: The obligation manager receives obligations from the PEP and
maintains their states. It includes two mapping modules:
• A Mapper from abstract obligations to concrete obligations: This modules translates obliga-
tion parameters included in XACML obligations to parameters that are interpreted at the
application level. For instance a required action in an obligation is translated to a method
call that triggers some functionality at the business level logic, a role is mapped to a user,
etc. The mapping between high level elements at the policy level and low level elements
at the implementation level is a a key concept that has been detailed in several policy lan-
guages [DDLS01b].
• An obligation states monitor: For obligations state monitoring, we define abstract rules that
describe the impact of application parameters on obligation states. For example, the obligation
to put a starting bid before joining an auction session evolves from an active state to a fulfilled
one when the user validates the payment. This requirement is described by the rule ℜi that
describes the operations needed for the obligation “joining an auction” to transition from an
active state to a fulfilled state:
ℜi : State(Obl1:joining an auction, active) 7→ State(Obl1:joining an auction, fulfilled) If call
method(Validate Bid.amount()) && Bid.amount(subject s) returns amount && amount >
allowed_minimum_seuil)
To monitor the different parameters related to obligations state changes, which are defined in
our mapping rules, we use aspect oriented programming [KLM+97]. Aspects enable to track
that some operations are triggered at the program level and subsequently trigger changes
in obligations states. The obligation manager is a Java module that monitors a set of events.
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Each obligation is a Java class that extends an abstract class event. Listing 6.4 presents the
obligation class of the obligation to send a report to the auction moderator. The report describes
the goods that will be involved in the auction.
1 public c lass SendReportEvent extends Event {
2 public SendReportEvent ( ) {
3 this . command_name = MeetingSecurityModel .SEND_REPORT_METHOD; }
4 @Override
5 / * *
6 * @param args [ 0 ] the user who sent the report
7 * @param args [ 1 ] the auction i d e n t i f i e r
8 * /
9 public void notifyCommandExecution ( Object args [ ] ) {
10 User user = ( User ) args [ 0 ] ;
11 Auction auction = ( Auction ) args [ 1 ] ;
12 / / Update the ob l igat ions manager when the
13 / / user sends the report a f ter accessing the auction
14 System . out . pr int ln ( "The user " + user . getName ( ) + " has sent a
15 report o f the auction " + auction . getName ( ) ) ;
16 }
17 }
Listing 6.4: Obligation Class
c) PIP attributes database: The PIP is a MySQL database that is updated with records
describing obligation parameters whenever a change in an obligation state is reported using
following form: (Obligation_ID, Obligation_Subject, Obligation_Object, Obligation_Action, Time,
Obligation State). This database is queried by the PDP during access requests to fetch information
related to the obligations status or related to obligations violation/fulfillment.
d) Update module component: The update module is triggered by aspects in each obliga-
tion state change and it updates the PIP with obligation state attributes.
e) Extended PDP: The extension of Sun’s XACML implementation with a PDP that supports
the new types and the new attributes that we have defined in this work can be done as explained
in XACML factory extension3.
f) Timer: We use a Java timer to define a timer that starts when the activation context starts,
the violation context starts when the timer expires and the obligation is not fulfilled.
6.5.2 OB-XACML usage control scenarios and performance evaluation
In what follows, we present some motivating examples of some usage control scenarios that can
be supported by OB-XACML architecture.
• (1) Pre-obligation: A user has to accept the usage terms of the auction before joining the
auction session. This obligation is of type “each session".
• (2) Pre-obligation: A user has to fill a form including his personal information. This obliga-
tion is of type “first login".
3http://sunxacml.sourceforge.net/guide.html
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Figure 6.5: OB-XACML workflow
• (3) Ongoing-obligation: For each auction, the user has to maintain the window that describes
the bids involved in the auction, open, otherwise his access is revoked.
• (4) Post-obligation: A bidding analysis report has to be sent by the moderator accessing the
auction to the administrator including all the items that have been used in the auction. If
this obligation is violated then the moderator can not access the auction system in future
usage.
In section 6.4, we have proposed syntax constructs where the obligation type is specified in the
obligation syntax. The PEP behavior will be dependent on the obligation type that is exchanged
between the PEP and the PDP at the decision making time. For pre-obligation 1, the user joins
the auction session only if the obligation to accept the usage terms of the auction is fulfilled.
Since this obligation is specified with an obligation type “each session" then the user has to fulfill
it in future access requests to join the auction. Pre-obligation 2 needs to be just fulfilled in the
first login. For such type of obligations, the PDP queries the PIP to verify if there is a record that
states that this obligation has been fulfilled in previous sessions. If the user has fulfilled this
obligation then this obligation will not be returned with the decision to the PEP. Otherwise it
will be sent to the PEP and its fulfillment will be mandatory for access. For Pre-obligation 3, if
the violation context is activated then the PEP revokes the access. For Pre-obligation 4, the PIP
is updated with attributes related to obligations violation/fulfillment. The policy has a condition
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that states that access is conditioned by “the obligation to send a report to the administrator has
been fulfilled in previous accesses". The PDP checks PIP attributes in future access to check if
the obligation has been fulfilled in previous accesses, if the user has tried to log in to the system.
6.6 Conclusion
In this chapter, we proposed a syntax to support obligation polices in XACML and an extension of
the standard XACML architecture to take into consideration obligations states and information
related to their violation/fulfillment in the decision making process. The changes that we have
introduced at the level of XACML architecture do not require to perform many modifications at
the level of XACML reference model. This eases the adoption of OB-XACML on top of existing
XACML-based systems. XACML model implements a flexible access control security model
through its component-based architecture. The adoption of XACML as a standardised approach
to build applications is strongly related to its capacity to handle a wide range of authorizations
scenarios. We strongly believe that introducing obligations states at the level of the decision
making time can be used to track users reputation and to update it based on their interactions
with the system. Beyond expressiveness, in this thesis we focus on performance concerns that
can be an effective obstacle against the adoption of XACML-based systems. Next chapter will
address the trade-offs between security and performance in XACML-based systems.
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IMPROVING PERFORMANCE IN XACML-BASED SYSTEMS
Access control policies regulating access in cloud-based applications can grow in terms ofrules size. This stems from the multitude of cloud stakeholders, their intricate workflowsand the amount of sensitive resources that have to be protected. Request evaluation
time is an important indicator to evaluate the efficiency of a policy-based system. Huge access
control policies result in long request evaluation time and engenders performance bottlenecks.
In this chapter, we propose a mono-objective optimization strategy that operates at the level of
policy structure to reduce the request evaluation time of policy based systems. For centralized
systems that are regulated by access control policies, we propose to refactor access control policies
by splitting a policy (handled by a single PDP) into its corresponding multiple policies with a
smaller number of rules (handled by multiple PDPs). We define attribute-set-based splitting
criteria to facilitate splitting a policy. We have conducted an evaluation on three subjects of
real-life Java systems, each of which interacts with access control policies. Our evaluation results
show that (1) our approach preserves the initial architectural model in terms of interaction
between the business logic and its corresponding rules in a policy, and (2) our approach enables
to substantially reduce request evaluation time for most splitting criteria.
A major part of this chapter has been published in the following conference proceedings:
Donia El Kateb, Tejeddine Mouelhi, Yves Le Traon, JeeHyun Hwang, and Tao Xie. Refactoring
access control policies for performance improvement. In Proceedings of the 3rd ACM/SPEC
International Conference on Performance Engineering (ICPE), pp 323-334, 2012.
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7.1 Introduction
XACML architecture facilitates managing access rights in a fine-grained way by decoupling the
business logic from the access control decision logic, which can be standardized and separately
managed. As mentioned earlier, this architecture presents an ideal design for cloud-based soft-
ware. However, this architecture may cause performance degradation especially when policy
authors maintain a single policy with a large number of rules to regulate the whole system’s
resources. Consider that the policy is centralized with only one single PDP. The PDP evaluates
requests (issued by PEPs) against the large number of rules in the policy in real-time. Such
centralization can be a major factor for degrading performance. This performance bottleneck
issue may impact service availability as well, especially when dealing with a huge number of
requests within a short time.
In order to address this performance bottleneck issue, we propose an approach to refactor
policies automatically to significantly reduce request evaluation time. As manual refactoring is
tedious and error-prone, an important benefit of our automated approach is to reduce significant
human efforts as well as improving performance. Our approach includes two techniques: (1)
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refactoring a policy (handled by single PDP) to its corresponding multiple policies each with
a smaller number of rules (handled by multiple PDPs), and (2) preserving the architectural
property stating that a single PDP is triggered by a given PEP at a time.
In the first technique, our approach takes a splitting criterion and an original global policy
(i.e., a policy governing all of access rights in the system) as an input, and returns a set of
corresponding sub-policies, each of which consists of a smaller number of rules. This refactoring
involves grouping rules in the global policy into several subsets based on the splitting criterion.
More specifically, we propose a set of splitting criteria to refactor the global policy to smaller
policies. A splitting criterion selects and groups the rules handled by the overall PDP into specific
PDPs. Each criterion-specific PDP encapsulates a sub-policy that represents a set of rules that
share the same combination of attribute elements (Subject, Action, and/or Resource). In the
second technique, our approach aims at preserving the architectural property that only a single
PDP is triggered by a given PEP at a time. More specifically, given a request, each PEP should be
mapped to a PDP loaded with a policy, which includes a set of rules to be applicable for the request.
Therefore, our refactoring maintains the architectural property of centralized architectures in
policy-based systems.
We collect three subjects of real-life Java systems. Each system interacts with access control
policies, whose corresponding request evaluation faces performance degradation. These policies
are specified in XACML. We conduct an evaluation to show performance improvement achieved
by our approach in terms of request evaluation time. We leverage two types of PDPs to measure
request evaluation time. The first one is the Sun PDP implementation1, which is a popular open
source PDP, and the second one is XEngine [LCHX08], which transforms an original policy into
its corresponding policy in a tree format by mapping attribute values with numerical values.
Our evaluation results show that our approach enables reducing the request evaluation time
substantially. This chapter makes the following three main contributions:
• We propose an automated approach that refactors a single global policy to policies each
with a smaller number of rules. This refactoring helps improving performance of request
evaluation time.
• We propose a set of splitting criteria to help refactor a policy in a systematic way. Our
proposed splitting criteria do not alter policy behaviors of the centralized architectures.
• We conduct an evaluation on three Java systems interacting with XACML policies. We
measure performance in terms of request evaluation time. Our evaluation results show
that our approach achieves substantially faster than that of the centralized architectures
in terms of request evaluation time.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 7.2 introduces concepts related
to our research problem addressed in this chapter and surveys existing approaches that have
1http://sunxacml.sourceforge.net/
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focused on the improvement of the performance of policy-based systems. Section 7.3 presents the
overall approach. Section 7.4 presents evaluation results and discusses the effectiveness of our
approach. Section 7.5 concludes this chapter.
7.2 Centralization: a threat for performance
This section further details a centralized architecture, its two desirable features such as synergy
and reconfigurability, and its induced penalty (performance bottlenecks). Managing access control
policies is one of the most challenging issues faced by an organization due to frequent changes
in a policy. For example, a policy-based system has to handle some specific requirements such
as role swapping when employees are given temporary assignments, as well as changes in the
policies and procedures, new assets, users and job positions in the organization.
7.2.1 Centralization of architectures
To facilitate policy management, an access control policy is commonly modeled, analyzed, and
implemented as a separate component encapsulated in a PDP. This separation leads to the
centralized architecture, in which one single PDP is responsible for granting/denying the accesses
that are requested. This centralized architecture is a simple solution to easily handle changes in
policy-based systems by enabling the policy author to directly change policies on the single PDP.
When a huge number of access requests are sent by the PEP to the PDP, two bottlenecks cause
performance degradation:
• all the access requests have to be managed through the same input channel of the PDP.
• the centralized PDP computes an access request by searching which rule is applicable
among all the rules that the encapsulated policy contains.
A request evaluation time is thus strongly related to:
• the number of rules in the policy that the PDP contains [MSSS09].
• the workload (i.e., the number of requests) that have to be evaluated by the system.
The request evaluation time depends on the size (number of rules) of the policy that the PDP
encapsulates. For a given policy size, the evaluation time to evaluate requests increases linearly
with the workload (i.e., the number of requests). Our Hypothesis 1 is that the more rules a policy
contains, the higher the slope of the evaluation time with an increasing workload. Hypothesis 1
validity is discussed in Section 8.4.1. As a consequence, one possibility to improve performance
consists in splitting the centralized PDP into PDPs with smaller policy sizes. We consider keeping
the same input channel in the decentralized architecture. Therefore, we do not change the PEP
code. Note that if a specific input channel is required for each PEP, developers are required to
change the PEP code to map each PEP with its corresponding PDP.
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7.2.2 Centralization: PEPs and PDP synergy
Centralization offers a desirable feature by simplifying the routing of requests to the right
PDP. Figure 7.1 illustrates the model of the access control architecture. In this model, a set
of business processes, which comply to users’ needs, is illustrated by the business logic, which
is enforced by multiple PEPs. Conceptually, the decision is decoupled from the enforcement
and involves a decision making process in which each PEP interacts with the same single PDP.
The key point concerns the cardinality linking PEPs to the PDP. While a PDP is potentially
linked to many PEPs, any PEP is strictly linked to exactly one PDP (which is unique in the
centralized model). Since there is only one PDP, the requests are all routed to this unique PDP.
No particular treatment is required to map a given PEP in the business logic to the corresponding
PDP, embedding the requested rules. Another advantage of this many-to-one association is the
clear traceability between what has been specified by the policy and the PEPs enforcing this
policy at the business logic level. In such setting, when access control policies are updated or
removed, the related PEPs can be easily located and updated or removed. Thus the application
is updated synchronously with the policy changes. We call this desirable property synergy of
the access control architecture: an access control architecture is said to be synergic if any PEP
always sends its requests to the same PDP. As a consequence, splitting the centralized PDP into
PDPs of smaller policy sizes may break this synergy since calls issued by PEPs can be handled by
several PDPs. In this work, we consider various splitting criteria to transform a centralized PDP
into PDPs with smaller policy size. Our Hypothesis 2 is with comparable PDP policy sizes, the
evaluation time will be reduced when the architecture is synergic. This hypothesis is investigated
in Section 8.4.1.
7.2.3 Trade-off for refactoring
The following facts are taken into account in our approach:
• Access control architectures are centralized with a unique PDP.
• Centralization eases reconfiguration of an access control policy.
• Centralization threatens performance.
• Direct mapping from any PEP to only one PDP makes the access control architectures
synergic.
• A synergic system facilitates PEP request routing and eases policy maintenance.
The goal of our work is to improve performance by refactoring the centralized model into its
corresponding decentralized model with multiple PDPs. The resulting architecture must have
an equivalent behavior and should not impact the desirable properties of the centralized model,
namely reconfigurability and synergy. Automating the transformation from a centralized to a
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decentralized architecture is required to preserve reconfigurability. With automation, we can
still reconfigure the centralized policy, and then automatically refactor the architecture. We
propose automatic refactoring of a centralized model into its corresponding decentralized model
while preserving high reconfigurability. However, refactoring the architecture by splitting the
centralized PDP into smaller ones may break the initial synergy. This phenomenon is studied in
the empirical study of Section 8.4.1 together with Hypothesis 2.
7.2.4 XACML policies and performance issues
XACML policies become more complex when handling increasing complexity of organizations in
terms of structure, relationships, activities, and access control requirements. In such a situation,
a policy often consists of a large number of rules to specify policy behaviors for various resources,
users, and actions in the organizations. In policy-based systems, policy authors manage a central-
ized and a single PDP loaded with a single policy to govern all system resources. However, due to
a large number of rules for evaluation, this centralization raises performance concerns related to
request evaluation time for access control policies and may degrade the system efficiency and
slow down the overall business processes. We present the following three main factors that may
cause to degrade XACML request evaluation performance:
• An XACML policy may contain various attribute elements including target elements.
Retrieval of attribute values in the target elements for request evaluation may increase
the evaluation time.
• A policy set consists of a set of policies. Given a request, a PDP determines the final
authorization decision (i.e., effect) of the whole policy set after combining all the applicable
rules’ decisions for the request. Computing and combining applicable rules’ decisions
contribute to increasing the evaluation time.
• Condition elements in rules can be complex because these elements are built from an
arbitrary nesting of boolean functions and attributes. In such a situation, evaluating
condition elements may slow down request evaluation time.
7.2.5 Existing work on improving XACML policy-based systems performance
There are several previous approaches about performance issues in security mechanisms. Am-
mons et al.[AdCGS04], have presented techniques to reduce the overhead engendered from
implementing a security model in IBM’s WebSphere Application Server (WAS). Their approach
identifies bottlenecks through code instrumentation and focuses on two aspects: the temporal
redundancy (when security checks are made frequently) and the spatial redundancy (using the
same security techniques on the same code execution paths). For the first aspect, they use caching
mechanisms to store checks results, so that the decision is retrieved from the cache. For the
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Figure 7.1: Access control model
second aspect, they used a technique based on specialization, which consists in replacing an
expensive check with a cheaper one for frequent paths. While this previous approach focuses
on bottlenecks in program code, in this chapter, we propose a new approach to refactor access
control policies by reducing the number of rules in each split policy.
Caching mechanisms to improve policy-based systems have also been used in the work
proposed by Trabesli et al. [TEADC]. The authors have proposed a caching-based approach to
optimize access control systems to meet performance requirements of distributed cloud-based
systems. Caching enables to store authorizations rules in a tree structure that is loaded in
memory in the form of traditional database or in the form of a hash table.
Various approaches [JGHO11, MSSS09, LRB+08] have been proposed to address performance
issues in systems interacting with access control policies. Jahid et al. [JGHO11] focus on XACML
policy verification for database access control. They presented a model that converts attribute-
based policies into access control lists. They implemented their approach called MyABDAC. While
they measured performance of MyABDAC in terms of request evaluation, they did not show how
much MyABDAC gains improvement over an existing PDP.
Marouf et al. [MSSS09] have proposed an approach for policy evaluation based on a clustering
algorithm that reorders rules and policies within the policy set so that the access to applicable
policies is faster. Their categorization is based on the subject target element. Their approach
requires identifying the rules that are frequently used. Our approach follows a different strategy
and does not require knowing which rules are used frequently. In addition, the rule reordering is
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tightly related to specific systems. If the PDP is shared between several systems, their approach
could not be applicable since the most “used” rules may vary between systems.
Lin et al. [LRB+08] have decomposed a global XACML policy into local policies related
to collaborating parties, and the local policies are sent to corresponding PDPs. The request
evaluation is based on local policies by considering the relationships among local policies. In
their approach, the optimization is based on storing the effect of each rule and each local policy
for a given request. Caching decision results is then used to optimize evaluation time for an
incoming request. However, there were no experimental results for measuring the efficiency of
their approach when compared to the traditional architecture. While the previous approaches
have focused on the PDP component to optimize the request evaluation, Miseldine et al. [Mis08]
addressed this problem by analyzing rule location on XACML policies and requests at the design
level so that the relevant rules for the request are accessed faster on evaluation time.
Our contribution in this chapter brings new dimensions over our previous work on access con-
trol [LCHX08, MTB09, MFBT08]. We have used XEngine [LCHX08], which focuses particularly
on performance issues addressed with XACML policy evaluation. XEngine proposes an alterna-
tive solution to brute force searching based on an XACML policy conversion to a tree structure
to minimize the request evaluation time. It involves a refactoring process that transforms the
global policy to a decision diagram that is then converted to forwarding tables. In our contribution
described in this chapter, we introduce a new refactoring process that involves splitting the policy
into smaller sub-policies. XEngine combined with our refactoring process enables to decrease the
evaluation time.
7.3 Policy refactoring
This section describes our approach of refactoring access control policies to improve performance
by reducing the number of policy rules potentially applicable to a request. For refactoring policies
in a systematic way, we propose seven policy splitting criteria based on attribute sets. Moreover,
we explain how to select a splitting criterion that preserves the synergy in the access control
architecture.
7.3.1 Policy splitting criteria
During the evaluation process, the attribute values in a given request are compared with the
attribute values in the target of a rule. If there is a match between the request’s attribute values
and target’s attribute values, the rule is then applicable to the request. In the decision making
process, applicable rules contribute to determining the final authorization decision whereas
non-applicable rules are not relevant in this process. For request evaluation, not all the rules are
applicable to the request. In other words, only part of the rules (i.e, relevant rules) are applicable
to the request and can contribute to determining the final decision.
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We propose an approach to evaluate a request against only the relevant rules for the given
request by refactoring the access control policies. Our approach aims at splitting a single global
policy into multiple smaller policies based on attribute combination. For a given policy-based
system, we transform its policy P into policies PSCw containing a smaller number of rules and
conforming to a Splitting Criterion SCw. An SCw defines the set of attributes that are considered
to classify all the rules into subsets each with the same attribute values and w denotes the
number of attributes that have to be considered conjointly for aggregating rules based on specific
attribute elements. Table 7.1 shows our proposed splitting criteria categorized according to
attribute element combinations.
Table 7.1: Splitting criteria
Categories Splitting criteria
SC1 〈Sub ject〉,〈Resource〉,〈Action〉
SC2 〈Sub ject, Action〉,〈Sub ject,Resource〉
〈Resource, Action〉
SC3 〈Sub ject,Resource, Action〉
To illustrate our approach, we present examples that take into consideration the XACML
language features. In Figure 7.2, our approach refactors an XACML policy P according to the
splitting criterion SC1 = 〈Sub ject〉. Our refactoring results in two sub-policies Pa and Pb. Each
sub-policy consists of relevant rules with regards to the same subject (Alice or Bob in this case).
Technically, to split a given policy P according to SC1 = 〈Sub ject〉, we start by parsing the
global policy P and by collecting the overall subject attribute values in the policy. For each
collected subject attribute value Sa, we consider the global policy and we delete the rules that
do not contain Sa as a subject attribute value in the target element attributes. After all the
successive deletions, the global policy is refactored to a policy that contains only the rules with Sa
in their subject attribute values. Algorithm 7 describes the splitting process for SC1 = 〈Sub ject〉.
1 <Subjects >
2 <Subject >
3 <SubjectMatch MatchId="urn : oasis : names : tc : xacml : 1 . 0 : function : string−equal ">
4 <AttributeValue >Administrator </ AttributeValue >
5 <SubjectAttributeDesignator AttributeId=" ro le " / >
6 </SubjectMatch>
7 <SubjectMatch MatchId="urn : oasis : names : tc : xacml : 1 . 0 : function : string−equal ">
8 <AttributeValue >true </ AttributeValue >
9 <SubjectAttributeDesignator AttributeId=" isEq−subjUserId−resUserId " / >
10 </SubjectMatch>
11 </ Subject >
12 </ Subjects
Listing 7.1: Multi-attribute values in target element
Our algorithm is safe in the sense that it does not change the authorization behavior of the
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Figure 7.2: Refactoring a policy according to SC1 = 〈Sub ject〉
PDP. There are two important issues to be considered when reasoning about the safety of the
algorithm:
• Can the splitting impact authorization results when a policy set includes multiple policies
with different combining algorithms?
• When AnySubject, AnyAction or AnyResource are used as target element values, does the
splitting change the behavior of the PDP?
The first issue is addressed by the way the algorithm operates. The first step of the algorithm
goes through all the rules and extracts the set of target element values (the set of subjects, the
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Algorithm 7 Policy splitting algorithm for SC1 = 〈Sub ject〉
Input: XACML Policy P, Splitting Criterion SC1=〈Sub ject〉
Output: Sub-policies Set: S
SplitPolicy()
S=Ø
/* Collect all subjects in all the rules /*
for each Rule Ri in Policy P do
/* Fetch all the targets to extract attribute collection based on SC */
for each Target.Subject in Ri do
SubjectCollection.add(SubjectElement.attribute)
end for
end for
/* Build sub-policies based on subjects collected in SubjectCollection */
for int i = 0; i < SubjectCollection.size(); i++ do
/* Remove all the rules that do not contain SubjectCollection.at(i) in their Target */
for each Rule Ri in Policy P do
if Ri.Target.Sub jectElement != AnySubject then
if (Target.SubjectElement.attribute in Ri) != SubjectCollection.at(i) then
Remove Ri
end if
end if
end for
/* P(Sub jectCollection.at(i)) is a sub-policy with only rules where the subjectAttribute is equal to
SubjectCollection.at(i) */
/* Add the sub-policy to the set of sub-policies */
S = S∪P(Sub jectCollection.at(i))
end for
set of actions, and/or the set of resources) based on the splitting criterion. Then, based on the
extracted result, the splitting is performed by removing the rules with different splitting criterion
values (such as a subject different from the splitting criterion subject). The rules that are kept
are therefore not modified and their behavior is not altered. When there are several policies with
different combining algorithms, the rules that are kept do not impact the evaluation behavior
because they remain attached to the same combining algorithm. Moreover their order and their
content are not modified.
The second issue is addressed by keeping all the rules that involve AnySubject, AnyAction,
or AnyResource in all sub-policies because by definition during evaluation, these values are
taken into consideration for evaluating all possible values of subjects, actions, and resources.
It is worth mentioning this following consideration related to the refactoring process: XACML
supports multi-valued attributes in policies and requests. In XACML policies, target elements
define a set of attribute values, which match with the context element in an access control
request. In Listing 7.1, the subject attribute includes two attributes (one is “role” and the other
is “isEq-subjUserId-resUserId”). In order to match the subject with multi-valued attributes, a
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request should include at least pc-member and true for “role” and “isEq-subjUserId-resUserId”,
respectively. Our approach considers such a whole subject element as a single entity, which is not
split by the policy splitter component.
After the splitting is performed, our approach creates one or more PDPs that comply with
the splitting criterion. We use the Sun PDP2 to evaluate a request against policies specified in
XACML. During request evaluation, the Sun PDP checks the request against the policy and
determines whether the decision is permit or deny. Given a request, our approach runs the Sun
PDP loaded with the request’s relevant policy, which is used during the decision making process.
The PDP then retrieves the rules that are applicable to the request. Figure 7.3 presents our
approach to handling request evaluation with multiple policies. During the evaluation process,
given a request, our approach verifies the matching between the request’s attribute value and
the policy target elements attributes. Our approach then selects only the relevant policy among
all the policies for a given request. After the selection of the relevant policy, all of its relevant
rules for the decision making are evaluated. Figure 7.4 shows an overview of our approach. In our
approach, the policy splitter component plays a role to refactor access control policies. Given a
single PDP loaded with the initial global policy, the policy splitter component conducts automated
refactoring by creating multiple PDPs loaded with XACML policies, which are split from the
initial global policy based on the user-specified splitting criterion. If the initial global policy is
changed, the policy splitter component is required to refactor the policy again to create PDPs
with the most recent relevant policies. Our refactoring approach is safe in the sense that the
approach does not impact existing security aspects in a given system.
7.3.2 Architecture model preservation: PEP-PDP synergy
We propose to preserve the synergy property in the access control architecture by mapping
a PEP and a PDP loaded with the relevant policy for a request dynamically at runtime. As
shown in Section 7.3.1, given multiple PDPs after the policy refactoring, we consider (1) how
PEPs are organized at the application level, and (2) how PEPs are linked to their corresponding
PDPs. In the worst case, splitting the initial PDP into multiple PDPs may lead to a non-synergic
system: a PEP may send its requests to several PDPs. The PDP that handles a given request
is only known at runtime. Such a resulting architecture breaks the PEP-PDP synergy and the
conceptual simplicity of the initial architecture model. In the best case, the refactoring preserves
the simplicity of the initial architecture by keeping a many-to-one association between PEPs
to PDPs. Given a request, our approach maps a PEP to a PDP with relevant rules for the
request. Therefore, different requests issued from a PEP should be handled by the same PDP.
2http://sunxacml.sourceforge.net/
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Figure 7.3: Applicable-policy selection
Operationally, the request evaluation involves one policy. In this case, our refactoring does not
impact the conceptual architecture of the system.
Figure 7.5 presents a PDP encapsulating a global policy that has been refactored. The
system that is presented on the left results from a desirable refactoring whereas the one on
the right results from an undesirable refactoring. At the application level, a PEP is repre-
sented by a method call that triggers a decision making process. Listing 7.2 presents a sample
PEP code snippet [LTMPB08]. This code snippet shows an example of a PEP represented by
the method checkSecurity, which calls a method of the class SecurityPolicyService, which
formulates a request to invoke the PDP component. The PEP represented by the method
ServiceUtils.checkSecurity may issue requests that have subject “user” along fixed action and
resource (“LibrarySecurityModel.BORROWBOOK_METHOD”), (“LibrarySecurityModel.BOOK_V
IEW”). Consider that we refactor a policy using SC2 = 〈Resource, Action〉, SC1 = 〈Action〉, or
SC1 = 〈Resource〉. Given a request issued from the PEP, our approach runs a PDP loaded with a
policy containing rules sharing the same action and resource attribute values. Thus the splitting
process that preserves the mapping between the PEPs and the PDP is the one that considers the
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Figure 7.4: Overview of the refactoring process
following splitting criteria: SC2 = 〈Resource, Action〉, SC1 = 〈Action〉, and SC1 = 〈Resource〉
in this case. In the evaluation section, we investigate the impact of the synergy property on
performance.
1 public void borrowBook ( User user , Book book ) throws
2 SecuritPol icyViolat ionException {
3 / / c a l l to the secur i ty serv ice
4 ServiceUti ls . checkSecurity ( user ,
5 LibrarySecurityModel .BORROWBOOK\_METHOD,
6 LibrarySecurityModel .BOOK\_VIEW) ,
7 ContextManager . getTemporalContext ( ) ) ; }
8 / / c a l l to business ob jec ts
9 / / borrow the book for the user
10 book . execute ( Book .BORROW, user ) ;
11 / / c a l l the dao c lass to update the database
12 bookDAO. insertBorrow (userDTO , bookDTO ) ; }
Listing 7.2: PEP deployment example
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7.4 Evaluation
We carried out our evaluation on a desktop PC running Ubuntu 10.04 with a Core i5, 2530 Mhz
processor, and 4 GB of RAM. We have implemented a tool, called PolicySplitter to split policies
according to a given splitting criterion automatically. The tool is implemented in Java and is
available for download3.
7.4.1 Objectives and metrics
Our evaluation intends to answer the following research questions:
1. RQ1. How faster can request evaluation time of multiple Sun PDPs with policies split
by our approach achieve compared to that of an existing single Sun PDP? This question
helps show that our approach can improve performance in terms of request evaluation time.
Moreover, we compare request evaluation time for different splitting criteria.
3https://code.google.com/p/policysplitter/
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2. RQ2. With comparable PDP policy sizes, is request evaluation time of a system faster when
its architecture is synergic? This research question investigates Hypothesis 2 presented in
Section 7.2.
3. RQ3. How faster can request evaluation time of multiple XEngines with policies split by
our approach achieve compared to that of an existing single XEngine? This question helps
show that our approach can improve performance in terms of request evaluation time for
other advanced policy evaluation engines such as XEngine.
4. RQ4. How faster does request processing time of multiple XEngines with policies split
by our approach achieve compared to that of the Sun PDP with policies split by our
approach? This question aims at checking whether XEngine in combination with our
approach performs better than the Sun PDP combined with our approach as well.
5. RQ5. For larger PDP policy size, do we observe higher slope of the evaluation time with
an increasing workload? This research question investigates Hypothesis 1 (presented in
Section 7.2) on the impact of the number of rules in a given PDP on the evaluation time.
To address these research questions, we go through the following evaluation setup based on two
different empirical studies:
• First, we evaluate the performance improvement regarding the decision making process
by taking into consideration the whole system (PEPs and PDPs). We compared request
evaluation time with a single global policy (handled by a single PDP) against request
evaluation time with split policies. All the splitting criteria have been considered in our
evaluation. IA denotes an “Initial Architecture”, which uses the single global policy for
request evaluation. This step allows studying the behavior of splitting criteria that preserve
the synergy property in the access control architecture.
• Second, we apply our approach on the Sun PDP and XEngine [LCHX08], respectively, to
investigate the effectiveness of our approach on various decision engines. We aim at showing
that our approach is complementary to an existing decision engine, even an optimized one
such as XEngine.
7.4.2 Subjects
The subjects include three real-life Java systems each of which interacts with access control
policies. Full details on our subjects are available elsewhere [MTB09, LTMPB08, MFBT08]. We
next describe our three subjects.
• The Library Management System (LMS) provides web services to manage books in a public
library.
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• The Virtual Meeting System (VMS) provides web conference services. VMS allows users to
organize online meetings in a distributed platform.
• The Auction Sale Management System (ASMS) allows users to buy or sell items online. A
seller initiates an auction by submitting a description of an item that she wants to sell with
its expected minimum price. Users then participate in the bidding process by bidding the
item. To bid on the item, user must have enough money in his/her account before bidding.
Our subjects are initially built upon the Sun PDP4 as a decision engine, which is a popularly
used PDP to evaluate requests. We started by a processing step, in which we have augmented
the rules in the three original policies for these studies, as it would be difficult to observe
performance improvement results with systems including few rules. In our evaluations, LMS
policy contains 720 rules, VMS has 945 rules, and ASMS has 1760 rules. The rules that we
added do not modify the system behavior as they are conform to the specifications. Moreover, to
assess performance improvement over an existing advanced PDP, we adopt XEngine (instead
of the Sun PDP) in our subjects to evaluate requests. XEngine is an advanced policy evaluation
engine, which transforms the hierarchical tree structure of the XACML policy to a flat structure
to reduce request evaluation time. XEngine also handles various combining algorithms supported
by XACML.
7.4.3 Performance improvement: Sun PDP
In order to answer RQ1, we generated the resulting sub-policies for all the splitting criteria
defined in Section 7.3.1. For each splitting criterion, we have executed system tests to generate
requests that trigger all the PEPs in the evaluation. The test generation step leads to the
execution of all combinations of possible requests described in our previous work [MTB09]. The
process of test generation is repeated ten times to alleviate the impact of randomness. We applied
this process for each splitting criterion and calculated evaluation time on average of a system
under test. Figure 7.6 presents evaluation time for policies split based on each splitting criterion
and the global policy of the subjects. We can make two observations:
• Compared to the evaluation time of IA, our approach improves performance for all of
splitting criteria in terms of evaluation time. This observation is consistent with our
expected results; the evaluation time against policies with a smaller number of rules
(compared with the number of rules in IA) is faster than that against policies in IA.
• The splitting criterion SC = 〈Action,Resource〉 enables to show the fastest evaluation
time. Such observation is due to the fact that the PEPs in our three subjects are organized
based on SC2 = 〈Action,Resource〉. This observation pleads in favor of applying a splitting
criterion that takes into account the PEP-PDP synergy.
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Figure 7.6: Request evaluation time for the three subjects
To identify the splitting criterion that generates the smallest number of PDPs, we have studied
the number of policies generated by the splitting. Figure 7.7 shows the results. We observed
the number of policies based on our proposed three categories: (1) the SC1 category leads to the
smallest number N1 of PDPs, (2) the SC2 category leads to a medium number N2 (N1<N2<N3) of
PDPs, and (3) SC3 leads to the largest number N3 of PDPs. While the SC1 category leads to the
smallest number of PDPs, each PDP encapsulates a relatively large number of rules in a policy
(compared with that of SC2 and SC3, which leads to performance degradation). We have classified
splitting criteria according to their preservation of the synergy property considering our subjects.
The classification is shown in Table 7.2 where S denotes Subject, R denotes Resource, A denotes
Action, and IA denotes Initial Architecture. For example, AR denotes SC=< Action,Resource>.
AR, A, and R are synergic splitting criteria since all the PEPs in our considered three systems
are organized as shown in Figure 7.2.
To answer RQ2, we have evaluated PDPs in the three systems and for the different splitting
criteria. The results presented in Figure 7.8 show the average number of rules in each PDP, for
each splitting criterion in the three systems. We can observe that the AR criterion produces
comparable size of PDPs with the SR criterion; however, as shown in Figure 7.6, AR is the
4http://sunxacml.sourceforge.net/
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Figure 7.7: PDP number produced with splitting criteria
Table 7.2: Splitting criteria classification
S A R SA SR AR SAR IA
Synergic x x x x
Not-Synergic x x x x
best splitting criterion in terms of evaluation time performance. Moreover, the number of PDPs
produced with the splitting critera S and A is comparable; the criterion A, which is synergic, has
evaluation time less than the one produced by the splitting criterion S, which is not synergic. This
result supports our Hypothesis 2, which states that with comparable PDP sizes, the evaluation
time would be reduced when the architecture is synergic.
7.4.4 Performance improvement: XEngine
In order to answer RQ3 and RQ4, we measure request evaluation time of multiple XEngines
with policies split by our approach compared with that of an existing single XEngine and that of
multiple Sun PDPs with policies split by our approach, respectively. The goal of this empirical
study is to show the impact of combining XEngine with our splitting process. XEngine itself
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Figure 7.8: Average of rule numbers per PDP in the three systems
improves dramatically the performance of the Sun PDP mainly for three reasons:
• It uses a refactoring process that transforms the hierarchical structure of the XACML
policy to a flat structure.
• It converts multiple combining algorithms to a single one.
• It relies on a tree structure that minimizes the request evaluation time.
We propose to use XEngine conjointly with the refactoring process presented in this work. We
have evaluated our approach in two settings:
• Considering evaluation with decision engines based on XEngine with split policies and with
the initial policy.
• Considering evaluation with decision engines based on the Sun PDP with split policies and
with the initial policy.
In this step, we do not reason about the synergy, since we do not consider the application level for
the three systems. We measure request evaluation time by evaluating a randomly generated set
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of 10,000 requests as proposed in our previous work [MXY06a]. The request evaluation time is
evaluated for the three systems. The results are presented in Tables 7.3, 7.4, and 7.5.
In the three tables, the percentage of performance improvement denoted as "% PI" shows the
reduction of request evaluation time (achieved by our approach) over the request evaluation with
the initial architecture (IA).
Multiple XEngines with split policies, in most cases, enable to reduce the evaluation time
compared to XEngine with a single policy. This result is shown in Table 7.5 for ASMS where
the evaluation time is reduced about 33 times from 1639 ms in the initial architecture (IA) to
49 ms with the splittig criterion SAR. This empirical observation shows that our refactoring
conjointly with XEngine enables to improve the performance of the evaluation process for most of
the splitting criteria and thus answers RQ3.
As shown in the three tables, there are some splitting criteria that lead to decrease of perfor-
mance such as the splitting criterion R in VMS system, which leads to degrade the evaluation
time to -44%. These results need to be investigated with further studies.
Through the three tables, we observe that, when our subjects are equipped with XEngine, our
proposed approach substantially improves performance (compared to the results with the Sun
PDP) for most of the splitting criteria. For the splitting criterion SC=〈Action〉 abbreviated as A,
in the LMS system, the evaluation time is reduced about 22 times: from 2703 ms to 120 ms with
XEngine, this observation enables to answer RQ4.
7.4.5 Impact of increasing workload
To investigate RQ5, we have calculated request evaluation time according to the number of
requests incoming to a system. For each policy in the three systems (ASMS, LMS, and VMS),
we generated 5000, 10000, .., 50000 random requests to measure the evaluation time (ms). The
results are shown in Figure 7.9. For the three systems, we observe that the evaluation time
increases when the number of requests increases in a system. With an increasing system load,
the request evaluation time is considerably improved when using the splitting process compared
to the initial architecture. The results shown in Figure 7.9 are interpreted by the average of PDP
sizes presented in Figure 7.8. The results are consistent with Hypothesis 1 (presented in Section
7.2), which states that the slope of evaluation time increases with PDP size in a system with an
increasing workload.
To deploy our approach, we need to fetch the relevant PDP for a given request at runtime.
Therefore, request processing time includes both fetching time and request evaluation time.
Figure 7.10 shows percentage of fetching time over the global evaluation time for request
evaluation in LMS. The fetching time increases according to the PDP size. The fetching time
is relatively small in comparison with the total evaluation time and thus does not impact
significantly the evaluation time.
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Table 7.3: Evaluation Time (ms) in LMS
SAR AR SA SR R S A IA
Sun PDP 485 922 1453 1875 2578 2703 2703 2625
% PI Sun PDP 81.5 64.9 44.6 28.6 1.8 -3 -3 0
XEngine 26 47 67 95 190 164 120 613
% PI XEngine 95.7 92.3 89.0 84.5 69 73.2 80.4 0
Table 7.4: Evaluation Time (ms) in VMS
SAR AR SA SR R S A IA
Sun PDP 1281 2640 3422 3734 6078 5921 6781 5766
% PI Sun PDP 77.8 54.2 40.6 35.2 -5.4 -2.7 -17.6 0
XEngine 34 67 96 145 384 274 149 265
% PI XEngine 87.2 74.7 63.8 45.3 -44.9 -3.4 43.8 0
Table 7.5: Evaluation Time (ms) in ASMS
SAR AR SA SR R S A IA
Sun PDP 2280 2734 3625 8297 7750 8188 6859 7156
% PI Sun PDP 68.1 61.8 49.3 -15.9 -8.3 -14.4 4.1 0
XEngine 49 60 104 196 310 566 262 1639
% PI XEngine 97 96.3 93.65 88 81 65.5 84 0
7.4.6 Evaluation summary
Our approach generates random test requests, which may induce bias or randomness in our
results. To prevent such biases, we conduct our evaluation for 10 times and measure an average
value of evaluation results. We have experimentally shown the effectiveness of the splitting in
reducing the evaluation time. Our refactoring process improves both a typical PDP (the Sun PDP)
and an advanced PDP (XEngine). When the sizes of PDPs are comparable, the splitting criteria
that are synergic enable to have the best results in terms of evaluation time. The evaluation
of the synergy property on improving performance has to be strengthened by conducting other
experiments on other evaluation subjects and by considering different organizations of PEPs at
the application level. Our approach is based on only seven proposed splitting criteria. We could
develop additional splitting criteria to split policies and measure efficiency in terms of request
evaluation time.
7.5 Conclusion
This chapter aims at exploring the trade-offs between security and performance at the level
of guest applications. We have particularly analysed these trade-offs at the level of XACML
policy-based applications. To improve the performance of XACML-policy based systems, we
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have proposed an automated refactoring process that enables to reduce request evaluation
time substantially. To support and automate the refactoring process, we have designed and
implemented the PolicySplitter tool, which transforms a given policy into small ones, according
to a chosen splitting criterion. Most obtained results have shown a significant gain in evaluation
time. The best gain in performance is reached by the criterion that respects the synergy property.
This result pleads in favor of a refactoring process that takes into account the way PEPs are
scattered inside the system business logic. Our contribution aims at building secure cloud-based
software while reducing detrimental effects on performance, which is a key metric for cloud-
based software. Next chapter points out another aspect of cloud-based software: costs, security
trade-offs.
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Figure 7.9: Evaluation time for our subjects, LMS, VMS, and ASMS depending on the request
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SELECTION OF REGRESSION SYSTEM TESTS FOR SECURITY POLICY
EVOLUTION
As security requirements of cloud-based software often change, developers may modifysecurity policies such as access control policies to cope with evolving requirements. Toincrease confidence that the modification of policies is correct, developers conduct re-
gression testing. Regression testing is an expensive activity that has to be performed whenever
policies, regulating cloud-based applications evolve. The approach that we propose in this chapter
aims at improving trade-offs between testing costs and secure policy evolution for policy-based
systems. To improve the quality of cloud-based software, trade-offs improvement has also to be
achieved in the overall life cycle of software development including software testing phases. To
address this issue, we develop a regression-test-selection approach, which selects every system
test case that may reveal regression faults caused by policy changes. Our evaluation results
show that our test selection techniques reduce a significant number of system test cases efficiently.
A major part of this chapter has been published in the following conference proceedings:
JeeHyun Hwang, Tao Xie, Donia El Kateb, Tejeddine Mouelhi, and Yves Le Traon. Selection
of regression system tests for security policy evolution. In Proceedings of the 27th IEEE/ACM
International Conference on Automated Software Engineering (ASE), pp 266-269, 2012.
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8.1 Introduction
Security requirements of cloud-based software often change during software development and
maintenance, developers may modify policies to comply with requirements. In consequence, the
multi-faceted nature of policies can affect system’s behavior in various ways such as changes of
access control privileges of a group or users. In order to increase confidence that the modification
of policies is correct and does not introduce unexpected behavior, developers periodically conduct
regression testing. For example, new security requirements include new security concerns to
be added to a policy. Developers may change policies without changing program code related
to actual system functionality. In such a situation, validating and verifying program code and
policies after policy changes increases confidence of correct behaviors of the given system.
In this chapter, we focus on the regression testing problem in the context of policy evolution.
For policy evolution, regression testing is a crucial task because policy behavior changes may
result in unexpected behaviors of program code, these behaviors can be undesirable. The typical
regression testing for program code interacting with a policy is as follows. Given a program and a
policy P, the developers prepare initial system test cases, where each test case maps to rules (in
the policy) exercised by the test case. Given P and its modified policy P ′, the developers compare
impacts of P and P ′ to reveal different policy behaviors, which are “dangerous” portions to be
validated with test cases. For validating these “dangerous” portions, the developers often select
the test cases (from test cases for P) that exercise the dangerous portions of P ′.
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For regression testing, instead of writing new system test cases, developers reuse the initial
test cases in practice. A naive regression testing strategy is to rerun all system test cases. How-
ever, this strategy is costly and time-consuming, especially for large-scale systems. Moreover, if
the number of the initial system test cases is large, this strategy may require significant time for
developers to conduct testing. In order to reduce the cost of regression testing, developers often
adopt regression test selection, which selects and executes only test cases to expose different
behaviors across different versions of the system. This approach sometimes may require sub-
stantial costs to select and execute such system test cases from the initial test cases that could
reveal faults introduced by the changes. If the cost of regression test selection is smaller than
re-running all of initial system test cases, test selection helps reduce overall cost in validating
whether the modification is correct.
Besides costs reduction, safeness is important as well. Safe regression-test-selection approach
selects every test case that may reveal a fault in modified program [RH96]. In contrast, unsafe
regression-test-selection approach may omit test cases that may reveal a fault in the modified
program. Similarly, we use safeness in this chapter in case of policy evolution by referring
modified program as modified policies.
To address these issues, we propose safe regression-test-selection approach. Given an original
policy P and its modified policy P ′, our approach selects superset SUt of the set of test cases (i.e.,
fault-revealing test cases) that reveal faults for P ′ by analyzing different behaviors in program
code due to policy changes. In the policy context, different policy behaviors refer to that, given a
request, its evaluated decisions (for P and P ′, respectively) are different. These different policy
behaviors are dangerous portions to be validated.
Our test-selection approach includes three techniques. The first one uses mutation analysis.
This technique first analyzes correlation between test cases and rules impacted by policy changes.
For correlation setup, this technique creates a mutant P ′(r i) by changing decision of rule r i
in P. On executing test cases on program code interacting with P and P ′(r i), respectively, this
technique collects test cases that relate to r i by analyzing different policy behaviors induced by
policy changes. This technique is easy to implement however it is costly in terms of test case
execution. Given the number n of rules in P, this technique requires at least n execution of test
cases against mutants to find all correlation between test cases and rules. This technique next
conducts change-impact-analysis statically that analyzes changes of rules between P and P ′ to
select regression-test-cases.
To reduce cost in terms of test case execution, the second one uses coverage analysis for
correlation setup. While executing tests cases against P, this technique finds correlation between
test cases and rules by analyzing which rules are covered (i.e., evaluated) with each test case.
This technique requires test case execution at once. However, these first two techniques use
change-impact-analysis which is often costly in terms of time by comparing all policy behaviors
between P and P ′ statically.
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To reduce such change-impact-analysis cost, the third technique captures requests triggered
from test cases at runtime. This technique next evaluates these requests against P and P ′ and
selects only requests (that reveal different policy behaviors) and corresponding test cases. Our
main objective, through test-selection, is to detect faults efficiently in the modified policy.
To sum up, this chapter proposes three techniques for regression test selection: the first one
is based on mutation analysis, the second one is based on coverage analysis, and the third one is
based on evaluated decisions of requests issued from test cases. We use the same applications
that have been presented in the previous chapter to validate our approach. Our evaluation results
show that our test selection techniques achieve up to 51%∼97% of test reduction for a modified
version with given 5∼25 policy changes. Among our three techniques, our results show that
the third technique is the most efficient compared with the first and the second techniques in
terms of elapsed time. The third technique is 43 and 8 times faster than the first and the second
techniques, respectively.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 8.2 presents background information
about policy-based software systems, policy context, and regression testing. Section 8.3 presents
our approach. Section 8.4 presents and discusses our evaluation results. Section 8.5 concludes
the chapter.
8.2 Regression testing for policy-based systems
Software testing [Mye79] refers to the activity of generating tests cases to verify the conformity
of output results provided by a program to the expected output that meets its functional and
non functional requirements. Testing activity aims at establishing a trade-off between cost, time
and quality. Figure 8.1 shows simplified test case code and PEP code examples extracted from
LMS subject [MLTB09]. doBorrowInHolidaysWithUser method in the test case code illustrates
a test case that BOWRROWER borrows books during holidays. This method first creates subject
(i.e., Borrower user), context (i.e., Holidays), and resource (i.e., Book). This method invokes
borrowBook method in bookService class where a concrete request is formulated with regards
to “BorrowBook Activity” for given subject role and context by adding necessary action. In the
borrowBook, executePDP method calls a PDP to evaluate the request. The caller next proceeds
based on decision (Deny, Undefined, or Permit) of a response from the PDP. In this example,
the formulated request is that Borrower is permitted to do borrowbook activity during Holidays.
Software is subject to changes that occur at the design stage or in later stages at the deployment
or maintenance phases. These changes are usually supposed to meet changes in the requirements
or to overcome errors that can be detected in later stages of software life cycle. Regression testing
refers to the research field that aims at retesting the system to verify that the new changes have
not altered the initial system behavior. As highlighted by Rothermel et al. in [RH96], regression
testing is defined like the following: “Given a program P, a modified version P ′, and a set T
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PEP
public class BookService {
public  void borrowBook (User user, Book book, Context context)
throws PolicyViolationException
{
// formulate a request
Request request = new Request execute(user.getRole(), 
"BORROWACIVITY", "BOOK", context); // Subject, Action, Resource, Context
// execute the request
String decision = executePDP (request );
// activity regarding to the decision of a response
if (decision.equals (“Deny”){
thorws new PolicyViolationException (“Deny”)}
else if (decision.equals (“Undefined”))
thorws new PolicyViolationException (“Undefined”)}
else if (decision.equals (“Permit”){
// borrow Book process if decision is Permitted
…
// code here to borrow book 
…
}
}
…
private void doBorrowInHolidaysWithUser() {
// create User (subject), Context (context), Book 
//(resource) objects
Useruser = UserGetInstance(“ID”, “BORROWER”);
Context context = ContextGetInstance("holidays");
Book book = new Book();
book.setTitle("JAVA programming");
book.setAuthor("James So");
// test
try {
// test borrow book by the specified user during holidays
bookService.borrowBook(user, book, context);
// if the activity is failed
fail("Book is borrowed by BORROWER during 
holidays");
} catch (Exception e) {
fail(e.getMessage());
}
// proceed if book is borrowed by BORROWER
....        
}
Test Case Code
Figure 8.1: Test case code and PEP code examples
of test cases used previously to test P, regression analysis and testing techniques attempt to
make use of a subset of T to gain sufficient confidence in the correctness of P ′ with respect to
behaviors from P retained in P ′”. The main objectives of regression testing is to reduce the cost of
rerunning initial test cases and to maximize the capability of selected test cases to detect potential
faults induced by changes. To the best of our knowledge, there is no previous research work on
regression testing that considers policy changes in policy-based software systems. The global
scenario that illustrates regression testing process for such systems is presented in Figure 8.2.
In the scenario, our test-selection technique identifies the changed policy behaviors (i.e., rules
impacted by policy changes) between a policy P and its modified version P ′ and selects only the
portion of test cases T ′ to reveal different behaviors impacted by policy changes. Moreover, a test
selection algorithm is safe if, under certain well-defined conditions, the algorithm includes the
set of every fault-revealing test case F ⊆ T ′ that would reveal faults in the modified version. In
order words, in safe regression algorithm, fault detection capabilities of executing selected test
cases is equivalent to that of executing all of test cases.
In this chapter, we classify system test cases into two types illustrated in Figure 8.3. The first
one is a set of functional system test cases, which are produced based on functional requirements.
However, these functional system test cases are not involved in testing security requirements
(e.g., triggering application code to generate and evaluate requests against a policy under test).
The second one is a set of security system test cases. Different from the functional system test
cases, these security system test cases trigger application code to generate and evaluate requests
against a policy under test. Moreover, security system test cases may include test oracles to
determine whether program behaviors interacting with a policy are correct.
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Different 
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T' T'
T
  Test Selection
T:  Initial Test Cases
T': T' is the subset of T selected for use in regression testing
Figure 8.2: Regression testing process
To the best of our knowledge, our work is the first initiative for automatic test-selection
approach in context of policy evolution. Prior work that is closest to ours is Mouelhi et al.’s
work [MLTB09]. They have proposed a technique to transform functional test cases into security
test cases. They defined various mutation operators at the policy level. Given a policy and its
mutated policy, the technique selects only impacted test cases to be transformed as security test
cases (with additional manual task to add code for checking security). While this work focuses
on security test case selection from initial test cases, our work focuses on test selection problem
impacted by policy changes to reveal faults induced by policy changes.
To facilitate verifying and validating the correctness of policies, prior research work has
been done in the area of policy testing, which generates and executes test requests against
a policy. Martin et al. [MXY06b] proposed a framework to detect policies faults by analyzing
policy test suites that involve requests-responses pairs. The framework is based on mutation
operators [MX07b] that enable measuring fault detection capability. It uses a tool [MX07a] that
aims at minimizing the test cases to be generated by analyzing the structural coverage of the
policies. Hu et al. [HMHX07] proposed a generic model-based conformance checking technique
for access control policies written in XACML. These approaches focus on test request generation
at a policy level (e.g., policies written in XACML). Instead of generating new requests, our work
focuses on regression testing at the implementation level (the system level) by reusing existing
hard-coded test cases.
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Figure 8.3: System test cases
8.3 Our proposed regression techniques
As manual selection of test cases for regression testing is tedious and error-prone, we have
developed three techniques to automate selection of test cases for regression testing in policy
evolution. Our approach takes two versions of a program that interact with v1 (original) and
v2 (new) access control policy, respectively. The existing test cases are taken as an input; these
tests invoke methods in program. We analyze given program and policies to select only test cases
for regression testing in case of policy evolution. Among given test cases, our selected test cases
invoke methods to reveal changed policy behaviors between v1 and v2.
Formally, C denotes a program, which interacts with an access control policy P. Pm is the
modified version of P. T denotes an initial test suite for C. Our first step involves the regression
test selection. We select T ′ ⊆ T where T ′ is a set of test cases. T ′ execute on C and reveal changed
policy behavior between P and Pm. In the second step, we measure rule coverage of changed
policy behavior Pm with T ′. We next describe our proposed three test selection techniques.
8.3.1 Test selection based on mutation analysis
Our first proposed test selection technique uses mutation analysis to select test cases as follows.
The technique needs a preliminary step which is necessary to establish a rule-test correlation.
We next describe rule-test correlation and test selection steps.
Rule-test correlation setup. Given a policy P, we create its rule-decision-change (RDC)
mutant policy Pr i by changing decision (e.g., Permit to Deny) of each rule r i in P in turn. An
example of a mutated policy is shown in Figure 8.4. In this policy, original Rule 1’s decision Permit
is changed to Deny. The technique finds affected test cases for this rule decision change. We
execute test cases T on program for P and Pr i. To detect changed policy behaviors, the technique
monitors responses of evaluated requests formulated from test cases T. The test cases, which
evaluate different policy decisions against P and P ′, enable to map rule r i to test cases t ∈T. The
preliminary step ends by establishing a correlation between each rule in P and corresponding
tests t ∈T that trigger this rule.
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Algorithm 8 Test selection based on mutation analysis algorithm
TestSelection1(P, Pm, T): T ′
Input: XACML Policy P, modified policy Pm, Initial Test Cases T
Output: T ′ ⊆T where T ′ is the subset of T selected for use in regression testing Pm
T ′=Ø
/*Rule-test set-up phase*/
for each rule r i in Policy P do
Tr i =Ø where Tr i ⊆T are the tests correlated to r i
/*We mutate the policy P by creating a rule-decision change (RDC) on r i to get Pr i */
Pr i ←−−−−−−RDC(r i) P
Execute T with Pr i
for each t in T do
Let E(t) be the test execution result, E(t)= Success,Failure
if E(t)← Failure then
Tr i ←Tr i ∪ t
end if
end for
Map(r i,Tr i )
end for
/*Test selection phase*/
{rm}i=1..m ← di f f (P,Pm)
for Each rule r i in {rm}i=1..m do
T ′← T ′∪Tr i
end for
return T ′
Test selection. The selection of test cases for regression testing on P and its modified policy
Pm starts by conducting change impact analysis of P and Pm to find which rules’ decision are
changed. Once these rules are identified, we use the mapping established in the preliminary step
to select the subset of test cases which are correlated with changed rules.
Algorithm 8 describes our algorithm used for the technique. While the technique can quickly
select test cases, the technique requires rule-test correlation setup (in the preliminary step),
which could be costly in terms of execution time. Given n rules in P, we execute T for 2×n times.
As the preliminary step is applied for only existing rules R in P, our technique requires addition
of rule-test correlation for newly added rules Rn where Rn ∉ R in Pm. In addition, if a new system
test is introduced, we execute this test for 2×n times.
8.3.2 Test selection based on coverage analysis
Our preceding technique finds correlation of all of existing rules N in a given policy with the
test cases. To reduce such correlation setup efforts, we develop a technique to correlate only
rules, which can be evaluated (i.e., covered) by test cases. Our intuition is that test cases may
interact only with a small number of rules in a policy instead of all the rules in the policy. We
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Original Policy
<Policy PolicyId="Library Policy" RuleCombAlgId="Permit-overrides">
  <Target/>
    <Rule RuleId="1" Effect="Permit">
      <Target>
        <Subjects><Subject> BORROWER</Subject></Subjects>
        <Resources><Resource> BOOK</Resource></Resources>
        <Actions><Action> BORROWERACTIVITY </Action></Actions>
      </Target>
    <Condition>
        <AttributeValue> WORKINGDAYS </AttributeValue>
      </Condition>
    </Rule>
</policy>
Mutated Policy
<Policy PolicyId="Library Policy" RuleCombAlgId="Permit-overrides">
  <Target/>
    <Rule RuleId="1" Effect="Deny">
      <Target>
        <Subjects><Subject> BORROWER</Subject></Subjects>
        <Resources><Resource> BOOK</Resource></Resources>
        <Actions><Action> BORROWERACTIVITY </Action></Actions>
      </Target>
    <Condition>
        <AttributeValue> WORKINGDAYS </AttributeValue>
      </Condition>
    </Rule>
</policy>
Figure 8.4: An original policy and its rule-decision-change (RDC) mutated policy
next describe rule-test correlation step.
Rule-Test correlation Setup. Given a policy P, we execute test cases T on program that
interacts with P. Our technique monitors which rules in a policy are evaluated with requests
formulated from test cases T. Then, we establish correlation between test cases and evaluated
(i.e., covered) rules in P.
Test selection. Once the mapping rule-test is established, we proceed with the test selection
step described in the first approach with the results of change impact analysis of P and Pm. The
results include information to show which rules’ decision have changed. This test selection maps
test cases with those rules to constitute the subset of existing test cases.
Algorithm 9 describes our algorithm used for the technique. An important benefit of this
technique is to reduce cost in terms of mutation analysis and execution time. This technique does
not require generating mutants by changing rule’s decision in turn. Moreover, the technique can
significantly reduce execution time. While the technique can quickly select system tests in the
second step, the technique requires rule-test correlation setup (in the preliminary step), which
could be costly in terms of execution time. Considering that the requests Rs are formulated
from test cases and interact with only n1 rules (n1 ≤ n) in a policy, we execute T only once. Our
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Algorithm 9 Test selection based on coverage analysis algorithm
TestSelection2(P, Pm, T): T ′
Input: XACML Policy P, modified policy Pm, Initial Test Cases T
Output: T ′ ⊆T where T ′ is the subset of T selected for use in regression testing Pm
T ′=Ø
/*Rule-test set-up phase*/
for Each test case t in T do
Execute t with P
MAP=Map(t,{rp}i=1..p) where {rp}i=1..p are the rules in P that are evaluated (i.e., covered) by t
end for
/*Test selection phase*/
{rm}i=1..m ← di f f (P,Pm)
for Each rule r i in {rm}i=1..m do
T ′← T ′∪Tr i
end for
return T ′
Algorithm 10 Test selection based on recorded request evaluation
TestSelection3(P, Pm, T): T ′
Input: XACML Policy P, modified policy Pm, Initial Test Cases T
Output: T ′ ⊆T where T ′ is the subset of T selected for use in regression testing Pm
T ′=Ø
RT ′=Ø where RT ′ are the requests corresponding to T ′
Execute system requests R
for each request Re in R do
if decision(Re/P ) 6= decision(Re/Pm) then
RT ′ ←RT ′ ∪Re
end if
end for
T ′←RT ′
return T ′
technique requires addition of rule-test correlation for newly added rules Rn where Rn ∉ R in
Pm as the same with the preceding technique.
8.3.3 Test selection based on recorded request evaluation
To reduce such correlation setup efforts in the preceding techniques, we develop a technique,
which does not require rule-test correlation setup. Instead of correlation, our technique records
test cases and their issued requests as a preliminary step. More specifically, our technique
executes test cases T on a program for P and records all requests issued to policy decision point
(PDP) for each test case. For test selection, our technique evaluates all issued requests against
P and Pm and selects the test subset of requests (with corresponding system test cases) that
engender different decisions for two different policy versions.
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Algorithm 10 describes our algorithm used for the technique. The current approach requires
the execution of system test cases T only once. Moreover, while the two preceding techniques
are white-box testing since access control policies are available, the present technique does not
require the availability of access control policies. This can present a considerable advantage when
developers don’t want to reveal their access control policies.
8.4 Validation
Our implementation includes two components: regression simulator and test selection. To simu-
late regression in a policy, we used three types of policy change types: RMR (Rule Removal), RA
(Rule Addition), and RDC (Rule Decision Change). For RMR, given a randomly selected rule in
a policy P, the regression simulator removes the rule. For RDC, given a randomly selected rule
in a policy P, the regression simulator changes the decision of the rule. For RA, the regression
simulator adds a randomly generated rule with random attributes collected from P in a random
place. The simulator injects (i.e., mutates) more than one type of changes to P for simulating
regression on P. Given n number of requests, the regression simulator analyzes a policy and
injects n changes into the policy. Among three policy change types, RA is the most flexible because
rules can be composed of any combination of randomly selected attributes.
We next describe rule-test correlation and request recording step in the test selection com-
ponent. For test selection technique based on mutation analysis technique, our test-selection
component first mutates a rule with RDC in turn. Then, the component executes all of test cases
for each mutated policy, and finds rule-test correlation by monitoring whether test cases expose
different behaviors of an original policy and its mutated policy. For test selection technique based
on coverage analysis technique, the component finds rule-test correlation by executing all of test
cases at once and monitoring which rules are evaluated for a given test case. For the test selection
technique based on recorded request evaluation, the component logs all requests issued from
given test cases.
For change impact analysis, the component leverages an existing policy verification tool called
Margrave [FKMT05]. Given two versions of policies, P and P ′, the component uses the generic
APIs of Margrave to print out all the changed policy behaviors. Our first and second test-selection
techniques analyze the results of Margrave and find the rules Ri impacted by policy changes. Our
third test-selection technique does not require change impact analysis. The component evaluates
requests against P and P ′ to reveal different evaluated decisions.
8.4.1 Experiments
This section presents the experiments that we conducted to evaluate our proposed selection
techniques of regression tests for security policy evolution. We carried out our evaluation on a PC,
running Windows 7 with Intel Core i5, 2410 Mhz processor, and 4 GB of RAM. Given a program
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Table 8.1: Subjects used in our evaluation
Subject LOC # Test Cases # Security Test Cases
LMS 3749 46 29
VMS 3734 52 10
ASMS 7836 93 91
Average 5106 64 43
Table 8.2: Policy statistics used in our subjects
Subject
Attributes
# Rules
Policy Coverage
# Sub # Act # Res # Cond # Cov # Not-Cov % Cov
LMS 6 10 3 4 42 42 0 100
VMS 7 15 3 3 106 13 106 12
ASMS 8 11 5 4 129 109 21 83
Average 7 12 4 4 93 55 42 65
code interacting with a policy P, the regression simulator implements its modified policy P ′ by
changing/adding/removing random rules in P. Our test-selection techniques select test cases that
may reveal different behaviors in program code impacted by policy changes between P and P ’.
We measure effectiveness and efficiency of our test selection techniques in terms of the number of
selected test cases and elapsed time, respectively. In this section, we first describe the objectives,
measures, and instrumentation. We next present and discuss the evaluation results.
8.4.2 Subjects
Table 8.1 summarizes the basic characteristics of our subjects [MLTB09] that were used in
chapter 7. The first column shows the subject names. Columns 2-4 show the lines of code, and the
numbers of test cases and security test cases. Security test cases refer to test cases that issue at
least one request to the PDP. Table 8.1 shows that our subjects include about 64 test cases and
43 security test cases on average. In particular, VMS is equipped with only 10 security tests (out of
52 test cases), which is smaller than those of other subjects.
Table 8.2 summarizes the basic statistics of policies used in our subjects. The first column
shows the subject names. Columns 2-4 show the numbers of subjects, actions, resources, and
conditions within attribute column group, respectively. Column 5 shows the number of rules for
each policy. Columns 6-7 show the numbers of covered rules with test cases, not-covered rules
with test cases, and the percentage of coverage within policy coverage column group, respectively.
The largest policy is related to ASMS, which consists of 129 rules. For coverage, we measure which
rules are evaluated (i.e., covered) with existing test cases under test. We observe that LMS, VMS,
and ASMS achieve 100%, 12%, and 83% policy coverage with given test cases, respectively. LMS,
VMS, and ASMS may represent subjects with high, low, and medium policy coverage, respectively.
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Moreover, while VMS consists of 106 rules, VMS is equipped with only 10 security test cases that
result in low policy coverage.
8.4.3 Objectives and measures
In the evaluation, we intend to address the following research questions:
• RQ1: How high percentage of test cases (from an existing test suite) is reduced by our test
selection techniques? This question helps to show that our techniques can reduce the cost
of regression testing. We also show how many changed policy behaviors are covered with
our selected test cases.
• RQ2: How much time do our techniques take to conduct test selection by given subjects?
This question helps to compare performance of our techniques by measuring their efficiency.
To help answer these questions, we collect few test metrics to show the effectiveness and the
efficiency of our test selection techniques. The following metrics are measured for each subject
under test interacting with each modified policy and each technique.
• Test reduction percentage. Given a policy and its modified policy, the test reduction percent-
age is the number of selected test cases for regression testing divided by the number of
security test cases.
• The number of rules impacted by policy changes (#CT). Given a policy and its modified
policy, this metric shows the number of rules impacted by policy changes.
• The coverage of rules impacted by policy changes (#COV). Given a policy and its modified
policy, this metric shows the number of impacted rules covered with existing test cases.
• The percentage of coverage of rules impacted by policy changes (%COV). Given a policy and
its modified policy, the percentage of coverage of rules impacted by policy changes is #COV#CT .
• Elapsed time. The elapsed time is time (measured in milliseconds) elapsed for each step
during the test selection process. To assess effectiveness of test reduction (RQ1), we use a
test reduction percentage metric with additional #CT, #COV , %COV metrics. To assess
efficiency of test selection (RQ2), we use elapsed time.
For each policy change, the regression simulator first randomly chooses one of regression
types from RMR, RA, and RDC and a rule, and changes the rule with a selected type. We configured
the regression simulator to inject 5, 10, 15, 20, and 25 changes in a policy, respectively. Our
evaluation is repeated 12 times in order to avoid the impact of randomness of changes.
For our test selection approach, we use test selection based on mutation analysis (Mut-
Selection), test selection based on coverage analysis (Cov-Selection), and test selection based
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Figure 8.5: Regression test selection results (test reduction) for our subjects and each modified
version
Y axis denotes the percentage of test reduction. X axis denotes the number of policy
changes in the modified policy of our subjects.
on recorded request evaluation (Req-Selection) described in Section 8.3. To measure the effec-
tiveness of our three techniques, we measure how many test cases are selected for regression
testing.
We next compare the efficiency of our three techniques. The objective of this evaluation is to
investigate how our three test selection techniques impact performance. We measure elapsed time
to conduct rule-test correlation, change impact analysis, and test selection for each technique.
For Mut-Selection and Cov-Selection, note that we require rule-test correlation analysis and
change impact analysis, which should be done before actual test selection process.
8.4.4 Results
To answer RQ1, we measure test reduction percentage. The goal of this research question is to
show the reduction in the number of test cases that are selected using our techniques. Figure 8.5
shows the results of test reduction percentage for the three subjects and modified policies. We
observe that our techniques achieve 51%∼97% of test reduction for a modified policy with 5∼25
changed policy behaviors. Such test reduction may reduce a significant cost in terms of test
execution time for regression testing. We also observe that all of our test techniques show the
same set of selected test cases. This observation shows that all of our techniques are effective to
select every test case impacted by policy changes.
To answer RQ2, we measure elapsed time. The goal of this research question is to compare
efficiency of our three test-selection techniques. Table 8.3 shows the evaluation results for the
three subjects and each technique. For Mut-Selection and Cov-Selection, the table shows
the elapsed time of rule-test correlation (“Rule-Test”), change-impact-analysis (“CIA”), and test
selection (“Test Selection”), respectively. For Req-Selection, the table shows the elapsed time of
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Table 8.3: Elapsed time for each step of test selection technique, and each policy
Subject
Mut-Selection Cov-Selection Req-Selection
Rule-Test CIA TSel Rule-Test CIA TSel Req Collection TSel
LMS 70496 2083 4 5214 2083 4 2096 2
VMS 19771 3333 1 7506 3333 1 1873 2
ASMS 118248 4000 11 22423 4000 11 1064 21
Average 69505 3139 5 11714 3139 5 1678 8
Table 8.4: Coverage results of test cases selected for changed policy behaviors for each policy
Subject Regression - 5 Regression - 15 Regression - 20 Regression - 25# CT # Cov % Cov # CT # Cov % Cov # CT # Cov % Cov # CT # Cov % Cov
LMS 5.0 2.4 48.3 13.0 6.3 48.1 17.4 7.8 44.5 20.7 8.8 42.7
VMS 4.9 0.4 8.5 13.8 1.3 9.6 18.9 1.1 5.7 23.8 1.8 7.4
ASMS 5.0 1.9 38.3 14.4 7.3 50.9 18.7 9.4 50.4 23.3 12.1 51.8
Average 4.97 1.58 31.71 13.75 4.97 36.19 18.33 6.08 33.56 22.58 7.56 33.97
request recording (“Req-Collection”), and test selection (“Test Sel”). Note that “Rule-Test” and
“Req-Collection” are preliminary steps, which can be done before test selection. Note that, as both
Mut-Selection and Cov-Selection have the same change impact analysis step, “CIA” column
shows the same elapsed time.
We observe that rule-test correlation TR1 of Mut-Selection takes significantly more time
than TR2 of Cov-Selection. TR2 and TR1 take 11714 milliseconds and 69505 milliseconds on
average, respectively. This result is expected as TR2 executes existing test cases only once but
TR1 executes existing test cases for 2×n times where n is the number of rules in a policy under
test. We calculate total elapsed time for each technique. We observe that the total elapsed time
of Req-Selection is 43 and 8 times faster than those of Mut-Selection and Cov-Selection,
respectively. As a result, Req-Selection is the most efficient in terms of elapsed time.
Table 8.4 shows the coverage results of selected test cases for the three subjects and the
number of changes injected into the policy. Given a policy P, “Regression - N” denotes a group
of modified policies where N denotes the number of changes injected into P. For each subject
and “Regression - N”, the table shows changed policy behavior count (“# CT”), changed policy
behavior coverage count (“# Cov”), and changed policy coverage percentage (“% Cov”). “# CT” is
equal or less than N because a modified policy may not reflect some of injected policy changes.
The reason is because injected policy changes may not change policy behaviors semantically. One
example is that policy behaviors do not change when RDC are injected to the same rule twice.
We observe that the changed policy behavior coverage percentages across all subjects are quite
similar. Our techniques achieve 31.71%∼36.19% of changed policy behavior coverage percentage.
Unfortunately the changed policy behavior coverage percentage is still low when considering
revealing faults caused by policy changes.
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8.4.5 Discussion
We need to investigate the instrumentation effects that can bias our results such as faults in
Sun’s PDP, faults in Margrave, and faults in our implementation. In particular, our proposed
regression model based on RMR, RA, and RDC modifies policy elements such as subject, resource,
action, and condition attributes. While additional regression model to modify various policy
attributes could simulate various policy modifications, our regression model still can simulate any
kinds of policy changes using three policy modification types together. RMR and RDC may not inject
specific changes of attribute elements in a rule since these modifications apply to rules (instead of
attribute elements in rules). However, RA could be more flexible to simulate adding/changing any
attributes in rules that the developers would like to modify in practice. For example, to change
specific attribute elements in rules rs, we may replace rs by removing rs and add new rules rs′
reflected by the specific changes at the same location.
8.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, we have proposed three test selection techniques for access control policy evolution.
We have conducted evaluation with few test metrics to measure the effectiveness of our approach
and the efficiency of our three test selection techniques. The evaluation results demonstrated that
our approach is effective to select test cases for test reduction. Among the proposed three test-
selection techniques, the evaluation results demonstrated that the technique based on recorded
request evaluation is the most efficient compared with the first two techniques. To the best of
our knowledge, this work pioneers regression test-selection in the context of policy evolution.
Our approach aims at achieving a trade-off between security and regression testing costs. We
believe that trade-offs have to be enacted at all the level of software development including
testing phases. For cloud-based software, handling these trade-offs is more crucial to reduce time
and costs in each validation of a new version of cloud-based software.
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T his chapter starts by summarizing the objectives of this thesis in section 9.1. Section 9.2delves into the details of the contributions presented throughout the thesis. Section 9.3goes through the limitations of this work and finally section 9.4 points out future research
directions that have emerged from our current work.
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9.1 Summary
During the last years, cloud computing phenomenon has drastically impacted the business model
of IT companies. Cloud computing reflects an extension of distributed software development
models. The outsourcing features of cloud computing enable to implement a cost effective model in
which companies resort to external hosting to manage their running services, avoiding the burden
of software maintenance. This research focuses on quality attributes trade-offs in cloud-based
software. We have conducted literature review in the optimization of cloud-based software and we
have identified a lack in the literature in handling cloud self-adaptations and run-time reasoning.
To build a decision support method that addresses trade-offs in the context of cloud-based
software, we have built a runtime reasoning layer in cloud infrastructure to continuously optimize
software deployment from both the cloud customers and provider perspectives. To promote
efficient services delivery in cloud paradigm, we have proposed an algorithm that operates on
the top of MOEAs to improve the efficiency of our optimization process. Additionally, we have
pointed out the importance of handling design trade-offs at the level of guest applications. Besides
our approach to optimally deploy applications in the cloud infrastructure, we also advocate that
trade-offs have to be addressed at the level of guest applications and not only at deployment
phase.
To improve trade-offs at the level of guest applications, we have focused on the security quality
attribute and more particularly on access control concerns. We have advocated XACML policy-
based systems for the design of guest applications as they provide a certain trade-off between
security and flexibility in terms of authorizations management. We have extended current XACML
policy-based systems to support a wide range of usage control scenarios. Refactoring techniques on
top of XAML policies, have been used to achieve a trade-off between security and performance at
the level of XACML policy-based systems. Finally, we pointed out that trade-offs analysis have to
be carried out during all the stages of software development and particularly in the testing phase.
In the context of policy-based systems evolution, we have proposed test selection techniques to
achieve a trade-off between regression testing costs and security policy evolution.
9.2 Revisited contributions
To take full advantage of cloud computing paradigm, this thesis pursues the objective of inves-
tigating the trade-offs issues at the level of cloud-based software in order to help both users
and service providers to maximize software quality attributes and to minimize costs. The aim
of the research reported in this dissertation is to design and to continuously optimize cloud
hosted software. This approach combines advanced bio-inspired evolutionary approaches, mod-
els@run.time paradigm and policy-based systems. The different contributions that have been
proposed throughout this thesis are summarized as follows:
A) We built a decision module to optimize cloud-based software. This module offers reasoning
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capabilities and takes into consideration design time and runtime information to re-evaluate
the system at runtime. We evaluate the approach based on a case study defined with EBRC, a
cloud provider in Luxembourg. We have modeled trade-offs in the deployment of cloud-based
software as a multi-objective optimization problem and we have used evolutionary algorithms to
find near optimal cloud configurations solutions. This contribution investigates the properties of
dynamic adaptive systems to propose an abstraction of a cloud infrastructure and a model driven
optimization method that achieves optimization at the level of cloud-based software deployment.
B) We have proposed a hyper-heuristic that operates at the top of the optimization algorithms
that have been used in the previous contribution to enhance the effectiveness of the optimization
approach. Elastic intrinsic features of cloud computing impose severe requirements on the
optimization process that is used to resolve conflicting objectives at the level of cloud-based
software deployment. We have validated the effectiveness of the proposed hyper-heuristic using
standard multi-objective evolutionary algorithms.
Our contributions encompass trade-offs handling at the level of the hosting phase to include
methods that improve trade-offs design at the level of guest applications. For the trade-offs
management at the level of guest applications, we have focused particularly on security quality
attribute and more specifically on XACML policy-based systems. In what follows, we summarize
our contributions to handle trade-offs at the level of guest applications:
C) Extension of XACML model for a better obligations support. For the systems that respect
XACML architectural design, we have identified some limitations in the support of XACML
to handle obligations. To widen the range of usage control scenarios that can be supported by
XACML policy, we have proposed an extension at the level of XACML architectural model and
at the level of the policy language that improves XACML obligations support. OB-XACML, our
proposed model, can be easily adopted since it does not require several changes at the level of
XACML reference model.
D) Refactoring technique for performance versus access control trade-offs. Performance is
a crucial requirement that has to be considered in the management of XACML policy-based
systems. We have proposed a refactoring technique at the level of XACML policies to achieve a
trade-off between security and performance. Our approach has been evaluated on three Java
policy-based systems and has experimentally demonstrated the effectiveness of the proposed
refactoring techniques in enhancing access control request processing.
E) Promoting multi-layers optimization. Trade-offs analysis has to be achieved in all the
stages of software development. For evolving policy-based systems, software engineers have to
re-run security tests whenever the security policy is updated. We have proposed a regression-test
selection approach that ensures security policy evolution while reducing regression test selection
costs.
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9.3 Limitations
This section gets insight into the main limitations that we have identified in our work.
Cloud-based platforms
Up to this stage, we have limited our work to an experimentation that considers only Kevoree
as a models@run.time platform for cloud nodes management. To gain more confidence in the
efficiency of our reasoning layer, we believe that experiments have to be conducted in a real
production environment. More precisely, besides using Kevoree nodes, another pertinent step to
test our approach would be to test our optimization approach with common commercial cloud
nodes such as Amazon and Rackspace nodes. Another step to concretize our work is to integrate
our reasoning layer the top of open source hypervisors such as Xen open source virtualization
platforms1. The reasoning engine can be tested in a cloud bursting tool that helps cloud customers
clients to choose a cloud provider between a set of potential cloud providers. The criteria to choose
between best cloud providers can be based on providers best alternatives offers in terms of cost
and services quality attributes.
Comparison with well known optimization benchmarks
Sputnik hyper-heuristic that we have proposed in chapter 5 operates on the top of MOEAs
algorithms to improve the process of continuous optimization at the level of the cloud infrastruc-
ture. This contribution can be categorized as a search-based contribution. To generalize obtained
results with Sputnik on other optimization problems, we need to test this hyper-heuristic in
common optimization benchmarks that include common optimization problems described in the
literature such as DTLZ problems and ZDT problems2.
Obligations in the selected policy-based systems
Our extension to improve the support of obligations in XACML language and architecture
includes only obligations with deadline. To have a comprehensive support of obligations in
XACML, we need to enhance the support of obligations in XACML by considering the different
obligations types. These categories have been surveyed in [HBP05a, ECCB12b].
9.4 Future Work
Based on the previous presented contributions and the aforementioned limitations, this section
introduces relevant research topics that will be explored in the near future.
1http://www.xenproject.org/
2http://www.tik.ee.ethz.ch/sop/download/supplementary/testproblems/
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Usage of trade-offs analysis methods
This thesis addresses trade-offs in cloud based software and particularly security trade-offs.
However, we recognize the lack of a validating methodology that analyzes and quantifies the
different trade-offs achieved. A potential improvement of the current work is the usage of trade-
offs analysis methods such as the Architecture Trade-off Analysis Method (ATAM) that evaluates
a software architecture quality attributes based on predefined goals. ATAM can be used in
different stages of software development life-cycle and is based on an iterative process that
assesses to which extent quality attributes are able to achieve customers objectives.
Access control architecture for the cloud
We have chosen XACML as an architectural model for access control to regulate accesses in
cloud-based software. XACML is based on an Attribute Based Access Control Model (ABAC)
that captures several access control scenarios. However, an access control model that captures
all the subtleties of cloud computing is still needed. Such model has to capture cloud providers
reputation, identify risk measures that could be used before outsourcing data control to the
cloud providers. New measures of trust between stakeholders that guide decision making process
have also to be taken into consideration in an access control model dedicated for cloud-based
applications.
Optimization of XACML-policy based system in the cloud
In this thesis, all the optimization results related to the policy-based systems have been
explored in local settings. A follow-up work related to policy-based systems would be to propose
an optimized distributed design of policy-based systems. By hosting an XACML policy-based
system in a cloud environment, several questions can arise which are related to the optimal
placement of PDPs, PEPs in a given cloud infrastructure. An interesting dimension that we
would like to explore in the future is the placement of the different XACML components given
that tenants are geographically distributed in several geographical zones. An optimization of an
access control system based on XACML-based architecture would be to analyze the header of
each tenant access control request, to identify its source location and to forward it to the closest
PEP/PDP hosting point. These placement mechanisms have to be adaptive given the fact that
localisation of tenants and of PEPs/PDPs in an XACML policy-based system changes over time.
Elastic load balancer
In the light of our reasoning approach, we plan to design and implement an auto-scaling system
that defines scaling up/out rules to adjust resources provisioning to the workload or to the costs
variations. This elastic load balancer has to explore the link between the PaaS layer and the IaaS
layer to adjust cloud infrastructure resources based on the near optimal cloud configurations
calculated by our reasoning engine. Based on our previous optimization findings, it would also
be interesting to define prediction mechanisms so that the elastic load balancer can leverage
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the history of resources scaling events to adjust provisioning operations to the workload. We
plan also to guide the behaviour of our elastic load balancer by keeping in mind the uncertainty
related to costs and to the workload while defining the prediction mechanisms.
Exploring diversity as an optimization axis
Software diversity has already been used for aero-spacial software engineering to build high
fault-tolerant systems. Some previous work has investigated the impact of diverse software
to build resilient software systems. In [BDG+09], the authors have defined a set of twenty
configuration rules for diversifying the implementation and/or the runtime environment of
operating systems and applications before deployment phases. In [A+85], the authors have
presented the impact of N-version approach on fault tolerance to study the impact of using
different software versions on software faults. In the future, we are planning to explore the
impact of diversity aspects on a cloud infrastructure. We will leverage the research outcomes of
the DIVERSIFY3 project which is a pioneering project that explores the impact of bio-diversity
on the resilience of self-adaptive systems.
Stopping criteria in MOEAs
In the experiments that we have conducted in chapters 4 and 5, we have only considered time
constraints or generations number as stopping criteria. Additional stopping criteria, based on
defined acceptable values assigned to our fitness functions can also be explored. We plan also to
define some stopping criteria that are based on the absence of improvements in our optimization
process.
3http://diversify-project.eu/
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